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ABSTRACT
The Impact of a Storytelling Seminar for
Friend-Gr levers
In a highly mobile, technological society suffering a
crisis in friendship skills, a friend's death can be a
shattering experience, particularly if the survivor-
friend's grief is not recognized. This dissertation project
is a study of the development and implementation of a one-
day storytelling event for individuals who have had a non-
kin, non-spouse friend die.
Fourteen self-selected individuals participated in a
one-hour interview, completed the Texas Revised Inventory
of Grief and the Death Anxiety Scale, and participated in a
one-day storytelling event at St. Andrew's Episcopal Church
in Kansas City, Missouri, on 9 May 1992. The event was
composed of storytelling, collage-making, and viewing a
video dealing with the death of a friend. The Day of
Remembering closed with a service of worship designed by
the researcher, "The Naming of Names."
Five months later, the participants were retested on
the TRIG and DAS to determine movement on the grief scales.
Movement as reflected by decreased scores would suggest
that the seminar and interview process may have been helpful
in resolving some of the issues of friends' grief.
Because this is a self-selected sample and because the
sample is small, tests of statistical significance were
not calculated. However, It should be noted that in the
original interviews only five subjects or 35.71 percent
identified themselves as "Completely recovered" and seven
individuals or 50 percent selected "Mostly recovered."
By the final interview, eleven on 78.57 percent identified
themselves as "Completely recovered." Two other subjects
moved from "Somewhat recovered" to "Mostly recovered."
In the initial interview, 11 or 78.57 percent reported
that they had "really grieved" for the deceased. After the
Day of Remembering and participation in this project, all
fourteen participants reported the feeling of having really
grieved for the deceased friend.
On the TRIG, 11 or 78.57 percent lowered their scores,
35.71 percent by two figures.
The researcher concluded that the experience of having
a safe place to openly and verbally grieve following the
death of a friend, benefits the f riend-griever . The Day
of Remembering demonstrated that a one-day storytelling
seminar, coupled with pre-seminar and post-seminar inter
views, has a healing effect on individuals mourning a
friend's death.
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1CHAPTER 1
Understanding the Problem
Background to the Problem
What happens when a friend� a close, good, even best
friend�dies? Clearly, the more valued the friendship the
more likely it will precipitate a crisis for the indivi
duals involved. To whom does the friend-griever turn?
Will her/his grief be recognized? Or will it be discounted
or perceived as competitive with the family/kin-grievers?
Given the approximately two million deaths each year in
the United States (United States Department of Commerce 79)
and assuming a range of three to five friends per deceased
person, the magnitude of the problem is evident. Sooner or
later, everyone will be impacted by the death of a non-kin,
non-spouse friend, buddy, pal, or colleague. In an era of
"friendship crisis," when Americans know less than former
generations about making and maintaining friends, (Miller
124) the issue becomes more relevant.
"The study of grief," note Delk and Folta "is more than
the study of symptoms and possible pathology; it is the
study of people and their most intimate relationships" (80).
In today's world there is a growing significance attached to
friendships. Delk and Folta argue that among young adults
(particularly unmarrieds), early middle adults, and the
elderly, "the primary group relationship is shifting from
kin to friend" (78).
2What is the role and status of friendship in a highly
mobile, technological culture? Despite the books, experts,
and "hov to" seminars, our contemporary American society
seems confused. Welty and Sharp observe, "As a result of
the strains and fractures of the family, friendship seems
more and more to be functioning, if not as a surrogate
family, then at least as an increasingly important source of
support and affection" (31).
David Smith advances the argument that "with the
decline in the social stability of the extended family and
the nuclear family itself, friendships are becoming more
important than ever before for the maintenance and maturity
of mental and spiritual health" (17). Simply, contemporary
Americans expect and demand more from friends than prevous
generations did. Mary Brown Parlee and the editors of
Psychology Today note that "although poets, novelists, and
philosophers have waxed eloquently on the joys and costs of
friendship," (65) contemporary understandings are lacking.
Many share the conviction that the American conception of
friendship�what it is, what we expect from it, what we are
willing to give to it� is changing, due to the values and
institutions of a highly mobile American culture undergoing
rapid transformation, and the disintegration of the "trad
itional" family (Miller 5-7; Rando, Living 58).
David Smith notes, "The term friend is lacking in con
tent. It Is devoid of emotion and commitment. We rarely
3know what someone means when he declares, 'He is my friend'"
(128). Essentially, the term friend requires a modifier
such a "best" or "good" or "deep" or "old" or "close" or
"longtime" to adequately gauge the true nature of the
relationship.
Bensman and Lilienfeld contend that modern expressions
of friendship are hampered by a struggle between the
"public" and "private" selves to be shared. Urbanism,
industrialism, the mass market, geographic and economic
mobility, and large-scale bureaucracy have contributed to
the erosion of "tradition-based definitions of friendship
and the emergence of more eclectic, pragmatic definitions."
Noting that "the quality, content, or depth of a friendship
is rarely constant," (63) the authors point to the growing
illusionary friendships prevalent in a "here today/gone
tomorrow" society. Casual friendships, or even pseudo-
friendships� "He can get it for me wholesale"�compete with
more authentic, deeper friendships for survival, as do
mere friendships of convenience. In the age of the dispos
able, one-time-use item, even our friendships are temporary
or throw-away.
The redefining of friendship has complicated funeral
customs and traditions. As a result of the new meanings of
and expectations from friendships, a friend's death has more
impact today than it did a half century ago. Bell notes:
4The development of a point of view about death requires
some capacity to absorb the loss of one's close friends
and relatives, as well as the capacity to accept one's
own ultimate death. It may be that accepting the death
of friends is even more difficult than accepting the
notion of one's own death. This is because the death
of peers destroys the social group to which the adult
is a member. Losing one's friends. . . means a loss of
daily companionship, a shared world of memories and
plans, and a source of support about values and social
norms. (191)
Rando (points to the "distinct social problems for
grievers" when the friend who died had been "socially
devalued" by society: a criminal, alcoholic, mentally ill,
retarded, an AIDS patient and, in some instances, a senior
citizen or homeless person. "It is as if our society said,
'This person is not valued very much by us, so it cannot
hurt that much for you to lose him.'" However, "while
society may devalue some of those in its ranks, those who
love them do not" (Living 60). When some mention a
friend's death, the surviving friend talks quietly and
cautiously about the loss (Goss 297-298).
What happens when a friend dies? Historically, the
friend who is left to mourn is a passive fixture at the
funeral rituals. The exceptions are males who are asked to
be pallbearers, although today women are occasionally
selected. Otherwise, a friend attends the visitation, sends
flowers, and offers assistance� "Call me if I can help
you. ..." Societal norms require that a friend's grief
not compete with, overshadow or complicate the family's
grief- Yet, a friend's grief is real.
5One 1992 congressional candidate reports burying seven
friends in the first four months of 1992 (Nolan). Ray Russ,
who marched in the 1992 AIDS Candlelight Vigil explained,
"I'm here because I can no longer count on my hands or feet
or any other extensions of my body the number of friends
I've lost in the past two years" (Hoover and Butler A15).
At age ninety, publisher William Nichols wrote "The
saddest and hardest part of aging is the loss of those one
loves" (230). To compensate for the losses, Nichols placed
pictures of his friends on a shelf in his bedroom so that
"it is the first thing I see in the morning, the last thing
at night" (230). Most of those friends are dead. Another
elder explains, "I spend a lot of time at funerals."
Siegel presents a case study of "Roger" as representa
tive of the issue's impact. Roger's sixty-three-year-old
"best buddy" died. Roger helped the grieving widow with the
arrangements, ran errands, even called out-of-town friends
to notify them of the death.
But no one seemed to realize how much he had lost�
his best buddy- Although his kindness and help were
recognized, rewarded, and sanctioned, no attention was
paid to his grief. There are no condolence cards to
send to friends. They are the ones who are supposed to
send them. But his grief was intense, and some of the
activities he had shared with his friend�early morning
golf and series tickets to Sunday football games� lost
their lustre. It was the bonding with a close male
friend that had meant so much, rather than the activi
ties. (13; emphasis mine)
In an era of discount definitions of friendship, Siegel
6adds this reminder:
Even a relationship that is not intense�one that
is based on some friendly backslapping or a walk to
the corner newsstand�can be experienced as an intense
loss to someone to whom the interaction offered a
stable routine or a recognition of self. The pract
itioner who recognizes this grief and sanctions it,
even when society at large does not, is providing an
important intervention, because the friend who offers
his friendship and warmth to the 'official family' may
indeed be thinking, 'What about me?' (13)
Doka says disenfranchisement has occurred because our
"society inhibits grief by establishing 'grieving norms'
that deny such emotions to persons deemed to have insignifi
cant losses, insignificant relationships, or an insignifi
cant capacity to grieve" (Disenfranchised xv) . Fierstein
demonstrates this principle in the movie Torch Song Trilogy,
when his character, Arnold angers his mother by reciting
kaddish for his dead companion. Arnold's widowed mother
demands, "How can you compare your loss to mine?" (145).
Zisook and DeVaul conclude that as a result of this
disenfranchisement , "Most, if not all, people never totally
resolve their grief" (Unresolved Grief 377) because as Doka
explains they often do not have a "socially recognized
right, role, or capacity to grieve" (Disenfranchised 3).
No one gives permission to a friend to grieve. Hallmark
does not offer a card for someone whose friend has died.
Few corporations have bereavement leave for a friend's
death. If a relative dies one is generally entitled to time
off with pay; if a best friend dies, one takes vacation days
or goes unpaid. In a time of economic uncertainty, some
7corporations now are even limiting "time off" for relatives
such as grandparents and aunts/uncles.
Moreover, given the mobility of Americans, close
friends may be hundreds or thousands of miles away at the
time of death and/or the funeral. Because of the pressure
of their own schedules, friends may not be able to attend.
The researcher experienced this reality while writing this
dissertation when a good friend died. Because of the
researcher's speaking schedule, he was unable to fly to
Florida to attend the memorial service. Too many times
friends do not have the opportunity to bring their friend
ship to a close, particularly in the case of sudden, unex
pected death. In an era of mobility and busy schedules,
the funeral rituals give friends and family occasion to
gather; in some cases, the events take on the feeling of a
reunion .
Rituals are therapeutic and both emotionally and
spiritually necessary- "In saying good-bye at the open
casket," friends have an opportunity to "gain control over
the relationship they had with the deceased which they felt
had been torn from their grasp by death" (Foley 21). These
days, friends' grief is complicated increasingly by the
growing acceptance of "private disposal", which means no
viewing, visitation, memorial service, or graveside ser
vice (Wolfelt, Death and Grief 146). This is becoming more
common in a death-denying or death-hiding society, parti-
8cularly if there is some stigma attached to the death,
such as AIDS. However, by tampering with or eliminating
socially recognized ways of publically grieving the loss of
a friend, healing may be delayed (Deck and Folta, "Friend-
Griever" 88-89), or made impossible to resolve. M. O'Neil
sees that increasingly clinicians must help validate a
client's relationship with a deceased friend "as one that
had particular meaning" (81).
The origin of the wake traces back to pre-embalming
days. Because of the fear of premature burial friends were
enlisted to "sit" with the corpse, alert to any sign of
life. "The name of wake was given to this event when the
idea was to watch the body in the hope that the person
would wake up into consciousness again" (Foley 22; emphasis
mine). As the number of watchers increased, the event
became more celebrative. Irish immigrants brought the
practice of the wake as a social event to this country.
MacDonaugh's Irish Life and Character, published in 1898,
encouraged friends to "crowd in to cheer up the spirits of
the bereaved, to distract their thoughts from their sad
loss" (qtd. in Metress 150). Music, singing, dancing, wake
games, and drinking were usually part of the wake. However,
because of widespread drunkenness and rowdiness at wakes, in
the early 20th century, Protestants generally preferred the
visitation.
Foley suggests that a visitation is a way for the
9family to receive "the expressions of sympathy from the
friends of the deceased" (22). The heavy sorrow is
diminished, at least momentarily, by the joyful parade of
friends offering testimonials to the deceased. Friends,
often from the workplace, whom the family may know only by
name or reputation, disclose positive details of their asso
ciation with the deceased. From these shared stories, Foley
believes that the family is reminded "of the deceased's good
deeds, his kindnesses, his unsung struggles for success!"
(23) .
The culture mandates an expected behavior for friends
at the funeral home. Not only is there an obligation to
view the corpse, "but also to say the correct things about
it." A friend is expected to comment on "how well the
deceased looks" (Metcalf and Huntington 205), and the
observations should initially be directed to the family,
then exchanged with other friends and even strangers. How
ever, in many areas of the country, visitations are being
eliminated. And some groups, particularly Jewish communi
ties, do not have "viewing" traditions (Troy 47-50).
A visitation can be difficult for the socially awkward
who feel inept in verbalizing their sympathy. Some friends
"consider the visitation as an invitation to participate,
not as a command performance they are required to attend or
lose face" (Foley 23). Still, many consider it a social
obligation that must be fulfilled. A funeral home provides
10
a facility to accommodate this gathering while preserving
the privacy of the residence to the primary grievers.
What is a friend's role at a funeral? Although Doyle
reports that a funeral/memorial service is "the occasion for
them to begin their grieving process or to begin its
closure" (197), traditionally, the funeral has been
focused on the family. Even the closest friends of the
deceased rarely sit with the family; indeed, in funeral
homes, during the funeral, the family may be seated in an
adjacent room for more privacy. Some funeral directors now
offer the family the option of sitting "with the friends."
Lillian Rubin insists that the separation between family
and "others" whether intimate, close or casual friend is
deliberately and rigidly enforced. Sklar and Hartley add,
"Other participants who consciously attempted to grieve as
might be expected by a family member�such as being active
participants at funerals or memorial services�discovered
they were not 'permitted' to do so by the family" (110).
However, a growing concern is the viability of the
traditional funeral in light of what Irion calls "changing
patterns of ritual response to death" (Changing 159).
The General Introduction to the new Catholic Order of
Christian Funerals urges those planning funerals to "take
into consideration the spiritual and psychological needs of
the family and friends" (International Commission on English
5-6). Reform Judiasm's new Rabbi ' s Manual "explicitly
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acknowledges the need to accept death and loss [and] the
importance of support of friends and loved ones" (Irion,
Changing 165, emphasis mine). Concern has been raised about
scheduling funerals at night when more friends can attend.
The new United Methodist hymnal encourages the holding of
funerals "at a time when members of the congregation can be
present" (United Methodist Church 870). The guide to
A Service of Death and Resurrection directs, "The pastor
needs to understand the ways in which friends and family
minister to one another" (39). In today's world of dys
functional families, many individuals have warmer, closer,
more intimate relationships with friends than with family
members. Indeed, some consider friends to be family.
Historically, the dying person presided over "a death
bed" in her own home; family, friends, neighbors, and the
community gathered. Aries, in The Hour of Death, describes
such scenes in his review of fifteen centuries of funeral
customs. "Friendship and good manners obligated community
members to make a final visit to the home of the dead" (34).
Today, Aries laments that dying more often takes place in a
hospital or nursing home. The community that surrounds the
dying, especially at the end, is more likely to be composed
of professionals, doctors or nurses rather than family and
friends (Aries, Western Attitudes 34). "Those who surround,
protect, hold up the dying persons and their families are
likely to be strangers" (O'Reilly, "Hospital Memorial" 537),
12
although the growing hospice movement challenges this trend.
Contemporary society has little tolerance for grief
and death. Alexander comments:
Our society has little tolerance for grief. We
expect it to be discreet, tidy, and above all short
lived. Memorial services, burials, wakes, sitting
Shiva� these are the appointed occasions for expressing
loss and grief. Once these rites have been completed,
the survivors are supposed to grieve privately and be
done with it as quickly as possible. (157)
Context of the Problem
St. Andrew's Episcopal Church is a fast-growing con
gregation in the Diocese of West Missouri. A midtown con
gregation, founded in 1913, with a membership of 1,826 and
an average Sunday attendance of 789, St. Andrew's has exper
ienced significant growth during the past six years, partic
ularly in attracting individuals from Roman Catholic and
non-liturgical traditions. The church has experienced a
number of deaths of prominent communicants in the twelve
month period before this project began and has been
described as "a congregation in mourning."
The researcher's interest in this subject developed
because of training as a funeral director and was heightened
by the deaths of a mentor, M. E. "Bud" Lunn, 1 April 1990,
and a friend, Denny Apple on 6 February 1991.
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Rationale Underlying the Study
Between six and eight million Americans annually are
impacted by the death of a friend (Deck and Folta 88). In
an era when friendships are valued, if not prized, the death
of a friend can be an emotional and spiritual crisis. This
loss has been labeled "disenfranchised grief" (Doka,
Disenfranchised 4) because it is not or cannot be openly
acknowledged, publically mourned, or socially supported. It
is reasonable to assume that such unresolved, unrecognized
grief would be a barrier to healthy emotional and spiritual
life and that it influences the prevalence of "complicated
mourning" or unfinished bereavement (Rando, "Increasing
Prevalence" 43) in today's society.
In 1986, Murphy reported that "studies examining
bereavement responses of close friends have not been con
ducted or published" ("Stress, Coping" 412). In 1989, Deck
and Folta disclosed that "little attention has been given to
this issue" (77) of death of friends since their pioneering
research was published in 1976; indeed, they noted that
significant studies of grief over the decade had focused on
spousal and kinship grief. In recently published major
studies of friendship, they discovered between one paragraph
and three pages devoted to the topic.
In 1990, Sklar and Hartley reported in the influential
thanatological journal OMEGA , "that no empirical study ex
ploring the loss of a close friend through death, includ-
14
ing the meaning of the loss for the surviving best friend,
and the possible social, emotional, economic, legal, and
health consequences of that loss" (103-104) had been con
ducted or reported in the literature.
After reviewing numerous books on death and friend
ship, particularly the indexes, and finding little on death
of friends, the researcher believes this subject is a worth
while area for study. The researcher agrees with the con
tention of Sklar and Hartley that "there is a large, hidden,
silently grieving population of. . . 'survivor-friends'"
(104) who have been told their grief doesn't count and who
have not been recognized or validated by others including
those in the professions (Doka, Disenfranchised) .
Significance of the Study
Programs, books, and resources are available for
widows/widowers and support groups for particular subgroups,
such as Compassionate Friends for those who have had a child
die. A protocol and etiquette exist for those who grieve a
kinship or family death, particularly in the religious
community. However, no lasting recognition, let alone
programs or resources, aid the friend-griever . Irion
insists that there must be opportunities for people to talk
about their loss and "to pour out [one's] story without
embarrassment or the fear of criticism" (Funeral and
Mourners 146). Current grieving customs and etiquette do
15
not insure that the friend-griever � s story will be heard or
valued. The significance of this study is that, by develop
ing a one-day storytelling seminar in which individuals can
share stories of friends who have died, they will be able to
express their "disenfranchised" grief and recognize in the
stories of others, that someone understands their pain and
appreciates their loss.
Purpose of the Inguiry
The purpose of this proposed study is to identify ways
that storytelling might impact the grief of individuals
mourning the death of a friend. Can such an experience be
added to the counseling/comforting repertoire of the local
church? Indeed, could organized opportunities for story
telling become part of post-funeral pastoral care? The
researcher believes this to be so.
Through interviews before and after the one-day
friends' grief seminar, the researcher will explore the
helpfulness of such an approach to enhance healing.
Statement of Research Questions
and Hypotheses
Research Question 1
What kind of changes, as measured by the Death Anxiety
Scale and Texas Inventory of Death, occur in the continu
ing bereavement of individuals who are given an opportunity
16
to participate in a one-day storytelling seminar focused on
friends' grief?
Operational Question 1
How did the friend-griever experience bereavement
before the interview and seminar?
Operational Question 2
How did the f riend-griever experience bereavement
during the interview and seminar?
Operational Question 3
How did the friend-griever experience bereavement after
the interview and seminar?
Research Question 2
Did those participants who were interviewed before the
friends' grief seminar find the seminar helpful?
Operational Question 1
Did those participants who were interviewed before the
friends' grief seminar find the interview as helpful as the
one-day seminar?
Operational Question 2
Did those participants who were interviewed before the
friends' grief seminar find the combination of interview
and storytelling more helpful than either component individ
ually?
Definition of Terms
The term f riend-ariever was developed by Deck and Folta
17
The term friend-griever was developed by Deck and Folta
( "Friend-Griever" 77) and refers to an individual who is
grieving for a friend who has died. Sklar and Hartley label
these individuals "survivor-friends" (103).
Storytelling seminar is an occasion at which people
gather, with informal leadership, to listen to stories of
the experience, strength and hope of individuals who have
had a friend or friends die.
DAS or Death Anxiety Scale is a fifteen item instru
ment developed by Donald I. Templer to measure respondents'
anxiety about death (Death Anxiety Scale 173-174).
TRIG or Texas Inventory of Grief is a fifty-eight item
questionnaire developed by Zisook, DeVaul and Click to
measure unresolved grief (1590-1592).
Methodology
Data will be collected through two sets of interviews:
one before the friends' grief seminar and one at least
ninety days after the seminar. The first interview will be
audio taped to provide a verbatim record. The initial
interview will examine the friending formation stage, the
friend-survivor's involvement in the friend's death,
funeral, burial and any post-ritual events, and the friend's
bereavement experience. The second interview will focus on
the impact of the initial interview and the seminar on own
ing, clarifying, resolving any unresolved bereavement issues
and the impact on the "remembering" of the deceased.
18
Population and Sample
Population
The population will include both communicants and non-
communicants of St. Andrew's Episcopal Church in Kansas
City, Missouri, who have experienced the death of a signifi
cant friend. In order to have twenty individuals to com
plete all phases of the project: pre-interview, participa
tion in friends' grief seminar and post-interview, the
researcher will interview twenty-five persons before the
seminar .
Because of the needs of the church, and the lack of
existing programs of assistance to survivor-grievers , and
the needs of individuals on the fringe of the church who
learn about the study and desire to participate, it is ex
pected that some individuals will participate in the story
telling seminar who have not been interviewed.
Variables
Control variables of the study will be: age of the
friend-griever , since it is assumed that older participants
will have difficulty "replacing" friends who have died and
younger individuals are generally less experienced in
bereavement; the length of time that has passed since the
death of the friend; the belief in eternal life held by the
friend-survivor; the resources for conversation/counseling
available to the friend-griever ; the nature of the death
experienced by the friend; a slow, lingering illness as
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opposed to a violent/ sudden death, or a death perceived to
be "senseless" as opposed to a death of one who lived "a
good long life of threescore-and-ten" ; the absence of a
funeral or memorial service or use of a "private" service
from which the friend was excluded; the length of time
between the interview and the seminar; and the degree of
participation in the actual friends' grief seminar.
Instrumentation
Three instruments will be used. First the Death
Anxiety Scale designed to measure participants' anxiety
about death. The DAS "has been found to be relatively free
of response bias and social-desirability response set" and
"has been used and studied with a variety of populations"
(Corcoran 141) .
Second/ the Texas Inventory of Death developed by
Zisook and DeVaul ("Unresolved Grief" 370-379) will be used.
Both instruments will be administered pre-Day of Remembering
and post-Day of Remembering.
Third/ a three-question inventory developed by
Murphy will be built into the researcher's questionnaire.
1. As of today, how well do you feel you have recov
ered from the effect of your friend(s) death(s)?
2. If you have completely recovered, how long after
the death of your friend(s) did it take to
feel recovered?
3. What were some of the changes you had to make as
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a result of your friend's death? ("Stress, Coping"
418, 420).
A three question post-seminar investigator-developed
questionnaire will be used:
1. Did you find the storytelling seminar helpful in
recognizing, confronting, dealing with your grief
for your friend(s)?
2. Did you find the pre-seminar interview helpful in
recognizing, confronting, and/or dealing with your
grief for your friend(s)?
3. What are some changes you wish to make as a result
of your participation in the friends' grief
experience?
Procedures
In consultation with the deacon in charge of pastoral
care at St. Andrew's, invitations will be issued to persons
in the St. Andrew's parish/community of faith known to be
grieving a friend's death. Since many survivor-grievers are
"hidden" (Sklar 103) and because the event is so innovative,
an article describing the experience will be published in
St. Andrew's, the parish weekly newsletter. An invitation
for further information will be included listing the phone
numbers of the investigator and the deacon in charge of
pastoral care.
Data for this study will be collected through one hour
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open ended interviews with twenty-five individuals before
the seminar. The components of the interview will focus on
the length and maturity of the friendship, how the individ
ual died, the involvement of the f riend-griever in the
funeral/memorial service(s) and post-funeral rituals, and
how the friend-griever has mourned since the death. The
interviews will be taped so that a verbatim will be avail
able. The initial interviews will be conducted in a period
within sixty days of the one-day seminar.
On 9 May, from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., the friends' grief
storytelling seminar, called Day of Remembering, will be
held at St. Andrew's. The twenty-five friend-grievers will
be included as will others who wish to participate who were
not interviewed. The morning will be devoted to sharing the
stories, similar to the practices in Twelve Step programs.
After lunch, the group will use small group discussion,
momento examination, and collage-making based on amount of
time remaining. The day will conclude with a Service of
Remembering, conducted by the Rector and modeled after the
Vigil for the Eve of All Saints' Day, in the The Book of
Occasional Services.
After ninety days, the participants will again be
interviewed to determine their evaluation of the helpfulness
of the interviews and storytelling seminar in aiding their
bereavement.
The concluding component of this project will be an
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evaluation of this project and the implications for utiliz
ing this project in developing an on-going program for
friend-grievers at St. Andrews's.
Delimitations and Generalizability
A quasi-experimental one-group pre-test/post-test
research design of necessity limits the results and genera
lizability. This study is based on a convenient sample and
not a random sample.
The population of St. Andrew's Episcopal Church should
provide a sample with a wide theological and emotional
perspective because of the pluralistic nature of the con
gregation. The findings should be broader than if a more
conservative theological setting had been chosen or one
without a liturgical ritual for remembering the deceased,
such as "prayer for the faithful departed."
Limiting the study to subjects who have lost a friend
will limit the scope of the study as will excluding those
who declare, "my spouse is my best friend." Grief from
other losses have different dynamics specifically because
such griefs are socially recognized.
Finally, the timing of the year may limit the study. It
was necessary to schedule the one-day seminar before the end
of the academic school year because of the vacation and
summer scattering of the congregation and pastoral staff.
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Overviev of the Study
What happens when a friend of a communicant of St.
Andrew's parish dies? This study may provide answers to
that question and may provide insight into structures, pro
cedures and attitudes that could help the church better care
to those who have suffered such losses.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Selected Literature
Although the recognition of friends' grief as a disen
franchised grief is recent, a rich literature exists, both
academic and popular, on the related themes of friendship
and death. Many kinds of writing, some anecdotal, have
influenced my study and reflection. The absence of the word
death in literature on friendship, and the scarcity of the
word friend in literature on death, complicated my research.
Generally, the death of a friend meant the termination of a
friendship through a falling out, growing apart, or moving
away, rather than a physical death.
The literature review is grouped into four categories
of studies: (1) friendship; (2) friends' grief; (3) friends'
participation in rituals; and (4) storytelling.
Studies Concerning Friendship
Keen asserts that in a highly mobile technological cul
ture such as ours, contemporary friendship "is as rare as it
is precious" (180). Brain charges that Americans are losing
"the capacity to make friends" (257). Welty and Sharp
concede that friendship has taken on, in recent years, "a
new prominence and new dimensions" after years of being
"relegated to the cultural attic" (31). They lament that
friendship, "for thousands of years. . . a major philosophi
cal subject" has "fallen into the hands of pop psychologists
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and self-help enthusiasts" (31). Brain concludes that
researchers have turned "a blind eye to friendship needs"
(265) .
Fischer suggests that the growing disintegration of
American society into "small, age-pure islands" which he
dismisses as "network homogeneity" (188) results in an acute
poverty of friendships. Americans want instant friendships.
Keen (1984), however, insists that friendships start as
seedlings and must be nurtured through the highs and lows of
emotional life (237).
Of growing concern to many researchers is the friend
less American male (Reisman; Miller; Culbertson). The
authors of the epic. The Seasons of a Man's Life, declare,
"Close friendship with a man or woman is rarely experienced
by American men," especially one that parallels "an intimate
male friend of the kind that they recall fondly from boyhood
or youth" (Levinson et al. 335). Keen complains that
modern, urban, high-tech, corporate, competitive America has
become a society "toxic to the ecology of friendship" (237)
and cites the example of one prominent oil company execu
tive, whose "rise to the top" necessitated a move every two
years. When asked if he had friends in his corporation, he
admitted, "I don't have any friends. It is too painful to
get involved and then have to sever ties every year or two."
When asked about his relationships, he answered, "When we go
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to a new town, my wife and I join the right clubs, but we
don't really make new friends" (238).
Reisman labels the commitment to family and career as
developmentally "typical" for young adults and observes that
friendships are shed or exchanged as we age. Moreover,
expectations from a friendship and the intensity of a
friendship are reduced in midlife, to the point that "use
fulness and dependability of a friend" (124) become the
important criteria for evaluating friendship.
Today, a growing number of Americans define a spouse as
their best friend, (Miller 26; Smith 130; Culbertson 75),
although Lillian Rubin explains that spouses are more
frequently identified as best friends by males than by
females (129).
As a result of the men's movement, researchers are
questioning gender's influence on the formation and mainte
nance of friendships. Lewis declares, "Many American males
in adult life have never had a close friend or known what it
means to love and care for a male friend" (108). Goldberg
reports that those few males who have had a friend are
reluctant "to reveal vulnerabilities and weaknesses and
have low emotional investments" in these friendships
(Hazards 52). Goldberg observes that many men were sur
prised when he asked if they had close friends. "'No.
Why? Should I?' was the usual reply" (New Male 21).
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Often American males find that their closest male
relationships were the result of bonding in either sports or
the military when they came together to "kill"�either lit
erally or athletically� the enemy. Arkin and Dobrofsky
see a strong relationship between the military and "the mas
culine mystique" in the process of adult socialization.
Howard, a psychiatrist who studied Vietnam veterans and was
himself wounded in Vietnam, states, "It is difficult to des
cribe to one who has not experienced it the power of strange
friendships and the comraderies which grow up quickly among
men in combat" (126). Garb, Bleich, and Lerer note that a
soldier's survival is based on the buddyships he forms. In
Vietnam, American soldiers withdrew from close relationships
with others in the unit, particularly in the last three
months of their tour of duty, as they prepared emotionally
to come home and leave friends there (429; Jones 1003-1008),
a position supported by Howard, "It is no surprise that the
seemingly deep and intimate relationships quietly vanish
upon return stateside" (129).
Pleck states that men's relationships with other men
have become weaker and less emotionally important in a
competitive society, since any disclosure increases vulner
ability.
A clear contemporary barrier to intimacy between men is
homophobia�defined as "The fear of homosexuals or the fear
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of being or appearing to be homosexual" (Lewis 112).
Kennedy reports that the culture� the arts, letters, and
movies� "has been telling us for sometime now of the growing
suspicion that homosexuality runs like a river even through
the best same-sex friendships" (142). Moreover, this
barrier "stems from both conscious and unconscious fears
that any intimacy between men may color one's sexual iden
tity with gay colors" (112). Keen explains that the
"normal" American male "is abnormally afraid of loving
other men. The moment we begin to feel warmly toward
another, the 'homosexual' panic button gets pushed" (238).
Arkin and Dobrofsky outline the military's desire to
"foster maximum individual identity with the group," to
build esprit de corps "while minimizing the fostered
anxiety, paranoia and fear of expressions of homosexuality"
(163). The military's buddy system is designed to keep
track of young recruits, not to build intimacy -
Keen suggests, "A predictable result of our homophobia
is that men have become overdependent upon women to fulfill
their need for intimacy" (240), thus contributing to the
pressure of finding "that one special woman who will take
away our loneliness and heal our alienation" (240; see also
Culbertson 15-20).
Lillian Rubin, after Interviewing 200 men and women
on the issue of friendship, concludes:
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The results of the research are unequivocal: Women
have more friends (as distinct from collegial relation
ships or workmates) than men, and the difference in the
content and quality of their friendships is marked and
unmistakable.
Over two- thirds of the single men couldn't name a
best friend. Of the women who could, it was much more
likely to be a woman than a man who held that place in
their lives. (129)
Culbertson points out that when men are asked to name
their "best" friend "they often name someone they do not
see regularly" a choice he dismisses: "It is impossible
for anyone to be in touch with someone they do not see
regularly" (75). Engel sums it up more strongly, "In our
society it seems as if you've got to have a bosom to be a
buddy-" Why? "Let one male approach another with talk of
needing a kindred spirit and the listener will start look
ing for the closet from which the speaker must have
emerged" (13).
Studies Concerning Friends' Grief
Many researchers agree that despite the proliferation
of thanatological research, the literature primarily focuses
on the death of immediate family: spouse, parent, child, or
sibling (Murphy and Stewart; Sklar; Murphy). In 1976, Folta
and Deck complained that the literature "in no way demon
strates an awareness much less a concern" about what they
label "the broader population of grieving survivors: the
friends" ("Grief" 231). They identify two "fallacious
assumptions" that hinder research on this issue: (1) the
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lack of awareness of the change in the basic structure and
importance of the family; and (2) the belief that "the most
important human relationships are to be found in the family"
(231). The authors counter these assumptions by asserting
that, "Grief knows no bonds; it is undisciplined by marital
law; uncontrolled by kinship boundaries; it floats free
among those who love and were loved" (235).
Thirteen years later. Deck and Folta, after an exten
sive review of the literature, observe.
In the decade that has passed since the first publi
cation on friends and grief, little attention has been
given to this issue. The absence of consideration of
friends and grief is surprising since by most calcul
ations we average three to five close, intimate
friends, and therefore grief from the death of friends
affects between six and ten million Americans annu
ally. ("Friend-Griever" 77)
Lest this sound contradictory to the previous para
graphs on the "friendless" American male, some allowance
must be made for a variety of nuances in defining the word
friend .
Sklar and Hartley report, after an extensive review of
the literature, "There is no empirical study exploring the
loss of a close friend through death, including the meaning
of this loss for the surviving best friend" (103-104). Two
years later Sklar labels this void in the literature "pecu
liar" (110). Sklar complains that although some passing
mention of death of a friend is found in the literature.
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too many scholars concur with the opinion of noted family
theorist Robert Weiss who minimized and dismissed the grief
of friends (37). Mary-Ellen Siegel reports being surprised
and frustrated after completing an exhaustive computer
search of the literature to find less than a dozen articles
on unrecognized or unsanctioned grief (12-13).
Sklar and Hartley declare, that despite the zealous
emphasis on the family, a fixation Fishburn labels "idol
atrous" (63):
The difficulties triggered by the death of a close
friend may be as severe, and in some cases more severe,
as those found in the loss of an immediate family mem
ber. It is in this light that we suggest the existence
of a relatively large "hidden" or invisible population
silently grieving the death of close friends. We refer
to these mourners as "survivor-friends." (110)
Murphy and Perry identify these unrecognized grievers
as "hidden grievers" (451), while Weinbach uses a similar
phrase, "secret survivors" (57). McNeil, Silliman, and
Swihart term them "forgotten grievers," especially if they
are peers/friends of a deceased child or adolescent (133).
The issue is intensified because of (1) a growing
number of single adults for whom friends become quasi-family
(Koons and Anthony, 167-168); (2) the growing number of
AIDS-related grievers (Sklar; Goss; Crow; Biller and Rice);
(3) a "bereavement overload" among the elderly (Garrett;
Adams); and (4) the lack of bereavement experience among the
young (Crow; Mauk and Weber; Floerchinger; Schachter).
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Balk laments that "Sparse attention was paid to adolescent
bereavement before 1981" ("Death" 1). Pogrebin claims,
"We've always valued our friends, but never before have we
prized them as we do today" (126). Obviously, the death of
a friend�at whatever age�has more impact than in previous
generations .
Sklar denounces the historic assumption by our culture
that when a friend dies "close friends have lost nothing,
and therefore have no grief role to play" (111). Sklar
contends that the underlying motivation for ignoring
friends' grief is economic, "Restriction of the grief role
to families, functions to distance close friends from so-
called 'family-property,' and thus maintains such property
within kin lines" (111). Under American law and custom,
friends "have no rights of inheritance. They are nonpersons
in the eyes of intestacy law" (112). He continues:
To preclude the possibility that survivor-friends will
make legal claims on a "family's" economic property
based upon a claim of affective property, society
denies grief rights to close friends and grants such
rights exclusively to family members. (115)
However, that reality is destined to be tested in the
courts, Sklar suggests, because "current trends in single
ness in the United States leave far more room for friends,
particularly close friends, to fill a gap formerly occupied
by spouse, children and extended families" (116). In time,
perhaps through the courts or through legislation.
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survivor-friends will "come to occupy a visible, legitimate
role" (116) and therefore, a legally protected role.
Murphy and Stewart complain that much of the literature
dealing with the untimely death of a friend is based on
anecdotal reports. Moreover, researchers, in their judg
ment, too frequently assume that "persons bereaved by
highly traumatic circumstances will not participate in
research studies" (142). They challenged this notion by
developing a research methodology of linked pairs matching
one family member with one intimate friend of someone who
died in the 1980 volcanic eruption of Mount Saint Helens in
Washington. The goal was to assess stress and health
status during bereavement.
Murphy, in a solo study, examined the perceptions of
stress, coping and recovery, both one year and three years
after the explosion. The purpose of the research was to
validate the use of longitudinal studies of victims of a
natural disaster. Murphy found that many survivor-friends
mourned "the loss of extremely talented persons who they
felt were both friends and role models," and that a by
product of the loss was "an urgency to reorder life prior
ities with a focus oriented more toward the present"
("Perceptions" 69). Murphy also found that some friends
assumed surrogate parent roles for middle-aged siblings of
disaster victims. "Friends' responses were far more
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positive even by one year after the disaster" (72) than
those of family members. Moreover, friends perceived that
good had come out of the disaster (72), an attitude not
shared by family members.
Grief over loss through death will be examined in
three sub-categories of friends. First, adolescent friends'
grief is particularly troublesome because it may well be the
first exposure to death (Crenshaw) and because of the
strength of American attitudes toward shielding children
from death (Zunin and Zunin 79-80). Given the self-perceiv
ed invincibility of many of the young, the death of a friend
may be devastating particularly if the bereavement is not
recognized as legitimate. Authors such as Crenshaw, Rando,
Sklar and Harley insist that if the grief is discounted
long-term consequences may result, especially following the
suicide of a friend. Conley encourages funeral directors,
clergy and other caregivers to be aware of the "peer family"
(180), especially the friends of a teen.
Second, among the elderly, death has a key impact,
perhaps noted in the folksong, "We Are Going Down the Valley
One By One," because death reduces and may eventually
deplete the social network of senior adults, particularly
the unmarried. Delk and Folta report that nursing homes
"frequently attempt to hide death by not mentioning the
names of the deceased and by ignoring questions or falsify-
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ing answers about the death" (85).
Rubenstein notes, "Close friends and associates drop
off so fast that one has no hope of ever replacing them."
A senior adult told Rubinstein, "I've gone to a lot of
funerals in recent years" (40). The prospect of out-living
their friends is a threat to many- Pogrebin notes, "Death
without a witness is merely a measure of longevity, rather
than a triumph, as evidenced by the small number of persons
who attend funerals for the elderly" (107).
Indeed, Crenshaw suggests that the elderly may be at
more risk with survivors' grief. Although one could argue
that they are more experienced with death and more expect
ant of death, with each death of a friend, "they cannot help
but feel that their time is coming closer" (160) or is
imminent, which may lead to social withdrawal and depres
sion.
Adams reports a growing body of literature demonstrat
ing that friends provide important support services for the
elderly, particularly when the need is unpredictable. The
research studies of both Bell and Reisman document that
friendship is reciprocal and is, therefore, more important
to the elderly.
Matthews posits, "Deaths of friends who are also old,
then, become a part� though not a welcome part�of the daily
lives of the old" (115), a conclusion shared by by both
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Carmack and Crow who examined multiple loss in the third
subgroup, the homosexual community as a result of AIDS.
Grief is epidemic among the AIDS-impacted . Pheifer and
Houseman state, "Millions of people will experience
bereavement as a result of AIDS-related deaths" (21). If
there is discomfort with illness and death in general, the
issue is compounded with AIDS, homosexuality and/or drug
abuse. AIDS is so stigmatized that many have been denied a
full bereavement. Biller and Rice doubt that grief can be
resolved if it cannot be validated. They illustrate this
lack of recognition with a subject whose friend had died of
AIDS-complications . The subject's father dismissed his
son's grief and constantly reminded him that he had "only"
lost a friend and that certainly was not as important "as
losing a family member" (284).
One AIDS patient reveals, "I have buried more friends
than my parents or grandparents [have buried] and I am only
forty years old" (Crow 91). Several researchers have
focused on the emotional impact of multiple AIDS-related
deaths (Viney et al . ; Crow; Govoni; and Carmack), noting
that often an entire social network of friends has been or
will be buried. Carmack compares the loss to that of the
elderly who experience "bereavement overload" (9), a posi
tion supported by Garrett (8-12) as well as Biller and Rice
(288). One young adult reported, "I've been counting them
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up. You know, I've lost fifty people, friends and acquain
tances, since this AIDS epidemic started. I've been to that
number of funerals in the past few years" (Viney et al.
152) .
Carmack suggests the issue is not unlike war deaths, in
which the survivors cannot complete the grieving for one
friend before another dies. "Because the losses are con
tinual, the sheer number makes it impossible to ever get
through the grief" (12). A young man explains: "This is
cumulative. You can never finish with one before another
happens. You can never fully process a loss; it's a danger
ous thing, two or three more happen and I haven't even
finished with the others, and they are friends" (12).
James P- Bell, a counselor with Hospice in San
Francisco, describes his experience:
The hidden epidemic of AIDS is an epidemic of grief.
For every AIDS patient that dies there are at least
five bereaved�parents, whose children have died;
friends, who have lost countless friends; lovers, who
are now alone. As the deaths from AIDS mount, the
hidden epidemic of grief spreads among the population.
The writer has lost eighty-seven friends, which is
not uncommon in a city where some have lost up to 200
friends and others have simply lost count. This large
number of losses means that many have lost their
entire social network and support system. (25)
Some would question the definition of friend in AIDS
research, but the impact cannot be easily dismissed. More
over, the issue is compounded, Govoni maintains, because for
those whom AIDS impacts at an early age, serious illness or
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dying is not a common occurence and certainly not expected.
"Young adults are not developmentally prepared to confront
their mortality" (751). Moreover, the friend-griever may
also be at risk to develop AIDS as well. Death has become
so common that some develop a curt defense mechanism, "I
don't do funerals!" (Kritman 12). In fact, Carmach
describes the need for "functional engagement" in therapy,
in which the therapist encourages the HIV+ patient/client to
attend a funeral/memorial service for a friend as a way of
remaining plugged in to life. Never, Carmach concludes,
have we had so many individuals who are/have been "satu
rated, overextended and burned out" by the death of friends
(12).
Dewey defines four roles of grief: (l) "To accept the
reality of the loss;" (2) "To give expression to the pain of
the separation;" (3) "To begin to build a cherishable
memory;" and (4) "To experience the support of a community
of persons gathered together to affirm the worth of the
deceased and to assure the bereaved of available support"
(132) .
Averill formulates a typology of grief: (1) normal
grief; (2) exaggerated grief (an abnormally prolonged
grief reaction); (3) abbreviated grief (short-lived but
complicated by an immediate replacement of the deceased;
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(4) inhibited grief; (5) anticipated grief; and (6) delayed
grief (may be delayed for months or years) (721-748). All
of these patterns of grief can be experienced by a friend.
However, a friend's grief may be complicated because
"mourning represents conventional behavior as determined by
the mores and customs of society" (727) and not by indivi
dual preference. If such grief is "disenfranchised, dis
missed, ignored, or lightly treated," (Doka, Disenfranchised
3), the pain can only intensify. Duck warns:
The loss or absence of friends and close satisfying
relationships does not merely cause anxiety, grief or
depression; it can cause other, more severe, forms of
psychological disintegration and deterioration. . . .
Many of the well-known psychosomatic illnesses and
hysterical states are actually caused by relationship
problems. ... It is now quite clear that the surest
way to upset people's mental balance is to disturb
their close relationships. We need friends to keep
us healthy, both physically and mentally. (29)
Doka explains, "Disenfranchisement can occur when a
society inhibits grief by establishing grieving norms that
deny such emotions to persons deemed to have insigificant
losses, insignificant relationships, or an insignificant
capacity to grieve" (Disenfranchised xv) .
Michaelis notes that we "usually have to wait until
after a [friend] has died to recognize the role that a
particular friendship has played in our life" (9). Rando
insists that mourning must be understood and responded to.
"Our failure to do so. . . predisposes these people to
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poorer bereavement outcomes" (Living 61).
Brain demonstrates that this lack of formal recognition
for a friend's death is not universal. Many cultures form
ally recognize rights and rituals for the friend. In West
Africa, the friend puts on filthy rags and disrupts the
otherwise staid funeral. Among the South American Azande,
"blood friends" (friends since childhood) are required to
perform autopsies and bury their friends. In Bangwa,
friends wash the corpse. Tanzanian custom requires the
friend to "rush to the friend's burial, loudly and indig
nantly denying the truth of the death, even with the corpse
stinking before him" and the friend "demands to be buried
alongside his friend" (182-184). Among some tribes, Brain
reports, the worst plight imaginable is for a man's coffin
to have to be carried to a grave by paid pallbearers, "a
sure sign that a man lived and died unloved" (44). DuFresne
demonstrates the active role of friends in intercultural
funeral practices in Hawaii, particularly among those of
Japanese-Buddhist ancestry. Friends join in funeral meals,
have roles in services, and assist with the funeral
expenses .
In the last decade, a significant number of comprehen
sive books on friendship have been published, that tend to
address "death" of a friendship rather than death of a
friend. Bell, Delega and Winstead, and Pogrebin each devote
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betveen one paragraph and three pages to the issue, defining
the friend as a support-giver and not as a gr lever. Deck
and Folta lament that significant recent studies of death:
Bowlby, Worden, Raphael, and Rando 's 1984 work, do not
"address the possibility of a friend as a bereaved person"
(77). Raab's Copina with Death well illustrates the
neglect. At the end of Chapter 1, "Why Are We Concerned
with Death Today?" Raab includes three discussion questions:
"Have you experienced the death of a close friend? How did
you feel about it? Could you discuss the death of a
friend?" (23). Ironically, Raab did not mention the death
of a friend in his text as a background for such a discuss-
cussion .
No wonder Zisook and DeVaul could conclude, "Most, if
not all, people never totally resolve their grief" (377)
because, as Doka explains, they often do not have a
"socially recognized right, role, or capacity to grieve"
(Disenfranchised 3). Sklar describes a friend's predica
ment :
Society does them "symbolic violence." It imposes the
belief that only families grieve and forces them to
submerge their sorrow, deny the validity of their
emotions, forego significant public display, and
watch as family members, many of whom are neither
socially or emotionally close to the deceased, are
granted opportunities they are not. (110)
Duck suggests that the death of a friend "makes us die
a little" and "leaves our personality floating in the air.
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and can make people fall apart psychologically" (28).
Kennedy declares that friendship and death are intimately
related because "friendship necessarily implicates us in the
potential for loss and hurt, for the deaths in a minor key"
(32). To Jensen the death of a friend is a reflective
rehearsal for our own death.
Rando admits, after extensive experience as a bereave
ment counselor, "In many cases the death of your best friend
may affect you more profoundly than the death of someone in
your own family" (Living 58). That admission is startling
since Rando, as has been pointed out by Deck and Folta, does
not mention the death of friend in her text. Grief; Dying
and Death, Clinical Interventions for Caregivers. Moreover,
Rando admits, "The death of a friend. . . can be as much of
a loss as that of someone who is more closely related. Yet,
grief over the loss of these people is poorly tolerated and
insufficiently supported by society" (Living 58). Rando
hints at personal experience with a friend's death when she
adds, "Those of us bereaved from these types of losses
suffer as a result" (58).
In reviewing pastoral care literature, one gains
insight into the traditional role of the friend, which could
be characterized as supportive and passive rather than
active; to attend the visitation, to send flowers, to offer
financial assistance, to attend the funeral, and, if male
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and if chosen by the family�one does not volunteer� to be
a pallbearer. Rogers admonishes friends to listen to the
grief of the widow, although he concedes that some friends
"may not be able to handle too graphic a portrayal of loss"
and may "panic" (96) and be unavailable emotionally
Bowman emphasizes that to limit "the possibility of an
outburst of emotional expression. . . by close friends, a
funeral service should last thirty minutes or less" (22-23).
Forest holds that the minister's task is "to help the
mourner accept the fact of death, and then assist him in the
healthy and strengthening process of mourning" (23), however
he limits mourner to family. Bowman (1959) summarizes well
when he observes, "The heritage of this country [is that]
the manner of disposal of its dead lies in the discretion of
the family" (102) .
The friend is to be there to help or to assist the
family in practical ways. Zunin and Zunin report that the
"practical and emotional support" of friends "combined with
the competent advice of professionals is invaluable" to the
primary grievers (184). Grollman, a Jewish rabbi who is
regarded as one of the foremost authorities on death
customs, states, "The most important expression of condol
ence is your own presence at both the funeral and the house
of bereavement" (Concerning Death 127).
Jackson, in his day the leading Protestant authority on
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funeral customs, when asked, "How can a friend help a griev
ing person?" answered, "One of the wisest things a good
friend can do is to listen attentively. . . . This is not a
time for friends to compare tragedies or to play, 'Can you
top this?'" (30-31). Still, neither Grollman nor Jackson
recognize that the friend could be too occupied with her/his
own grief to be of assistance to the family- Stone argues
that because "close friends and family of the bereaved" are
so valuable in helping during grief, the pastor should take
care to help and encourage these "key individuals" who,
nonetheless, "may be frightened and anxious about death."
Simply, "The ministry we share with the close friends. . .
may ultimately be the most effective form of pastoral care
we can offer" (65). Yet, Stone laments that most friends
will "soon be back to business as usual" (72) and ignore
exploring the meaning of the loss.
The protocol on death and friendship may be established
before death. In a prolonged dying, many limit or even stop
visits to a dying friend. Martocchio contends that during
long or repeated hospitalizations, "only close relatives or
friends continued to visit" (63). In many instances,
members of the patient's immediate family exert influence�
via interpretation of hospital visiting rules�on who visits
the patient, particularly if in an intensive care unit.
Thus, some friends are "discouraged" from visiting while
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other friends may be "permitted" if not encouraged to visit.
This isolation adds to the inability of some individuals to
say good-bye to the friend, especially if the friend is
denying a terminal diagnosis. Isolation may lead to a lin
gering resentment that complicates a friend's grief, "If
only I had had a chance to say good-bye."
Garfield argues that isolation "may block the normal
and healthy process of grief" (149) by denying closure to
both friend and the dying. Harwell proposes that the
friend be an activist for the needs/desires of the dying
rather than merely complying with the family.
Starker and Starker report that the decline and
imminent death of a patient in an intensive care unit can
lead to the formation of an ad hoc waiting group composed
of family and close friends; indeed, the waiting may
strengthen or challenge the level of friendship. Group
formation begins as friends and relatives learn the severity
of the illness and decide, "I need to be there." Pragmatic,
on-the-spot redefinitions of family may be necessary to
circumvent institutional rules when visitors are limited to
"family only" Families can use the rules to exclude
friends. Rules may also determine to whom the nurse/doctor
reports the patient's condition. In the absence of a family
member, the latest information may be passed to a friend or
not disclosed at all. A friend may be asked to deny full
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disclosure of the medical condition to the patient and to
others (Harwell 69).
When death occurs, protocol decisions must be made con
cerning the order of informing. "Name(s) withheld, pending
notification of next of kin" is a well-known American
expression. As a rule, those deemed closest to the patient
are notified first, although the label closest may be sub
ject to interpretation. Notification and proximity to death
can be a source of macabre bragging rights. Metcalf and
Huntington observe that American death customs revolve
around the central issue of who stands to inherit. There
fore, "People should ideally learn [of a death] from some
one who stood in approximately the same degree of intimacy
to the deceased, and in rough order of intimacy" (204).
That ranking may require discussion, even negotiation, since
the order of notification of relatives and friends "constit
utes an evaluation of the importance of the person in the
life of the deceased" (Sudnow 154-155).
Studies Concerning Friends' Participation
in Rituals
Funeral rituals are important for friends as well for
family members. Doyle reports that a funeral/memorial ser
vice is "the occasion for [friends] to begin their grieving
process or to begin its closure" (197). However, the
funeral is generally clearly focused on the family's needs.
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Even the closest friends of the deceased rarely sit with the
family; in many funeral homes, the family may be seated in
an adjacent room during the funeral to insure privacy.
Lillian Rubin insists that the separation between friends
and "others"�whether intimate, close or casual friends� is
deliberately and rigidly enforced. Sklar and Hartley add,
"Other participants who consciously attempted to grieve as
might be expected by a family member�such as being active
participants at funerals or memorial services�discovered
they were not permitted to do so by the family" (110).
Rodabough identifies three categories of participants
in the funeral: the professionals (ministers and funeral
personnel), the family, and the friends. Among friends, he
suggests these subgroupings : (l) The Respect Payer attends
the funeral/visitation out of obligation, social expect
ation or respect for the deceased/survivors. (2) The Party
Goer makes the funeral/visitation a social event and gener
ally focuses on "chit-chat" with friends/acquaintances
rather than experiencing emotions of loss. (3) The Status
Accountant evaluates the minutiae of the death in terms of
cost, "What a lovely casket! Wonder how much it cost?"
(4) The Family Supporter expresses support before and after
the funeral and focuses primarily on the family- (5) The
Professional Gr lever attends all, or most, funerals in the
community for a past time (233-234).
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Irion observes that among funeral planners, particu
larly clergy, there is a realization that the funeral "deals
not only with the death of an individual but with the loss
of community. . . . 'Going to a funeral' can be very super
ficial, empty going-through- the-motions , if one attends
without a genuine sense of interrelatedness" ( Changing
165). Friends want services to have integrity- Kavanaugh
describes his outrage at the funeral of an alcoholic friend:
The eulogizer told more lies than are told at a devil's
convention. Virtues my friend could neither spell nor
pronounce were attached to his past life by one of the
new breed of clergymen, hearse chasers, who make it big
by rescuing churchless families from the shame of a
nonreligious funeral.
As we left the chapel, resentment and shame pervaded
the crowd. Everyone needed to laugh out his embarrass
ment, but nobody could. . . . Personally, I resented
the clergyman's rudeness in forcing his narrow beliefs
on the friends of a confirmed unbeliever. Friends were
teased into tears when in fact they were relieved by
the death of a man who had suffered too long. (15-16)
Lageman writing insightfully to clergy, narrates his
experience "on the other side of the pulpit" as a mourner at
several funerals in which the clergy performed "funeral ser
vices in a mechanical way, keeping the funeral on an intel
lectual level" (16). He found a long and close friend's
funeral particularly distressing. The funeral "did not
touch my struggle with Mark's death and was an exercise in
denial-based consolation," a "surface application of the
Christian faith" (17).
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Lageman cites the pioneering work of Steele in identi
fying the "wider social radius of those who gather" for
funerals ;
Level 1: Grieving inner core consisting of family
members and intimate friends.
Level 2: Functional others who are close friends.
Level 3: Occasional others who are present to fulfill
an obligation (ie, to sign the guest
register); casual friends/business
associates .
Level 4: General others who comprise the audience.
Level 5: Marginal others who had a minimal amount of
contact with the deceased (19).
Steele notes that a clear boundary does not exist bet
ween levels three, four and five. However, he believes
there are individuals who wanted to become a member of the
inner core but were blocked by members of that core and/or
by the deceased. Nevertheless, for all in attendance,
Lageman contends, the minister must ask, "What are these
people experiencing emotionally?" (18)-
Keith argues that a friend is a "secondary" mourner at
a funeral. Several authors disclose their experiences as
clergy/friend-survivors. DelBene, Montgomery, and
Montgomery powerfully describe burying a friend named Dale
who had surprised DelBene by giving him his suits and
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sportscoats. "When you wear this," Dale said, "I want you
to remember that it was my favorite" (Heart 42-43).
DelBene graphically reveals his own pain at the death
of his friend, Taylor, a death that was disenfranchised
because DelBene was his rector. "I wanted people to tell me
that they were sorry about my loss too. I wanted to be com
forted and consoled." However, he was clergy- "I went
through the service and out to the cemetery feeling desolate
and utterly alone in my grief." Finally, a clergy friend
walked up and put his arm around DelBene. "You were good
friends, weren't you?" "'Yes.' I replied, 'we were.' That
was all it took. With my friend holding me in his arms and
offering the comfort I needed, sobs came from the depths of
my heart" (29) .
As a result, DelBene reports that he now has "a partic
ular empathy for others whose best friends die" and reminds
himself "to pay attention to the friends of the person who
has died" (29-30) .
Gibbs bemoans the funeral of a pastor friend in which
"There was not a single mention of the name of the person
who had died, and no reference to his life. In short, a
generic funeral. I left the service wanting to shout, 'My
friend died. His life had meaning, and we shared together'"
(248). Gibbs explains that it was only through writing a
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letter to the widow that he was able to "give voice" to his
grief (248).
Close rememebers his pain after a funeral of a friend
who had committed suicide:
I was there to affirm the life and death of my friend;
to acknowledge the suffering that infused his whole
being, and his ultimate protest against this world and
its emptiness; to say to his family, "In my limited
way, I stand with you in your bewildered suffering."
I hungered for some word from the minister that, amid
the platitudes of faith, would acknowledge the world of
despair in which my friend had lived. But there was
none, and I left frustrated, with my grieving inter
rupted and unfinished. My sadness had given way to
anger at the insensitivity of the minister. (82-83)
Canby Jones reveals his emotions at the death of his
close friend, Quaker author Thomas Kelly. He relates the
healing impact of a walk with their mutual friend, T. Lloyd
Canbury immediately after learning of Kelly's death. The
experience was particularly troublesome since it "was the
first time either of us had experienced the death of one so
close" (Kelly 123) .
In fact, current literature identifies the impact of
first death experiences as significant. Henschen and Hell
investigated the effect of the death of a freshman football
player at the University of Utah on friends and teammates
through their collegiate athletic careers. Four years
after the death, many athletes still emphasized their dis
belief and shock. For most, this was the first experience
"with such a tragedy happening to someone in their age
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group" (221). Clancy says, "the young have huge funerals.
Unlike the old they have lost no one yet" (82).
Banas in a provocative article in The Harvard
Business Review, "Nothing Prepared Me to Manage AIDS,"
explained that nothing in his academic and professional
training had prepared him to have to fire a friend-employee
with AIDS and then to have to mourn his death. With vulner
ability rarely found in academic journals, Banas confesses,
"One of the most numbing aspects of Jim's illness was my own
anguish at having to put the interests of the organization"
ahead of Jim. "Yet, in the end, I needed to know he forgave
me for doing my job" (33).
Troy relates that the death of his best friend�his
first encounter with death� led him to join the hevra , an
orthodox Jewish society of volunteers who prepare the body
of a person of the Jewish religion for burial.
When Episcopalian theologian-activist William
Stringfellow died, eleven friends wrote about their percep
tions of his death in a special issue of Sojourners . In the
issue, Wendt, compares his grief for Stringfellow to
Stringfellow' s own grief following the death of his close
friend, Anthony Towne, "He sorely grieved but learned to
mourn" (29).
Lincoln, a funeral director, breaks his professional
silence to talk about the effect of being asked to handle
the arrangements of his best friend who had just died.
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To process the casket containing the remains of a
close friend is just short of hell. ... I have seen
the worst, I have seen the most, and I have shared the
feelings of thousands of people. ... We [funeral
personnel] too, need help. Someone who cares, someone
who will listen and understand. (160)
Spong addresses the issue of a priest friend dying of
AIDS. This priest had asked Bishop Spong to disclose, after
his death, the real cause of his death. Spong, at the
funeral and in a subsequent article in The Christian
Century, said:
My grief for Ray is on two levels. First, I grieve
for the man who was my friend and one of my clergy
whose creative energies were terminated before he had
entered his fiftieth year. Secondly, I grieve over
the realization that the prejudice and fear in which
I have shared killed Ray long before his physical
death. (960)
Lageman offers a crucial insight about the emotional
costs of overlooking the friend's grief, "A portion of my
own grieving process was blocked by what had not happened
at the funeral" (21).
To whom should the funeral and/or rituals be directed:
the deceased or the living? Spiegel argues that too much of
the focus is on the dead. Irion in "Changing Patterns of
Ritual Response to Death," Doyle, and Rando insist that the
should be focused on the living (Living 261-269). Kreig
sees these events as an opportunity for friends "to stand in
awe of the mystery of their deceased friend" (239). Stone
points out that experiencing the sense of community is one
of the major values of a funeral:
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Historically, the distinction between the family's
grief and that of friends and neighbors was not as
sharp as it is today. The family was a cohesive
group, but not as distinct from the rest of the com
munity as it is now, and death was a major deprivation
for the whole community. . . . Jackson comments: "The
funeral then is a form of group protection, in the fact
of individual death, to affirm the values of life and
the community and direct future living toward these
values." (80)
"Death without a witness," is how Pogrebin labels the
emotionlessness characteristic of the attendance at many
funerals today (107). In a busy world, people do not always
"find" time for full participation in funeral rituals, even
for a friend. This issue is especially anguishing for the
infirmed elderly who cannot attend the funerals of their
friends. Yet, most "who do live long enough to witness a
friend's death want to be allowed to be part of it" (107).
Given the mobility and aging of our population, Euster
reports that memorial contributions have been a meaningful
way to participate in honoring the friend. Pickering notes
that some dying persons deliberately plan short rituals "as
a convenience for their friends, particularly the elderly"
(198).
Clearly, the death of a friend is not easily dismissed,
particularly in a time when close friendships are rare or
even absent. The widely used Social Readjustment Rating
Scale, developed by Holmes and Rahe rates the impact/
influence of life events. While the death of a spouse is
ranked first, the death of a close family member is ranked
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fifth, the death of a close friend is ranked only seven
teenth out of a possible forty-three (Hultsch and Deutsch
220) .
The death of a friend has consequences: emotionally,
spiritually, relationally , and physically. Friends can be
in shock, in denial, and may have intellectualized or deper
sonalized the death of a friend long after the funeral
(Biller and Rice). Zunin and Zunin demonstrate this point
in reporting the anguish of Michael Nesser after the death
of three friends:
Three good people died in the middle of their lives and
though no fault of their own, and I find myself asking
why they died, and discovering that the answers that
used to comfort me are suddenly out of date. In the
year that has passed since the first of these deaths,
my philosophies have regained none of their old power
to comfort and explain. The terrible truths have lost
none of their power either� the shock is gone�and my
world will never be quite the same. (199)
Lewis, a psychiatrist, powerfully illustrates this
anguish in an article entitled, "Dying with Friends" in
The American Journal of Psychiatry, in which he poignantly
describes the death of four friends, over a thirteen-year
period. The experience raised such personal anxiety about
his own death that he named the paper "Dying With Friends"
rather than the more gramatically correct, "With Friends
Dying." His training in psychiatry did not keep him from
feeling "helpless." Lewis concludes that it is only after
grappling with one's own death "that he or she can hear and
be with patients struggling with their own meaning." For
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some, this peace with their own death comes only late in
life "and, at least, in part, it comes as a gift from
friends who are dying" (266).
Donnelley states rather straightforwardly, "You have a
right [as a friend] to mourn; and claim that right to mourn.
Don't be embarrassed or afraid to say you are mourning your
friend's death" (170). Moreover, she warns the friend not
to make any major decisions in the year following a friend's
death. What will people say to such public grief by a
friend?
You loved your friend. When we lose someone or some
thing we love we have a right to mourn. And, regard
less, we will mourn. So it is far better to claim
that right than to deny it and suffer the additional
pain of thwarted or incomplete mourning.
After all, your friend is worth being mourned, is
she not? (171-172)
The literature on ritual clearly suggests that a trad
ition-based norm of funeral rituals that does not provide
for friends' grief only undermines healthy resolution of
grief and the development of wholesome relationships.
Studies Concerning Storytelling
Rogers believes storytelling is a basic element in
resolving grief. He insists, "Blessed is the man who has
friends who will let him express his story without
hindrance" (95). The movement to more personalized funeral
and burial rituals has been noted in Chapter 1. Growing
evidence supports Bolton and Camp's identification of
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"post-funeral" rituals as a trend, particlarly among the
young. Sullivan states "The issue of the positive psycho
logical value of the funeral has been raised because the
funeral services take place too soon after the death . . .
to constitute a successful rite of passage" (182).
Thus, the time to have a "mourner-friendly" ritual may
be weeks or months after the death or burial. Why? Schultz
identifies one significant goal of bereavement, "To review
her/his relationship with the deceased and to formulate a new
relationship with the deceased as a dead person" (158).
Although Bolton and Camp's study of fifty funerals
did not support their hypothesis "that a significant
relationship existed between the amount of ritual practice,
(both preparatory to and after the actual ceremony) and the
degree of adaptive grieving achieved by the survivor," the
research did lend some support to the conviction that "post-
funeral symbolic acts [ritual] may have an impact on grief
work" ("Funeral Rituals" 350).
Stone advocates the wholehearted acceptance of a non-
religious or humanistic funeral for nonreligious people.
This is a funeral which is performed in a dignified
way not by a minister but by friends of the deceased
who do not want to make a sham of the funeral by
bringing in religious symbols and language which
they do not believe. The purpose would not be to
create boundaries between religious and nonreligious
people, but rather to create the possibility of more
meaningful funerals for both groups. (83)
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Some "post-funeral" rituals are influenced by what
Stahl identifies as "a young breed of clergy who likes
'emphasizing the story' of the deceased" and a growing
desire to focus on the deceased and not on "the religion of
the minister" (H-1). Rodabaugh decries the minister who
sees a funeral as an evangelistic opportunity. He labels
this minister "the eternal evangelist" for whom "everything
[including the grief of the family and friends] is overshad
owed" (230) by his quest for fresh souls.
Irion documents that although funeral rituals were once
"considered exclusively in theological and liturgical
terms," ("Changing" 159) new rituals are geared more toward
psychological and relational healing. Doyle contends that
a funeral/memorial service is an "occasion ... to begin
[the] grieving process or to begin its closure." If the
service, because of the design of clergy and/or family,
interferes with the process, the grieving process is
stymied. Instead, Doyle advocates a "Celebration of Life"
service to provide "a meaningful and beautiful service for
the deceased and achieve "valuable closure experience for
the bereaved" (197-198).
People want their friendship with the deceased to be
recognized, and storytelling offers a means to do this.
Trillin, in his powerful memoir. Remembering Denny, written
about the suicide of his Yale friend, Denny Hansen, recalled
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attending the funeral of another Yalie, Marshall J. "Mike"
Dodge III, "I wasn't interested in hearing them read pass
ages from the King James version. I wanted to hear what
they had to say about Mike" (28). Bowman observes:
When a eulogy is given, the keenest attention of
the members of the audience is devoted to identifica
tion of each with the dead person. After the funeral,
they tell of listening for items in the narration of
the life or in the characterization of the eulogy with
which they were familiar, or events or loyalities which
they shared with the deceased. The desire to listen to
a eulogy rather than to an analysis and critical
evaluation of the life that is ended, comes in part
from this identification. (22)
The story is not an attempt to lessen the impact of
the death or to detract the bereaved from their grief, but
rather is a way to focus the grief (Rogers 23). When
Trillin's friend, Roger D. Hansen, committed suicide, the
shock was so great that another friend, Toersh Boasberg,
invited a group of friends to come to his home after the
memorial service. Almost thirty people gathered to talk
about what could have led such a brilliant man to take
his life. Toersh hoped that by talking "we might get to
know Denny, and perhaps each other, a little better" (46).
Trillian adds, "I had assumed, without giving it much
thought, that what they would want to say would be mostly
anecdotal. That's what it had been when my turn came. I
told a couple of stories about Denny- . . " (65). However,
others' stories revealed the friend-grievers ' feelings,
hunches, and theories about what had gone wrong in their
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friend's life (66) .
Foley suggests that storytelling is a major purpose of
the wake/visitation. "It is perceived as a mutual remember
ing and sharing of previous associations with the deceased"
(23). Those who have difficulty putting their grief into
words and condolences, can still tell stories. "Listening
to stories about the deceased," Foley adds, "and observing
other people paying their respects lifts low spirits" (25).
Stories disclose the depth of a friendship. "Our know
ledge of another person is the surest when it is anchored in
our perceptions of how the person has handled himself or
herself in various situations" and situations make up the
framework of stories. "Personal knowledge rests in large
part upon recollections or stories of a person's deeds and
suffering" (Krieg 229). Krieg encourages the presiding
minister to create in the funeral homily "a dialectic bet
ween stories from the Bible and stories about the individual
being buried" (232) .
A verbal portrait is given of the deceased. The
homilist reviews the outline of his or her life,
mentions the little things that typified the person,
for example, a verbal expression, a hobby, a special
place or person. Again, the homilist recounts the
individual's last days. Finally, he pinpoints a
unifying dynamic, an element of the deceased's spirit,
and considers how this quality flowed from the indi
vidual's response to God's invitation to life and
to love. (233)
Williams notes the power of two words, "1 remem
ber. . ." and concludes "the telling of stories is woven
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into the fabric of our lives. When we speak about the deep
est hurts and joys of ourselves and our families, we break
into story" (19). Storytelling identifies and builds a
community of grievers as "each teller contributes a fragment
of memory to the vast mosaic" (24).
What is the storytelling based on? According to Rogers
the bereaved adult wants to talk:
He wants to tell what has happened to him in all
the details as he has experienced them. He wants to
share his experience with someone who can in a real
sense relive them with him. Something of great signi
ficance has happened to him, and it is too much for
him to bear alone. (23)
Moreover, the bereaved will repeat the story (ies)
over and over again, each retelling making the experience a
little more believable. Some "well-meaning" friends, how
ever, compound the grief and "increase the isolation caused
by grief when they encourage the injured person to be
brave" (23) strong and stoic which, in reality, means
silent .
Jackson states "One of the wisest things a good friend
can do is to listen attentively. This is not a time for
friends to compare tragedies or to play, 'Can you top
this?'" (30-31). It is a time to let the story unfold with
all the emotional overtones (Rogers 24). In fact, Nerken
warns, "Attempts to soften grief show no regard for the
magnitude of the loss the bereaved are feeling, at a time
when they are sensitive to any suggestion that their grief
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may be exaggerated" (1091). "After all, you were merely a
friend!" is an insult.
While efforts to reduce someone's grieving may seem
justified as acts of love, and motivated only by a wish
to minimize another's pain. . . they fail the first
test of love: they do not show respect. To assert that
we know better than the griever, particularly one who
is in a situation we cannot possibly comprehend, how
she should feel, think, or behave, is fundamentally
disrespectful. (1091)
Jensen asks, "With what kind of ears do we hear those
stories?" These stories of our friends who have died
should become "the grist for theological reflection" (114)
about our own death. Thus, Alexander theorizes that a
friend's task is three fold: (1) "Finding the words for an
unimaginable loss, (2) speaking them out loud; and (3) know
ing that they are heard" (ix).
Vogelsang reports, "The content of faith includes one's
values, one's images of power, and one's stories about how
the sources of power operate" so that "stories are inter
pretations of events" (25). If, as Forest contends, "Our
task is to help the mourner accept the fact of death, and
then assist him in the healthy and strengthening process of
mourning" (23), storytelling becomes a way of discharging
that responsibility by both clergy and laity, family and
friends .
Rloos argues that stories may need to be retold again
and again. "As often as we hear a story, even the same
story again and again, we draw from it the truth that we
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need." Besides, "the evangelist and storyteller both call
us in faith to continue struggling to wring meaning out of
our existence" (5) and out of a friend's death.
Ward notes that funeral storytelling is not new as a
therapeutic art. "Since ancient time the story has been the
conveyor and container for words that comfort, correct, and
challenge" (5).
Christians are called the people of the story. As a
people of the story we gather together to remember
God's stories. We enact them in our liturgy. They
are told though our scripture. We tell and we retell
them, for they remind us who God is and what God has
done and is doing, who we are, our sense of identity,
and what we should be doing: our sense of mission.
They are a "bridge" between God and ourself, between
ourself and others.
God renews us through these stories, and by these
stories we are fed and led. (6)
Irion suggests that "Ritual begins, not with the inten
tion of formulating one but with the intention of responding
to a given situation" or need ( "Changing" 162). Sharing
stories with the family and with other friends is a way of
"affirming that life has worth, even in the face of death."
Today's innovation is tomorrow's ritual. Moreover, stories
are a way of saying that "even though individuals may die,
good friends still remain" (Grollman, Concering 128) in the
memories that live forever.
Irion calls for "some adaptation of forms: adjusting
the time of the funeral and providing supplemental oppor
tunities for those who are unable to attend the funeral"
("Changing" 166).
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The literature also reports innovative uses of story
telling. Sklar and Hartley organized a one-meeting group
for survivor-friends in 1986, with thirteen participants,
particularly to "brainstorm the survivor-friend experience."
Because the participants found the gathering to be so mean
ingful, two additional two-hour meetings were scheduled.
The researchers discovered "considerable unresolved feelings
of despair, guilt, fear for one's own mortality, and a sense
of emptiness that had not been resolved since the death"
(108) .
Alexander, unable to find a support group for suicide
survivors, started one.
An important thing happened for me in that small
gathering, and it was apparent from the very first
evening when we introduced ourselves and said whom
we had lost and how- Telling my story and listening
to those told by the others in the group, I found that
my experience of loss resonated with theirs in many
ways, despite differences in circumstances, relation
ships, and so forth. We were strangers to one another.
Yet I felt a strong connection with these people, as
if I had found some familiar faces in a faraway
place. (x)
When Alexander decided to do a book on the topic, she
conducted interviews and was stunned by the power of the
stories that were shared. That discovery changed the shape
of the book. "I did not want to carve up these stories.
Their power seemed to lie in the very act and language of
the telling. I began to envision a book of spoken stories"
(xi). Alexander concludes, "To listen fully is perhaps
the greatest gift one can give to those who are trying to
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find a voice and a language for their grief" (xv) .
This use of storytelling has been dramatic in Compass
ionate Friends, an organization for parents who have had a
son or daughter die. Members share their experience, hope
and strength through telling and repeatedly retelling the
story of their child's death and in listening to the death
stories of others. Compassionate Friends believe that
"grief cannot be solved alone but must be done in a
community of understanding" (Klass, "Self Help" 315).
Klass argues, "The optimal solution would be for the
culture to develop rituals by which [the friend] could be
remembered and mourned periodically" ("Bereaved" 371).
Compassionate Friends has been successful because "This is
a place where the frustrations of social estrangement as
well as the dead child are fitting subjects for conversa
tion" ("Self Help" 313; emphasis mine).
Sack, after attending meetings of the Friends group,
innovated using parents of deceased children retelling their
stories to medical students. This was designed to help
future doctors care more compassionately for terminally ill
children, their families and friends. Sack concludes, "The
parent's story was personal, moving, and affect-laden," and
as a result the medical students' mind and heart were
touched (490).
Irwin reports a positive experience using drawings as a
way of telling the story, noting that "because it is a non-
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verbal medium, drawing can penetrate communication barriers
erected by clients and can circumvent some inadequacies in
verbal skills" (493). Simply, "drawings. . . can help open
up emotional dimensions of grief that the client is unable
to put into words" (494). Davis found art therapy to be
useful in church settings with children who had family and
friends die. Hadas discovered the writing of poetry in a
workshop format to be of help to AIDS grievers.
Grollman suggests that memories be expressed in letters
because this gives "a meaningful record which they can read
and reread in the future" (Concerning Death 128).
Birren pioneered the development of written autobio
graphy as a class at the University of Southern California.
He began each class by saying, "You are all survivors. Tell
us your story and we will tell you ours." The classroom
experience led Birren to conclude, "You understand your life
better if you share it piece by piece with other people."
The result is that "other people's experiences become
reminders of feelings and events that we have set aside and
thought we had forgotten" (92).
This literature review underscores the conviction of
Deck and Folta and others that "our society lacks any
socially recognized state of grief for friends" (85).
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
Design of the Study
The purpose of this project is to identify ways through
storytelling to impact the grief of individuals mourning the
death of a friend. Can such a program be added to the
counseling/comforting repertoire of the local church? Can
storytelling become part of post-funeral pastoral care?
After completing BB 820: Dissertation Writing and Field
Research Method, after consultation with Thelma Gould, an
instructor in that course, a quasi-experimental design was
chosen. After a literature review, a format for a one-day
Day of Remembering, was created. In reading for BB 820,
the researcher was struck by this observation from Leedy,
"Life occasionally presents situations where random selec
tion and assignment are not possible" (224). In dealing
with individuals in an Episcopal setting who have had a best
friend die, Leedy 's words were a constant encouragement.
To complete requirements for BT 825, Theology of
Ministry, I chose to write on the theme of single adults and
death anxiety. For SF 800, The Pastor as Spiritual
Director, the researcher chose to write on "Prayer for the
Dead." Writing these two papers provided an awareness of
the need for research in the role of the faith community in
helping the bereaved long after the funeral. Since the BT
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825 paper had to be written in the Kolb Method, the section
of the paper on "implementation" challenged the researcher
to consider this topic for a dissertation.
Description of Population
The researcher set out to interact with individuals who
had experienced this particular grief which has been termed
"disenfranchised" by Doka: the death of a friend. The con
clusion of Folta and Deck that a social support structure is
nonexistent for those who grieve for a dead friend, impacted
early attempts to target a population. The researcher was
also influenced by the declaration of Sklar and Hartley that
"no empirical study exploring the loss of a close friend
through death, including the meaning of this loss for the
surviving best friend" existed in the literature (103-104).
The researcher quickly discovered the accuracy of the
labeling of friend-grievers as "hidden grievers" (Murphy and
Perry 451) and "secret survivors" (Weinbach 57) and "uniden
tified bereaved" (Fudin and Devore 135). In a society that
does not recognize friends' grief, the researcher faced an
uphill battle in finding people who would be willing to
(1) admit their grief; (2) talk about or explain their
grief; (3) participate in a shared experience with other
friend-grievers .
A total of twenty-four individuals responded to the
call for participation. Seven individuals participated in
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the first stage to pre-test the questionnaire and interview
format. After that testing, a revised questionnaire was
drafted (Appendix D) .
Fifteen individuals volunteered for a one-hour interview
and testing. The interviews were taped and transcribed (see
Appendix L) . One individual, after being interviewed and
tested, did not attend the Day of Remembering and was elim
inated from the study. One spouse of a participant attended
the Day of Remembering and shared actively. Some who
expressed a willingness to participate were excluded because
their "friend" was a spouse and did not fit the researcher's
limited definition of friend as non-kin, non-family-
The sample consisted of fourteen self-selected parti
cipants with an age range from twenty to seventy, seven
males and seven females.
Procedures
In searching for a location for the Day of Remembering,
I chose St. Andrew's Episcopal Church, a fast-growing con
gregation in the Diocese of West Missouri and one currently
enjoying spiritual renewal. A midtown affluent congrega
tion, founded in 1913, with a membership of 1,826 and an
average Sunday attendance of 789, St. Andrew's has exper
ienced significant growth over the past six years, particul
arly in attracting individuals from Roman Catholic tradit
ions as well as nonliturgical traditions. The church has
recently experienced a number of deaths of prominent com-
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municants: senior warden, vestry members, former senior
warden and in the words of the rector, "real important,
popular, strong members, one after another." Rector Jeff
Black explains, "There was just a tremendous amount of
grief in the whole congregational system." Moreover, to
complicate matters, as Black expressed it at the Day of
Remembering, "There was a river of grief flowing through
this church and most of it was flowing through me."
Black began asking, "What's going on around here?" in
response to the congregational depression and discovered he
pastored a parish in mourning and where members were won
dering, "Who'll be next to die?" On 3 November 1991, he
addressed the issue in his sermon:
American men are filled with grief, we're wounded
in our souls. What else could account for the millions
and millions of addicts; the massive denial; the twenty
percent of us who beat up our wives? But just ask
us�we're fine. I'm as bad as any of you� I'm filled
with grief! Over the last six months I've lost friend
after friend to cancers and divorces and disasters.
But I'm fine. I keep the services going and the
sermons coming and that shows I'm fine. We're filled
with grief, but no one will see that, 'cause I'm fine!
[3 November 1991 sermon]
That sermon produced a record number of requests for
copies, 150. Based on the response to that sermon, the
researcher, a communicant of St. Andrews, concluded, that
St. Andrew's would be a responsive environment to study
friend-grievers because such a large pool of potential
subjects was assumed to be readily available.
The researcher met with Rev- Black, and outlined the
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projected needs of the dissertation/project and the
researcher's projected design of four two-hour sessions on
successive Tuesday nights. However, the Rector wanted an
extensive grief weekend: to begin on Good Friday and to
conclude on Easter Sunday. The researcher questioned the
willingness of volunteers to give that much time and on
that particular weekend.
Nevertheless, the Rector committed himself to being
part of the project: "I'll be there!" It was assumed that
that commitment would make participant recruitment easier.
After consultation with other staff members, it was designed
to be a one-day event. The first available open date on the
church calendar before the summer vacation season and the
professional calendar of the researcher, who conducts single
adult conferences on weekends, was 9 May 1992, Mother's Day
weekend .
Rector Black asked Peg Ruth, an ordained deacon and
coordinator of pastoral care in the congregation, to be the
liasion with the researcher. The Rev- Canon Ron Swanson, a
member of the researcher's Peer Response Group and coordin
ator of the the extensive small group program at Saint
Andrew's offered support. Ruth and Swanson agreed to
develop a list of potential volunteers by identifying friends
of parishioners who had died in the previous year and then
actively encouraging those people to participate.
A flyer, designed and distributed by the researcher
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(Appendix A) contained information concerning the title
of the event, the purpose, and a request for participants.
The researcher's phone number was listed to enable potential
participants to call directly for additional information and
to volunteer.
On 1 March 1992 a large announcement [Appendix B)
appeared in Saint Andrew' s , the parish newsletter, stating
the purpose of the experience:
The focus of the day will be to participate in story
telling, sharing stories of our friends who have died,
of the lessons we have learned from them, and how we
have coped with their deaths.
Due to his extensive travel schedule, the researcher
also added the telephone number of Peg Ruth to expedite
requests for information.
Because of the lack of initial response, an additional
announcement appeared in the 5 April issue of Saint
Andrew' s . Flyers describing the event were included in the
congregational worship folders on two Sundays, 5 April and
12 April. The Director of Communications of St. Andrew's
placed an article in the diocesan newspaper describing the
event and soliciting volunteers. News releases were also
given to The Kansas City Star, the major metropolitan news
paper, as well as The Other Paper, a neighborhood paper
reaching 40,000 homes in the section of Kansas City where
St. Andrew's is located. Flyers were also sent to Christian
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counselors in the area and were distributed at a pastors'
conference at Midwest Christian Counseling Services, Kansas
City's most prominent counseling center. The researcher
also met to discuss the projects with chaplains at two of
the city's largest hospitals, Baptist-Research and Saint
Luke's, who agreed to distribute brochures. The Director
of Hospice at Independence Regional Medical Center also
promoted the event.
It was understood that the sample would include both
communicants and noncommunicants of St. Andrew's parish.
In order to have twenty individuals to complete all three
phases of the project: pre-interview testing, participation
in the Day of Remembering, and post-interview testing, the
researcher sought twenty-five volunteers. The number
twenty was reached after counsultation with the director of
the doctoral program at Asbury.
Because of the lack of existing grief recovery programs
at St. Andrew's, and the needs of individuals on the fringe
of the church who learned of the study and desired to par
ticipate, it was assumed that some individuals would partic
ipate in the Day of Remembering who had not been interviewed
or tested.
Because of reluctance of people to volunteer and with
only four committed volunteers by late April, the researcher
faced three options: (1) rescheduling the event on the fall
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church calendar and thereby delaying completion of the
D. Min. program; (2) cancelling the event and abandoning the
concept for dissertation/project; or (3) moving the Day of
Remembering to a 3,000 member suburban congregation that had
expressed a willingness to aggressively host the event.
After much reflection and in consultation with the
staff at St. Andrew's, and after conversation with the first
reader of this dissertation, it was decided to proceed with
the event at St. Andrew's and to accept the number of
volunteers�cognizant that the low number of volunteers
would significantly limit the statistical significance of
the study. The researcher concluded that the event could
become the basis of a directed study rather than disserta
tion. About the same time, the researcher learned that that
some communicants thought that since there was no charge for
the event, that agreeing to participate through Peg Ruth's
office, constituted registration.
Interviews and testing were conducted during the last
three weeks of April and the first week of May.
Description of Day of Remembering
Day of Remembering was designed as a six-hour inten
sive session. The purpose, as defined in the initial
flyers, was "to participate in storytelling, sharing stories
of our friends who have died, of the lessons we have learned
from them, and how we have coped with their deaths." Why
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six hours rather than the entire weekend as suggested by
the Rector?
The design was the byproduct of wide reading, particul
arly influenced by Sklar and Hartley who reported success in
an exploratory grief seminar for friends, conducted in
1985-1986, which combined in-depth interviews of and essays
by students who had had close friends die in the previous
five years. Sklar and Hartley discovered that the one-hour
interviews "often. . . punctuated by emotional outpourings"
(108), were too brief and offered no opportunity for dia
logue. Based on that finding, Sklar and Hartley developed a
mutual support group of "survivor-friends." That experience
led to their conclusion that more than a two-hour session
was needed to adequately "voice" the participants' grief.
They found eight themes to be clear in their work with
friend-grievers , which this researcher concluded could be
anticipated in the Day of Remembering: (l) decreased coping
ability; (2) premonitions; (3) anger; (4) craziness;
(5) guilt; (6) anniversary syndrome; (7) visions; and
(8) legal and economic complications. Because of the sett
ing, the research expected a ninth element: spiritual impli
cations .
Reading Raphael gave the researcher the idea that Day
of Remembering, rather than "resolving" bereavement issues,
could provide "a forum for sharing practical difficulties
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and resources" (398) that might lead participants to a
sense of great relief in being able to share the distress
of disenfranchised grief with "someone else who had been
through the same thing" (396).
Klass offered the example of Compassionate Friends as a
model of self-help groups as opposed to support groups,
which "have predetermined outcomes and a strong separation
between helpers and helpees" ("Bereaved" 354). From this
reading, the researcher concluded his role was to be a
facilitator-participant�a role he was qualified for since
he had had two friends die in the previous twenty-four
months. Klass identified three decisions participants must
make; (1) to attend; (2) to participate fully�not just to
be an observer; and (3) to reach out to others.
The researcher's reading in storytelling impacted the
design. Helen Jones had found storytelling to be helpful
in conducting "alternative requiems" (qtd. in Stahl H-1).
If storytelling had been helpful in funeral rituals, could
it not also be beneficial in post-funeral rituals? Why not
structure Day of Remembering to focus primarily on telling
stories; of the dying, of the burying, of the remembering
of the deceased friend? Williams observed "Storytelling is
a form of the ancient communal spiritual discipline of
hospitality- It is a continual process of transforming
sojourners into kinfolk and strangers into friends" (21).
If participants could come to believe they were a welcomed
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part of a community composed of friend-grievers , and that
others would actively listen to their stories, healing
might be enhanced.
The third concern was how to start the day. Birren,
after long experience with leading autobiography-writing
seminars offered this clue, "I tell each of my classes,
�You are all survivors. Tell us your story and we will tell
you ours"' (92). Could the researcher "prod" those who
seemed reluctant to participate? Ward countered, "When I
tell my story, I am inviting you to tell your story" (28).
Participants would be free not to share. That became the
focal point of Day of Remembering: individuals telling
stories "piece by piece," creating a mosaic of their common
but disenfranchised/unrecognized loss. The Day of Remember
ing would become a verbal "quilt"�pieced from stories
rather than fabric material.
The researcher carefully considered the opening of the
day. Should it begin with the researcher's story? A read
ing of anecdotal material? Or simply with a "Who would like
to go first?" Instead, the day was launched with a confess
ion, "I have never been to one of these. I have never met
anyone who has been to one of these. But this is how I
believe we are to begin." A card was passed around with
five statements: (l) My name is. . . ; (2) My friend's name
was. . . ; (3) My friend died [Date]; (4) [Optional] The
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cause of death vas. . . ; and (5) The reason I came to Day
of Remembering is. . . .
The interview component was included in the design for
three reasons: (1) as a potential screening method, should
someone volunteer whose grief or personality could be dis
ruptive or who needed skills greater than the researcher and
group could offer; (2) to familiarize the researcher with
the stories so as to guide and facilitiate the sharing; and
(3) to "prime the pump" by giving participants a chance to
review their memories as friend-grievers .
At the conclusion of each of the interviews, the re
searcher explained the design of the Day of Remembering
and answered questions raised by the participants. The
researcher was careful to point out that this was an exper
imental program and that he would participate as a fellow
friend-griever .
Instruments
Three instruments were used. First, the Death Anxiety
Scale or DAS, (Appendix E) designed to measure participants'
anxiety about death, was selected after a conversation with
its creator, Donald I. Templer of the California School of
Psychology. The DAS "has been found to be relatively free
of response bias and social-desirability response set" and
"has been used and studied with a variety of populations"
(Corcoran 141). This fifteen-item instrument is designed to
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measure respondents' anxiety about death. Moreover,
"several factor analytic studies of the DAS had identified a
number of different factors, although essentially, the over
all score is what is considered meaningful" (Templer and
Ruff 106). The significant advantage is that the DAS has
been studied and used extensively with a variety of popula-
ations including college students, upper middle-class apart
ment residents, low-income aides in a state mental hospital,
psychiatric patients, Kentucky high school students and
their parents. This instrument has displayed good internal
consistency, good face validity, a meaningful factor struc
ture, and correlations with other instruments that are
generally supportive of its construct validity. "Thus, the
formal psychometic properties of the DAS appear to be sound"
(Templer et al. 838). Researchers also suggest that the
test is valuable in determining "change over time as a func
tion of bereavement" and that death-related depression is
related to religious experience (838).
The DAS has fairly good internal consistency with a
Kuder-Richardson formula coefficient of .76. The DAS also
has good stability with a three-week retest correlation
of .83. The DAS has good concurrent validity, correlating
.74 with the Fear of Death Scale (Corcoran 141). For all
groups, females exhibited higher death anxiety scores than
males (Templer and Ruff 173).
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Second, the Texas Revised Inventory of Grief or TRIG
(Appendix G) developed by Zisook, DeVaul, and Click,
administered to all participants, was designed to quantify
and measure the intensity of grief reactions.
Faschingbauer , Zisook and DeVaul argue that "The deaths of
persons active and important in the daily life affairs of
the bereaved would produce greater levels of life disrup
tion than those less actively involved" (115).
The Texas Revised Inventory of Grief is a brief,
readily interpretable , paper and pencil test for
assessing grief. It is easily scored and scores
can be compared with normative data for various time
points following the death of a loved one. Quantify
ing past as well as present experiences, the TRIG
appears useful in identifying deviant grief reactions
and measuring grief over time. (123)
The respondent in Part I is asked to "think back to
the time this person died" in answering eight questions.
Faschingbauer, Zisook, and DeVaul note that these items
"overlap forty percent with their total score and only
twenty-two percent with each other." The alpha coefficient,
which approximates the lower level of test-retest reliabil
ity is +- 77 (Faschingbauer 5).
The second half of Part I focused on funeral attendance
based on the assumption that attendance at the funeral, in
this case, of a friend, "bodes well for the subsequent
adjustment to grief" (Faschingbauer 9). Funeral attenders
scored lower on Part I than non-attenders (p * .5).
"Part 1, therefore, does seem to be a reasonably reliable
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and valid measure of one's initial adjustment to the death
of a loved one" (9).
Part II 's median internal consistency was +.69. The
thirteen items overlap about 47 percent of their total score
and about 26 percent with each other (Faschingbauer 9).
A third instrument was the scale developed by
Oltjenbruns (Appendix F) in his work with adolescents
identifying "positive outcomes" that are a result of a grief
experience. The researcher asked the participants, as did
Oltjenbruns, "What positive outcomes, if any, do you feel
were the result of your grief experience?" (47). Options
included, (1) have deeper appreciation of life; (2) show
greater caring for loved ones; (3) strengthened emotional
bonds with others; (4) developed emotional strength; (5)
increased empathy for others; (6) have better communication
skills; and (7) enhanced problem-solving skills.
A three-question inventory developed by Murphy for the
study of friend-survivors of casualties of the Mount Saint
Helen's disaster was built into the questionnaire: (l) "As
of today, how well do you feel you have recovered from the
effects of your" [friends' death?] (2) "If you have com
pletely recovered, how long after the death of your friend
did it take you to feel recovered?" (418). (3) "What were
some of the changes you had to make as a result of your"
[friend's death?] (420).
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A three-question researcher-developed questionnaire
will be used with the DAS/TRIG post-tests. (1) Did you
find the storytelling seminar helpful in recognizing, con
fronting, and/or dealing with your grief for your friend?
(2) Did you find the pre-seminar interview helpful in
recognizing, confronting, and/or dealing with your grief
for your friend? (3) What are some changes you now wish to
make as a result of your participation in the friends'
grief seminar and interviews?
After ninety days, participants will be reinterviewed
(Appendix J) and retested on the TRIG and DAS to determine
their evaluation of the helpfulness of the interviews and/or
storytelling experience in aiding their bereavement.
Protection of Subjects
A consent release form was developed by the
researcher (Appendix C) identifying the academic credentials
of the researcher, the institution for which the research
was being conducted, and the purpose: "To improve pastoral
care strategies for individuals grieving the death of a
significant friend" and to support a doctoral dissertation
at Asbury Theological Seminary. The form promised anonym
ity; reassurance of anonymity was promised at the end of the
interview with each participant. The consent form also
addressed the issue of emotional risk from participation by
giving the researcher's phone number and expressing his
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commitment to helping the participant find professional/
support persons who could be of assistance should partici
pation in the process provide emotional or spiritual dis
tress .
This study attempted to determine what kinds of changes
occur in the continuing bereavement of individuals who are
given an opportunity to participate in a one-day storytell
ing seminar focused on friends' grief. Specifically:
1. How did the friend-griever experience bereavement
before the interview and seminar?
2. How did the friend-griever express bereavement
during the pre-seminar interview and seminar?
3. How did the friend-griever express bereavement
after the pre-seminar interview and seminar?
4. Did those participants who were interviewed before
the friends' grief seminar find the interview as
helpful as the one-day seminar?
5. Did those participants find the combination of
interview and seminar more helpful than either
component individually.
Data Analysis
Because this is a self-selected sample and because of
the small sampling, tests of statistical significance were
not calculated because they were inappropriate. Because
the group was largely white, professional and middle-class.
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the results can not necessarily be generalized to other
populations. While limitations of sample size and rep
resentativeness are common in studies of bereavement due
to untimely deaths (Murphy and Stewart), Hatton and Valente
found that the bereaved may be most resistant to research
interviews and standard research methodology. Simply, the
data in this study, as in other studies noted by Dumont and
Foss, did not lend itself to quantification.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
The purpose of this chapter is to present a demographic
description of the sample; to document movement from pre
test to post-test on the Templer Death Anxiety Scale [here
after abbreviated DAS] and the Texas Revised Inventory of
Grief [hereafter abbreviated TRIG]; and to examine the kinds
of changes that occur in individuals who participate in a
one-day storytelling seminar focused on friends' grief. The
chapter will answer the following research questions:
Research Question One;
How did the friend-griever express bereavement before
the interview and seminar?
Research Question Two;
How did the friend-griever express bereavement during
the interview and seminar?
Research Question Three;
How did the friend-griever express bereavement after
the interview and seminar?
Research Question Four:
Did participants who were interviewed before the
friends' grief seminar find the interview as helpful as the
one-day seminar?
Research Question Five;
Did participants find the combination of interview and
seminar more helpful than either component individually?
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Research Question Six:
What was the impact of the Day of Remembering upon
participants in a one-day storytelling seminar? What kind
of changes occur in the continuing bereavement of
individuals?
Data Analysis Limitations
Because this is a self-selected sample and because of
the small number of participants, tests of statistical
significance were not appropriate and therefore were not
calculated. The group is 100 percent Caucasian, middle-
class and professional; therefore, the results are not
generalizable to other populations. Ministry often presents
opportunities for research where rigorous methodology would
intrude or thwart redemptive purposes. Murphy and Stewart
demonstrate that, generally, bereavement studies are limited
by sample, size, representativeness, and levels of cooper
ation, especially with untimely deaths. Murphy argues that
while acceptable research can be conducted among the
bereaved, as demonstrated by her research on survivors/
casualties of the Mount Saint Helen's disaster, this level
of research sophistication is not common; I would add
particularly among those trained in theological discip
lines.
Sample Demographics
The sample consisted of fourteen self-selected volun-
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teers, seven females and seven males, who have lost a non-
kin friend in death. The first demographic variable is the
time lapse since the friend's death. Two individuals'
friends died less than one year before the study; three
subjects had a one-to-two year interval; five individuals
had a two-to-five year interval; three individuals had
a five-to ten-year interval; and one subject had a twenty-
year interval.
The age spread ranged from twenty-one to seventy-one;
the average age of participants was forty-four years.
The third variable is education. One subject had only
a high school diploma; three subjects currently are complet
ing bachelor's degrees; and six have graduate and/or
professional degrees in religion, music, English literature,
law, and education.
The next variable is the significance of the relation
ship. Two subjects or 14.29 percent identified the friend
as "Closer than any relationship I've ever had before or
since." Three or 31.43 percent identified the relationship
as "About as close as most of my relationships with others."
Nine or 64.29 percent identified the friendship with the
deceased as "Closer than most relationships I've ever had
with other people" (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Relationship with Deceased
N=14 Percentage
Closer than any relationship
I've had before or since
About as close as most of my
relationships with others
Closer than most relationships
I've had with others
Not as close as most of my
relationships
Not very close at all
Total
0
0
14
14.29
21.43
64.28
0.00
0.00
100.00
The last variable is the "timing" of the death. Four
subjects or 28.57 percent say the death was "expected."
Two subjects or 14.29 percent describe the death as "slow
and expected." Eight subjects or 57.14 percent say the
death was "unexpected."
Research Question One;
How did the friend-ariever express bereavement before
the interview and seminar?
The TRIG/ as an established bereavement scale, answers
this question by analyzing the subjects' responses on Part
I: Past Behavior. The individual being tested is instru
cted, "Think back to the time this person [your friend] died
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and answer all these items about your feelings at that time"
(Table 2) .
VOiile few indicated these behaviors to be "Completely
true" and therefore common, the scoring in the first three
columns ["Completely true" plus "Mostly true" plus "True and
false"] suggests that such behaviors were not unknown. One
third of the sample reported that they felt a need, after
their friend's death, "to do things that the deceased had
wanted to do."
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Table 2
Past Grief Behaviors Reported on
Pre-Test TRIG
CTa MT T/F MF CF
After this person died
I found it hard to get
along with other people 1 1 4 3 5
I found it hard to work
well after this
person died 0 5 4 4 1
After this person's death
I lost interest in my
family, friends and
outside activities 0 1 5 2 6
I felt a need to do
things that the
deceased had wanted
to do 2 3 1 5 3
I was unusually irritable
after this person died 1 0 5 5 3
I couldn't keep up with my
normal activities after
this person died 0 2 3 7 2
I was angry that the person
who died left me 2 2 3 3 4
I found it hard to sleep
after this person died 0 2 6 2 4
a Abbreviations are from left to right: Completely
True; Mostly True; True and False; Mostly False;
and Completely False.
Better insight is provided in a series of questions
asked each subject in the pre-seminar interview- Since we
are dealing with a disenfranchised or unrecognized grief.
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one could expect the grief behaviors to be somewhat inhib
ited. The researcher asked, "Did you feel that your grief
was recognized?" Six or 42.86 percent said that their grief
was "Definitely recognized;" four or 28.57 percent answered
"Somewhat recognized;" and, four or 29.57 percent said that
their grief was "Definitely not recognized."
Table 3
PSI Question 19: Do You Feel Your
Grief Was Recognized?
N=14 Percentage
Definitely yes
Somewhat
Unsure
Definitely not recognized
6
4
0
4
42.86
28.57
0.00
28.57
Total 14 100.00
Although the death of a friend may be culturally dis
enfranchised or unrecognized, it may be recognized by indiv
iduals close to the friend-griever (see Table 4). Commonly
in our society, in times of death, the socially endorsed
means include personal visits, flowers, meals, and cards.
Ten subjects or 71.42 percent reported receiving personal
words; six subjects or 42.86 percent reported receiving
personal notes or phone calls and being included in the
post-funeral meals. Other responses noted were hugs; "a
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cousin of the friend has kept in contact;" "being prayed
for;" "My son put his arm around me�very unusual for him to
do that;" "I felt surrounded by love;" and a new friendship.
Table 4
PSI Question 20: How Was Your Grief Recognized?
__
Personal word 10
Note 6
Phone calls 6
Inclusions at post-funeral meal 6
Flowers 1
Grief is influenced, impacted, even stimulated by
factors such as anniversaries of the death. Special
occasions�such as celebrating birthdays, promotions,
anniversaries without the deceased and seeing certain
"objects" such as gifts given by or previously owned by the
deceased may "trigger" fresh grief as well as a renewed
appreciation for the friendship. Table 5 identifies the
"triggers" experienced by the participants.
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Table 5
PSI Question 20: What Triggers the
Memory of Your Friend? (N=14)
Qbjects 11
Special occasions 11
Traditions 10
Songs 8
Church 8
Pictures/photos 7
A restaurant 7
Holidays 7
Seasons of the year 6
One individual reported the difficulty of planning his
vedding and having to choose a best man since his deceased
friend would have been his first choice. Others missed the
exchanging of gifts and cards on birthdays and Christmas.
Favorite restaurants evoked memories because they were
locations for key episodes in nurturing the friendship.
Traditions were significant because traditions are a way of
enhancing the friendship's meaning. Three subjects
described the tradition of playing Sunday afternoon basket
ball games at their deceased friend's home and enjoying hot
chocolate chip cookies baked by his mother, a practice that
was eventually abandoned because the subjects perceived the
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tradition as "too painful" for the mother. Clearly, how
ever, the subjects miss the pick-up basketball games.
In the category called "other" triggers, subjects
listed such items as greeting cards (he "always selected
beautiful, timely and appropriate cards"); organ music ("the
deceased friend collected organ compact discs" and the two
friends had spent hours listening in preparation for a
$500,000 organ remodeling project); and smiles. The coin
cidental act of driving by the funeral home where the
visitation was held prompts memories for two participants.
One subject who met his friend in an AA group finds Twelve
Step groups a trigger. Riding cycles in the spring triggers
memories of the loss in another.
The researcher wanted to know how often the subjects
think of their friends (Table 6).
Table 6
PSI Question 23: How Often Do You Think
Of Your Friend?
N=14 Percentage
Daily
Seldom
Never
Frequently
Occasionally
8
4
2
0
0
57.14
28.57
14.29
0.00
0.00
Total 14 100.00
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The researcher considered it essential to know to whom
the subjects talked about their friend's deaths and their
grief. "A member of the family" reports thirteen or 92.85
percent of the group; "another mutual friend" or "a friend
the deceased did not know" were selected by eleven or 78.57
percent of the sample. Table 7 lists the responses; "other"
included a support group, an AA group, the deceased's wife,
and a youth group where one participant worked for a summer.
Fortunately, all of the subjects have been able to talk with
someone about their loss, even if it were a total stranger
as five participants or 35.71 percent noted.
The critical question in the interview was, "As of
today, how well do you feel you have recovered from your
friend's death?" Five subjects or 35.71 percent report
"Definitely recovered;" seven or 50 percent report "Mostly
Table 7
PSI Question 24: To Whom Have You Talked?
N=14 Percentage
Someone in my family 13
Another mutual friend 11
Friend. . . deceased did not know 11
Someone in friend's family 10
A minister 10
Counselor/psychologist 6
A total stranger 5
Other 5
No one 0
92.85
78.57
78.57
71.42
71.42
42.86
35.71
35.71
0.00
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recovered;" and, two or 14.29 percent report "Somewhat re
covered." It is important to compare these answers with
the length of time since the friend died (Table 8).
Table 8
How Long Since Your Friend Died?
DRa MR SR MU DU N=14 %
0-12 months 1 1 0 0 0 2 14.29
13-24 months 0 4 2 0 0 6 42.86
25-36 months 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
37-48 months 1 1 0 0 0 2 14.29
More than 48 3 1 0 0 0 4 28.56
months
Total 5 7 2 0 0 14 100.00
a Abbreviations left to right, DR= Definitely
recovered; MR= Mostly recovered; SR= Somewhat recovered;
MU= Mostly unrecovered; and DU= Definitely unrecovered.
The researcher thought it valuable to ask subjects
their views regarding eternal life, assuming that one who
does not believe in eternal life would grieve differently
than one who did (Table 9).
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Table 9
PSI Question 28: Will You See Your Friend Again?
N=14 Percentage
Definitely yes 9 64.29
Yes 4 28.57
No 0 0.00
Definitely no 0 0.00
Uncertain 1 7.14
Total 14 100.00
In evaluating question twenty-eight, the researcher
used two standarized tests, the DAS and the TRIG to support
the data compiled in the interview segment. On DAS, with a
score of 15 indicating extremely high death anxiety, sub
jects ranged from a low of two to a high of ten.
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Table 10
DAS Scores on Pre-Test (N=14)
DAS Score Frequency Percentage
2 1 7.14
3 2 14.29
5 2 14.29
6 4 28.54
7 1 7.14
8 1 7.14
9 1 7.14
10 2 14.28
total 14 100.00
mean: 6.143 standard deviation: 2.5
Thus, only four subjects or 28.57 percent would be
considered to have "high" death anxiety on the DAS pre-test.
The TRIG separates scores into past behavior, present
behaviors, and a total score. Table 11 presents the pre
test scores on past behavior.
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Table 11
TRIG Pre-Test Scores: Past Behavior (N=14)
Potential score 40
Subject JD 32
Subject SW 27
Subject PL 24
Subject MH 24
Subject TH 22
Subject DF 21
Subject NS 20
Subject KK 19
Subj ect ET 17
Subject JB 16
Subj ect DV 16
Subject GS 16
Subject DW 14
Subject PR 11
total 276
mean 19.92
Table 11 indicates that the majority of the subjects in
this study would not be considered on the basis of TRIG
scores to have "high" unresolved bereavement. The TRIG also
examines "present" behaviors that shed light on the status
inventory (Table 12).
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Table 12
Pre-Test on "Present Grief Behaviors"
on TRIG (N=14)
CT MT T/F MF CF
1. I still cry when I think of
the person who died
1 2 2 7 2
2. I still get upset when think
about the person who died
1 5 3 3 2
3. I cannot accept this death 0 0 4 4 6
4. Sometimes I very much miss
the person who died
7 5 2 0 0
5. Even now it's painful to
recall memories
0 2 6 1 5
6. I am preoccupied with
thoughts about the person
0 2 7 3 2
7. I hide my tears when I think
about the person who died
1 4 1 4 4
8. No one will ever take the
place in my life of the
person who died
5 3 5 1 0
9. I can't avoid thinking
about the person who died
3 2 4 3 2
10. I feel it's unfair that
this person died
5 4 3 0 2
11. Things and people around
me still remind me of the
person who died
7 3 4 0 0
12. I am unable to accept the
death of the person
0 0 4 6 4
13. At times I still feel the 1 5 2 5 1
need to cry for the person
who died
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Combining columns 1 and 2 (completely true and mostly
true) sheds some insight. Three or 21.43 percent still cry
when they think of the person who died. Six subjects or
42.86 percent still get upset when they think about the
friend who died. Two or 14.29 percent report being "pre
occupied" with thoughts about the person who died. Eight
or 57.14 percent state that "no one" will be able to take
the place of the friend who died. Five or 35.71 percent
report that they cannot avoid thinking about the deceased
friend. Nine or 64.29 percent state that it is "unfair"
that the friend died. Ten or 71.42 percent report that
"things and people around me" still remind them of the
deceased. Six or 42.86 percent report that they still feel
the need to cry for the person who died.
Five out of the six who still feel the need to cry for
their friend report that they must "hide" their tears.
In a section labeled "related facts," the TRIG asks
subjects if they feel they have "really" grieved for the
person who died. Eleven or 68.57 percent said "Yes" while
three subjects or 21.43 percent said "No."
How did the friend-griever express bereavement before
the interview and seminar? This researcher concludes that
the grief for the deceased friend is still a factor in the
lives of several of the participants in this study.
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Research Question Tvo;
Hov did the friend-griever express bereavement during
the pre-seminar interview and seminar?
The researcher found this to be a difficult question
to answer. Four subjects or 28.57 percent knew the
researcher before the study began. To ten individuals or
71.42 percent the researcher was a stranger. Why would
fourteen individuals agree to participate in an experience
like this? The responses are noteworthy:
"When I first saw the notice, I felt that learning
more about this could be of help in my ministry."
"From listening to Harold talking about the plans for
the day."
"I read the description in the church bulletin and was
interested in remembering more formally my friend."
"I am learning to feel, which I was not doing very well
at the time of Justin's sudden death, so I was sure
that this would help."
"A friend encouraged me."
"I felt I owed my friend and myself the day."
"I decided to participate because I wanted to share
with others how much my friend. . . meant to me."
"When you asked me to help you co-ordinate your
project at St. Andrew's."
"Peg [the church liaison for this project] asked me."
"I was asked by Harold Ivan and promptly agreed out of
respect for my friend" [who had died].
Another individual, a minister, reveals that despite
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fifteen years in the pastoral ministry, the pre-seminar
interview with the researcher was the first time he had ever
discussed his own grief with anyone. He recalls.
One Sunday morning after my best friend died I stood
in front of the congregation and said, "I am filled
with grief." It was helpful. There was absolutely no
response to me as a human being at that time, which
tells you something about the role issue. But just to
own it. . .1 got the biggest response to that sermon
that I have gotten from any sermon that I have ever
preached. Everybody was saying, "I need that for my
self. I need that for myself" Nobody said, "Are you
OK?" Or "I'm worried about you with all this, because
you are overworking. We don't want you to burn out.
You're too important." There was nothing about me.
Grieving for a friend is generally unacknowledged in
this culture. Answering research question two complicated
the subjective aspect of a researcher attempting to inter
pret nonverbal emotional behaviors of strangers.
No one "broke down" during the interviews or during the
Day of Remembering. There were numerous pauses, teary
voices, and an occasional, "I'd like to come back to that
question." At the Day of Remembering, participants cried
and laughed; Kleenex boxes were passed freely from partici
pant to participant. Some of the responses were so softly
spoken that they were not recorded. The verbatim of the
Day of Remembering (Appendix K) offers a text of the grief
verbalized that day-
How did the friend-griever express bereavement during
the pre-seminar Interview and seminar? Bereavement is
individually expressed and the subjects clearly demonstrated
that reality.
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Research Question Three t
How did the friend-griever express bereavement after
the interview and seminar?
The basic focus of this dissertation project has been
to examine the impact of storytelling on resolving grief of
individuals who have had a friend die. The TRIG post scores
(Table 13) show for most participants a decline in scores on
both the past behavior and present behavior sections. The
hypothesis of the project was that individuals who had been
helped by the involvement would show decreased scores from
pre-test to post-test.
Table 13
Compared Pre-Test/Post Test TRIG Scores (N=14)
Past Behavior Present Behavior "Total"
Potential
Pre
40
Post
40
+/- Pre
65
Post
65
+/- Pre
105
Post
105
+/-
JD 32 30 -2 42 28 -14 74 58 -16
ET 17 20 +3 55 38 -17 72 58 -14
GS 16 9 -7 48 43 - 5 64 52 -12
MH 24 19 -5 37 30 -12 61 49 -12
DF 21 12 -9 31 29 - 2 52 41 -11
NS 20 17 -3 42 37 - 5 62 54 - 8
DV 16 10 -6 41 39 - 2 57 49 - 8
DW 14 10 -4 34 34 0 48 44 - 4
PR 11 14 +3 34 28 - 6 45 42 - 3
KK 19 19 0 42 39 - 3 61 58 - 3
JB 16 15 -1 34 33 - 1 50 48 - 2
TH 22 26 +4 47 43 - 4 69 69 0
PL 24 23 -1 28 29 + 1 52 52 0
SW 27 30 +3 29 30 + 1 56 60 + 4
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The TRIG post-test indicates that one person showed no
decline in past behavior scores, four individuals or 28.57
percent increased scores and nine or 64.29 percent decreas
ed their scores, the latter a sign of healthy movement. One
explanation for increased scores is that the interview, plus
the Day of Remembering with five months between the first
and the last interview, gave the subjects time to recall and
reinterpret their memories. For example, SW first reported
that she had not participated in the post-funeral meal with
the family. Yet, during the Day of Remembering when stories
were shared about the meals, SW remembered that she had
attended, "I was surprised to find I'd 'wiped out' the
dinner after the memorial service from memory." Balk, in
studying bereavement among college students, suggested that
completing the instruments may work "as an intervention by
eliciting thoughts, images, and feelings that had perhaps
gone undercover" ("College Students" 22). Participants JD
and ET had the largest decrease in TRIG scores (-16 and -14)
while MS and MH had a 12 point decline.
The post-test results of the DAS (Table 14) were also
of interest in tracing movement as defined by decreased
scores from the pre-test to the post-test.
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Table 14
Compared Pre-Test DAS Scores with Post-
Test DAS Scores (N=14)
Potential
Score
Pre-Test
15
Post-Test
15
Change
KK 10 8 -2
SW 9 8 -1
GS 7 5 -2
NS 7 5 -2
JD 6 4 -2
PL 3 3 0
DW 5 5 0
PR 5 5 0
DF 10 10 0
DV 8 8 0
ET 6 7 +1
TH 6 8 + 2
MH 3 5 + 2
JB 2 4 + 2
Table 14 illustrates that four or 28.57 percent in
creased their DAS scores from pre-test to post-test; and
five or 35.71 percent remained the same. Five or 35.71
percent decreased their scores and thus could be said to
have demonstrated movement in resolving their bereavement.
It should be noted that two of the four who increased
their scores, TH and MH�both twenty years old�had another
friend die halfway between the pre-test and post-test.
Given the nature of the DAS questions it is reasonable to
assume their post-test scores are impacted.
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Particular DAS questions illustrate the movement in
individuals. DAS Question 1: "I am very afraid to die"
selected by one participant in the pre-test was not se
lected by any in the post-test. DAS Question 3: "It
doesn't make me nervous when people talk about death" was
answered "true" by eleven subjects or 78.57 percent in
the pre-test and increased to twelve or 85.71 percent in
the post-test. DAS Question 5: "I am not afraid to die"
reported "true" by five participants or 35.71 percent in
the pre-test increased to six or 42.86 percent in the post-
test. DAS Question 9: "I fear a painful death" reported
"True" by ten or 71.42 percent in the pre-test decreased to
nine or 64.29 percent in the post-test. Admittedly, these
changes are slight, but they were reported by several
different subjects, not by a single subject.
Table 15 demonstrates movement in responses from the
pre-test to the post-test on the "present grief behaviors"
section of the TRIG.
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Table 15
Pre-Test and Post-Test Scores on "Present
Grief Behaviors" on TRIG (N=14)
CTa T/F MF CF
1. I still cry when I think of 1 2 2 7 2
the person vho died 0 0 6 4 4
2. I still get upset when I 1 5 3 3 2
think about the person 0 4 2 2 6
3. I cannot accept this person's 0 0 4 4 6
death 1 0 1 5 7
4. Sametimes I very much miss 7 5 2 0 0
the person who died 6 1 5 2 0
5. Even now it's painful to 0 2 6 1 5
recall memories . . . 0 1 6 6 1
6. I am preoccupied with 0 2 7 3 2
thoughts about the person 0 0 2 11 1
who died
7. I hide my tears when I think 1 4 1 4 4
about the person ^o died 0 0 3 5 6
8. No one will ever take the 5 3 5 1 0
place in ray life of the 6 3 2 1 2
person who died
9. I can't avoid thinking 3 2 4 3 2
about the person who died 2 2 5 5 0
10. I feel it's xmfair that 5 4 3 0 2
this person died 0 5 6 2 1
11. Things and people around 7 3 4 0 0
me still remind me of the 4 7 1 1 1
p>erson who died
12. I am unable to accept the 0 0 4 6 4
death of this person. . . 0 0 0 3 11
13. At times I still feel the 1 5 2 5 1
need to cry for this person 0 0 5 7 2
a Top column is pre-test; lower column is post-test
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Several questions represent dramatic change in
responses. TRIG Statement 7, "I hide my tears when I think
about the person who died," was answered by five subjects
or 35.71 percent on the pre-test as either "completely" or
"mostly" true; none answered either way on the post-test.
TRIG Statement 10, "I feel it's unfair that this person
died" also showed movement toward grief resolution in
comparing pre-test answers with post-test answers. In
the pre-test five subjects or 35.71 percent reported this
statement as "Completely" true but none in the post-test.
TRIG Statement 12, "I am unable to accept the death of the
person who died" was answered "Completely false" by only
four persons or 28.57 in the pre-test, but increased to
eleven or 78.57 percent in the post-test. TRIG Statement
13, "At times I still feel the need to cry for the person
who died" was answered "completely" or "mostly" true by
six subjects or 42.86 percent in the pre-test, but no
one in the post-test.
In Part III of the TRIG, two statements calling for a
"true" or "false" response also seem helpful in determining
movement and healing. Table 16 indicates the shift in
answers .
no
Table 16
Change in Answers on Part III, TRIG
to Questions 2 and 3 (N=14)
Reported "True" Reported "True"
on pre-test on post-test
2. I feel that I have
really grieved for
the person who died 11 78 .57 14 100 .00
3. I feel that I am
now functioning
about as well as I
was before the
death 12 85 .71 14 100 .00
Either through the interview. Day or Remembering, or
some experience not identified by the researcher, all
answered questions two and three positively five months
after the initial interview, yet only eleven or 78.57 per
cent could initially answer question two in the positive,
and twelve or 85.71 percent could answer question three in
the positive.
In both the initial interview and the final interview,
question twenty-eight asked the participants to choose
answers on a Likert scale for, "As of today, how well do
you feel you have recovered from your friend's death?"
Choices were, "Definitely recovered," "Mostly recovered,"
"Somewhat recovered," "Mostly unrecovered," and "Definitely
unrecovered." Table 17 illustrates the movement in answers.
mTable 17
PSI Question 28:
You Have
As of Today, How Well
Recovered? (N=14)
Do
Initial Final Change
TH Mostly Definitely + 1 level
MH Mostly Definitely + 1 level
GS Mostly Definitely + 1 level
JB Mostly Definitely + 1 level
SW Mostly Definitely + 1 level
NS Mostly Definitely + 1 level
JD Somewhat Mostly + 1 level
KK Somewhat Mostly + 1 level
PL Definitely Definitely No change
PR Definitely Definitely No change
DW Definitely Definitely No change
DF Definitely Definitely No change
DV Definitely Definitely No change
ET Mostly Mostly No change
Table 17 illustrates that eight or 57.14 percent moved
up one level on the Likert scale, and six of those eight
were to the highest level, "Definitely recovered." However,
of the six reporting no change, five were already at the
highest level. Therefore, this researcher concludes that
several of the individuals were able to "complete"� if that
can ever be said�their bereavement, and more than the
majority were able to make "progress" in resolving their
bereavement for the deceased friend. This is remarkable
since the first three on Table 17�TH, MH and GS�had
another good friend die during this period of research.
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However, there is one other element that should be
noted. In dealing with the issue of friends' grief as a
disenfranchised grief, there is a feeling that "no one
understands;" because of this, individuals may be reluctant
to discuss their bereavement for the friend. In the final
interview, each participant was asked, "Have you talked to
anyone about the Day of Remembering since the event?"
Thirteen subjects or 92.85 percent reported that they had.
The one participant who had not talked about this experience
was the spouse of a state senator involved in a tight
election campaign and reported being swamped by the demands
of this race. Most subjects reported talking to specific
individuals. The researcher asked a follow-up question to
determine if this was merely "making conversation" as in,
"What did you do last Saturday?" or if it was specific
regarding the Day of Remembering. "Friends," "family," and
"spouses" were identified as listeners. One participant, a
minister, reported sharing the experience in the following
Sunday's sermon. Of interest were these responses to the
question:
"A lot of people"
"Numerous people at church"
"People at work"
"My AA group" (two subjects)
"My [deceased] friend's wife"
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"A writers' support group"
"My Sunday School class"
"Fellow teachers at school."
These answers seem significant because reporting par
ticipation in the event would, to some degree, entail dis
closing the need to participate in such a specifically
structured group and invite questioning or criticism.
How did the friend-griever express bereavement after
the interview and seminar? Overall, the data suggests that
the participants were able to express their grief more
authentically and honestly after the Day of Remembering and
as a result of participating in this research project. One
would have to conclude that healthy verbalization of
bereavement of a friend through the means of an organized
experience of storytelling leads toward resolution of the
loss .
Research Question Four;
Did those participants who were interviewed before the
friends' grief seminar find the interview as helpful as the
one-day seminar?
The format of the Day of Remembering assumed that some
individuals would elect to participate who had not
previously been interviewed. Only one such individual, the
spouse of a subject, participated.
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Research Question Five;
Did those participants vho had been interviewed find
the combination of interview and seminar more helpful
than either component individually?
In the post-seminar interviev, the participants were
asked four questions about the interviev process to deter
mine hov they valued the pre-seminar interviev. "Did you
find the interviev to be more valuable than the Day of
Remembering?" One subject or 7.14 percent ansvered "Defin
itely yes;" six or 42.86 percent ansvered "No," and, one
or 7.14 percent ansvered "Definitely no." Hovever, six or
42.86 percent checked "Ambivalent" as their ansver. The
participants vere also asked, "Do you think it vas the
combination of the interviev and the Day of Remembering that
made the day meaningful to you?" Seven subjects or 50 per
cent said, "Definitely yes," and, six or 42.86 percent
ansvered, "Yes." Only one participant or 7.14 percent
ansvered negatively. These responses are expressed in
Table 18.
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Table 18
Do You Think It Was the Combination of the
Interview and Day of Remembering
That Made the Day Meaningful To You?
N=14 Percentage
Definitely yes
Yes
Unsure
No
Definitely no
Total
7
6
0
1
0
14 100.00
50.00
42.86
0.00
7.14
0.00
This researcher also asked the participants if they
thought that the Day of Remembering would have been differ
ent had they not been interviewed before the seminar, call
ing for an assumptive response. Several of the partici
pants, reported that they felt they had been "primed" for
participation in the seminar by being interviewed:
"I felt like I was ready because of the interview. . .
[there would have been] less sharing."
"My heart would not have been prepared. Also the trust
in the leader or the bonding would not have been
there. I knew I could safely share because there was
one who knew my story."
"The interview got me to thinking more in depth. Had I
not done this, the Day would have been more super-
facial."
"Interview brought out memories and kept them in mind."
"I would not have been as open because I would not have
known what to say -
"
"Would not [have] been as prepared."
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"It would have taken longer to arrive at. . ." [the
level of sharing]
"A little colder."
"It might have taken me longer to get into it and be
able to discern thoughts and feelings from long ago."
Several reported they would not have felt as comfort
able, especially those who were not communicants of St.
Andrew's. For some this was the first time to be in an
Episcopal church and to participate in a liturgical worship
service. One subject observed, "I would probably have
walked in, insecure, awkward, not knowing what was to
happen or who was to be there . "
Only one participant thought that there would have been
no difference without the interview.
Thus, the interview was valued by the participants as
essential to the result of the Day of Remembering. This
result can be contrasted (Table 19) with those who
completed the Day of Remembering evaluation (Appendix H) .
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Table 19
Day of Remembering Evaluation of
Pre-Seminar Interview
N=10 Percentage
Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent
Not valuable to me
Definitely not valuable
5
3
2
0
0
50.00
30.00
20.00
0.00
0.00
Total 10 100.00
*** Because the evaluations were unsigned, tracing the
impact of the intervening five months to "think about" the
impact of the experience was not possible.
Did those participants who had been interviewed find
the combination of interview and seminar more helpful than
either component individually? The majority of participants
answered the research question affirmatively.
Research Question Six;
What was the impact of the Day of Remembering upon
participants in a one-day storytelling event? What kind
of changes occurred in the continuing bereavement of
individuals as a result of participating in this experience?
The purpose of this dissertation/project was to
identify ways through storytelling to impact the grief of
individuals mourning the death of a friend. Participants
were asked to evaluate on a Likert scale the following
components of the experience; (l) pre-seminar interview;
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(2) the actual storytelling time during the Day of Remember
ing; (3) the informal lunch conversation; (4) the collage-
making; (5) the viewing of an episode of the TV series,
"Nurses," dealing with the death of a peer; and, (6) the
concluding worship experience, "The Naming of Names."
Storytelling. Storytelling could be said to have been the
heart of the Day of Remembering as well as this disser
tation/project. Seven subjects or 63.63 percent said it
was "Very valuable" and four or 36.37 percent said it was
"Valuable." The participants were insightful: "Helped [me]
to understand other's problems"; "Made me more aware of some
of the deep trauma suffered by younger folks"; "Comfortable
flow; wouldn't want the group to be any larger; gave all a
chance to speak." Clearly, strangers were touched by hear
ing the stories of other friend-grievers . One participant
observed, "I began to feel like I'd [met] some friends."
Table 20 discloses the evaluation of the storytelling
segment .
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Table 20
Evaluation of "Storytelling" Component
N=ll %
Very valuable 7 63.63
Valuable 4 36.37
Ambivalent 0 00.00
Not valuable to me 0 00.00
Definitely not valuable 0 00.00
Total 11 100.00
Informal lunch conversation. Lunch was served to the
participants after two-and-one-half hours of storytelling.
The researcher assumed that the conversations over lunch
would, for many, be a continuation of the storytelling.
One participant observed that lunch was "an opportunity to
visit casually and to offer feedback to the stories of
others." The researcher had originally planned to assign
seating; however, open seating let the participants choose
and allowed observation to see who would seek out whom.
One subject commented, "The mix at the tables was obviously
planned by the Lord. We didn't gather with those we knew
and that was good." One male participant thought the lunch
"gave a pause to the intensity of the morning." However,
not all were able to relax during lunch. "At that time,"
one wrote on the evaluation sheet, "so much was churning
inside I felt vulnerable, apprehensive to speak." Another
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participant concluded, "Good to talk with others about
something besides death." Table 21 offers the overall
evaluations of the lunch conversation.
Table 21
Evaluation of Informal Lunch Component
N=ll Percentage
Def itely valuable 2 18.,18
Valuable 5 45..45
Ambivalent 3 27..27
Not valuable 0 0..00
Definitely not valuable 0 0..00
No response 1 9,.10
Total 11 100..00
Originally, the storytelling component had been
scheduled for only two hours; however, because the caterers
were late delivering lunch, the storytelling continued,
which created time pressures for the afternoon session to
finish by the agreed upon 2:30 p.m. dismissal.
Collage-building . After lunch each individual created a
collage, which is an artistic expression composed of
pictures cut out of magazines and pasted on posterboard.
The purpose is to tell the story of the friendship through
picture fragments [Appendix M] . A collage is particularly
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helpful for Individuals who are nonverbal. Unfortunately,
because of time constraints, the participants could not
discuss or explain their collages. Nevertheless, the
majority of the group found the collage-building valuable.
Nine or 81.82 percent rated the experience either "Valuable"
or "Very valuable." Table 22 illustrates the group's
responses to the collage-making experience.
Table 22
Evaluation of Collage-Making Component
N=ll Percentage
Definitely valuable 1 9.10
Valuable 8 72.73
Ambivalent 2 18.17
Not valuable 0 0.00
Definitely not valuable 0 0.00
Total 11 100.00
The participants commented on their collages :
"It was fun to think back to Denny's experiences."
"This caused me to take a look at our lives and then
assemble our story"
"The collage connected my grief to my future."
"Not my normal 'cup of tea,' but it was thought-
provoking. "
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"Clipping and pasting is not my favorite thing and I
feel that I do it poorly, but there were some inter
esting insights."
Three participants expressed regret that they did not
have an opportunity to share their collages: "I wish we
could have shared what we created so they (the other parti
cipants) would have known us better." One participant
suggested that the collage experience be part of the begin-
ing of the storytelling segment rather than coming later in
the day.
"Dead Nurse" episode. Fifteen minutes of the thirty-
minute episode of The Nurses, a TV series, entitled "Dead
Nurse," dealing with the reaction of a group of nurses to
the death of a colleague [friend], vas shown on video.
This proved to be the one negative component of the Day of
Remembering. Only two or 18.18 percent found the viewing
"valuable." Five or 45.45 percent were ambivalent. Why?
"I was reflecting on my collage and memories"
responded one participant, a view that may have been more
videspread. Another subject added, "Very interesting but
don't knov hov valuable." Hovever, one younger participant
liked the video clip: "[It] helped me to understand
death. . . funny." Table 23 presents the evaluations.
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Table 23
Evaluation of "Dead Nurse" Component
N=ll Percentage
Definitely valuable 0 0.00
Valuable 2 18.18
Ambivalent 5 45.45
Not valuable 3 27.27
Definitely not valuable 0 0.00
No response 1 9.10
Total 11 100.00
Letter writing- A planned experience, in which participants
were to be asked to write a letter to the deceased friend,
was eliminated due to time constraints.
Worship Experience; Naming of Names. The final component
of the Day of Remembering was the formal worship service.
Ten subjects or 90.90 percent rated the component either
"Definitely valuable" or "Valuable." One participant, a
non-Episcopalian, observed, "Very different for me, but
meaningful." Another complained, "Too traditionally
liturgical for a nontraditional day." One participant
noted that the worship experience "helped to allow God to
do his work."
One subject found particular meaning in the ritual
since at his friend's funeral, he had merely been a
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passive "spectator." The Naming of Names "allowed me to
participate in a service for him." The service (Appendix 0)
featured a brief homily by the researcher on the grief of
Jesus for his friend Lazarus, reported in the Gospel of
John. The group stood in the Columbarium [the burial
repository for cremains, part of the Saint Andrew's
sanctuary] in front of a brilliant sun-drenched "Easter"
stained-glass window (the design theme is the resurrection);
cremains of two of the friends being remembered are entombed
there. The group moved to the chapel for the last part of
the service. As a name was called, the participants came
forward, selected a candle and candlestick from a wide
variety of colors and candlesticks and lit the candle.
After a moment of reflection, the individual returned to
her/his place. The silence was punctuated by crying and
hugging. Table 24 notes the evaluations of the Naming of
Names .
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Table 24
Evaluation of "Naming of Names" Component
N=ll Percentage
Definitely valuable 7 63.63
Valuable 3 27.27
Ambivalent 1 9.10
Not helpful to me 0 0.00
Definitely not helpful 0 0.00
Total 11 100.00
In what ways was the Day of Remembering helpful to the
participants? This part of the evaluation was open-ended.
"It was a set-apart time to be quiet and reflect."
"It made me realize that even when old people lose
old friends it also hurts. It made me feel good to
tell others about Denny."
"[Gave me some] ideas for being sensitive to others;
wonderful to remember."
"Helped me be more aware of other people's loss due to
death of friends and the importance of acknowledging
that loss."
"... putting feelings into perspective and concen
trating more fully on the future. It made the AIDS
crisis more real."
"I think being with those very special young people
helped me to understand how very difficult it is for
them to try to make sense of a loss, to accept and
process it."
"I understood the importance of friends in my life�
I am more aware to respond to others when they lose
friends . "
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"Being the day before Mother's Day, it helped me to
focus on the traits that I found in Peg yet lacking
in my own mother; then how I could place those traits
into my life."
"It helped to spark my memory about Denny and I learned
a few things � "
"I feel that I am beginning to bring the grieving to
a closure."
What were the highlights for the participants? Five
subjects or 45.45 percent chose "the stories" first and
three or 27.27 percent selected the worship experience.
Highlights are noted in Table 25.
Table 25
Highlights of the Day of Remembering
Ranked 1 Ranked 2 Ranked 3
stories
stories
sharing
stories
collage
candlelight ing
collage
candlelight ing
leadership of Harold
openness of pastors
discuss funeral
dialogue
stories
blank
kept on time
worship
blank
blank
blank
collages
liturgy
bring candle
listening
AIDS sharing
memorial
candlelight ing
worship
home
meet people talking about
friends
sitting with
grief
that friends can
grieve blank blank
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In combining first, second and third rankings, stories
were reported in one of those categories by seven or 63.63
percent; seven subjects or 63.63 also selected the worship
experience; three or 27.27 percent selected the collages.
It is also of value to note the assessed weaknesses
as reported by the participants. Four or 36.36 percent were
related to time pressures; collages were cited by three or
27.27 percent.
Vfhat overall impression do the participants have now
that they have experienced the initial interview, the Day of
Remembering, and the final interview? Eleven of the four
teen participants or 78.57 percent responded "Very pos
itive;" and three or 21.43 percent responded "Positive."
There were no negative overall impressions.
The last question the researcher asked subjects was:
"As a result of participating I have decided to. ... "
The researcher believed there would be some post-experience
behavior or attitude changes. Not all answered the question
in the final interview. Those who did cited movement,
growth, and sensitivity to others' grief:
"Try to be more understanding of and available to
young people and kids grieving when and where opportu
nity is presented. . . telling others about you."
"Be more aware of friends of the deceased and to
acknowledge that friendship and loss."
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"Keep on keeping on in ministering to others. Trust
the Lord for understanding friends when I need to
share."
"Keep remembering my friend; and I know I will always
have the feeling that there are others just like me."
An attorney participant plans to begin sending sympathy
cards to people who lose a friend and "to make contact with
the family of the deceased friend to tell them I still re
member and love him." Another participant decided to "keep
my candle on the mantle. It reminds me of the way I felt
before the Day of Remembering and how I feel now- I plan on
lighting it from time to time when I feel the need to."
One participant suggested that the words "decided to"
were "too dry. I would rather say 'refocus' on the import
ance of grief over friends as a building block for a more
healed and compassionate life."
What was the impact of the Day of Remembering upon
participants in a one-day storytelling event? The data
demonstrates that the experience had a positive impact on
the fourteen friend-grievers .
Conclusion
This researcher has attempted to present both statis
tical and thematic data to determine the impact of the
storytelling seminar and the interviews on individuals
self-classified as friend-grievers . The data suggests
that participation in a one-day storytelling experience
for friend-grievers is helpful in clarifying and resolving
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lingering bereavement issues and is a positive way to
remember the friend in a society that "moves on" and does
not recognize the impact of the death of a friend.
The implications of this research data will be presented
in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER 5
Evaluation and Interpretation
of Data
What happens when a friend dies? Who recognizes the
bereavement? What is helpful in resolving that loss? This
study has attempted to deal with those questions within the
shared experiences of fourteen individuals who participated
in a one-day storytelling experience as a means of grieving
a deceased friend. The purpose of this chapter is to dis
cuss those findings, to draw conclusions from them, and then
to make recommendations for future research.
A review of the literature reinforces the position
advanced by Deck and Folta that American society "lacks any
socially recognized state of grief for friends" (9).
Scholars such as Sklar, Hartley, Murphy, Doka, DelBene,
Lageman, Gibbs, Folta and Deck have addressed the lack of
research on the death of a friend. Siegel expressed her
surprise at finding fewer than a dozen articles on "unsanc
tioned grief" and concludes, "I think I am fairly safe in
saying that unrecognized and unsanctioned grief is not even
a highly recognized topic" among scholars or the general
public (13). That statement would be true among clergy and
Christian educators.
Data Analysis Limitations
Because this is a self-selected sample, and due to the
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small number of participants, tests of statistical signif
icance were not calculated. Since the group is 100 percent
Caucasian, middle-class, professional, the results are not
easily generalizable to other populations. Murphy and
Stewart demonstrate that bereavement studies are often
limited by sample, size, representativeness, and levels of
cooperation (141).
The sample consists of fourteen self-selected volun
teers who have lost a non-kin friend in death. The age
spread ranged from twenty-one to seventy-one; the mean
average age of participants was 44.29 years. Half were
communicants of Saint Andrew's Episcopal Church in Kansas
City, Missouri.
The friendships remembered were intense. Two subjects
or 14.29 percent identified the friend as "closer than any
relationship I've ever had before or since." Three or 31.43
percent identified the relationship as "about as close as
most of my relationships with others." Nine or 64.29 per
cent identified the friendship with the deceased as "closer
than most relationships I've ever had with other people"
(see Table 1 on page 88).
Subjects completed the Texas Revised Inventory of Grief
and the Templer Death Anxiety Scale, were interviewed for
approximately an hour, participated in a four-and-one-half-
hour storytelling experience at Saint Andrew's, and were
reinterviewed and retested on the TRIG and DAS five months
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after the Day of Remembering.
Research Question One. How did the friend-grievers
express bereavement before the interview and seminar? Six
or 42.86 percent said that their grief was "Definitely
recognized;" four or 28.57 percent answered "Somewhat recog
nized;" and, four or 28.57 percent said that their grief was
"Definitely not recognized."
Grief is influenced, impacted, even stimulated by
factors such as anniversaries of the death. Special
occasions such as celebrating birthdays or promotions with
out the deceased and seeing certain "objects" such as gifts
given by the deceased may trigger fresh grief as well as a
renewed appreciation of the friendship. Participants in the
study identified objects, special occasions, traditions,
songs, churches, photos, restaurants, holidays and seasons of
the year as triggers.
How often do the subjects think of their friends?
"Frequently" responded eight subjects or 57.14 percent;
"Occasionally" admitted four or 28.57 percent; "Daily"
noted two or 14.29 percent.
With whom have the subjects talked about their friends'
deaths and their grief? "A member of the family" reports
thirteen or 92.85 percent of the group; "Another mutual
friend" or "A friend the deceased did not know" were
selected by eleven or 78.57 percent of the sample. Others
reported as "listeners" were ministers, counselors, and.
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even total strangers. Fortunately, all of the subjects
have been able to talk with someone about their loss.
The critical question in the interview was, "As of
today, how well do you feel you have recovered from your
friend's death?" Five subjects or 35.71 percent reported,
"Definitely recovered;" seven or 50 percent reported,
"Mostly recovered;" and, two or 14.29 percent reported,
" Somewhat recovered . "
The DAS scores ranged from two to ten (on a scale of
fifteen), with the mean being 6.143 and the standard dev
iation: 2.5. Only four subjects or 28.57 percent would be
considered to have "high" death anxiety by the DAS pre-test.
The TRIG scores indicate that the majority of the
subjects in this study would not be considered to have high
unresolved bereavement scores on the basis of the TRIG.
The TRIG examines "present" behaviors that shed light on
the status of the bereavement at the time the subject
completes the inventory- Three or 21.43 percent still
"cry" when they think of the person who died. Six subjects
or 42.86 percent still get "upset" when they think about the
friend who died. Two or 14.29 percent reported being "pre
occupied" with thoughts about the person who died. Eight
or 57.14 percent stated that "no one" will be able to take
the place of the friend who died. Five or 35.71 percent
reported that they "cannot avoid thinking about" the dead
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friend. Nine or 64.29 percent stated, "It is unfair!" that
the friend died. Ten or 71.42 percent reported that
"Things and people" around them still remind them of the
person who died. Six or 42.86 percent reported they still
feel the need to cry for the person who died.
In a result that illustrates that grief for a friend is
unsanctioned, five out of the six who still feel the need to
cry for their friends, hide their tears.
In a section labeled "related facts," the TRIG asks
subjects if they feel they have really grieved for the
person who died. Eleven or 68.57 percent said "yes" while
three subjects or 21.43 percent said "no."
Thus, the grief for the deceased friend was still a
factor in the lives of several participants at the time of
the pre-test.
Research Question Two. How did the f riend-griever
express bereavement during the pre-seminar interview and
seminar? The answer to this research question is challenged
because four subjects or 28.57 percent knew the researcher
before the study- Knowing that the researcher had had
occasion to observe some of their grief behaviors may have
influenced their answers to the questions. Why would
friend-grievers participate in an experience like this?
They answered:
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"I am learning to feel, which I was not doing very well
at the time of Justin's sudden death, so I was sure
that this would help."
"I felt I owed my friend and myself the day."
"I decided to participate because I wanted to share
with others how much my friend. . . meant to me."
"I . . . agreed out of respect for my friend."
"It was a good way to talk to someone one-on-one and
release feelings."
Participants cried, laughed, and sat in silence dur
ing the Day of Remembering.
Research Question Three. How did the friend-griever
express bereavement after the interview and seminar? The
focus of this dissertation project has been to examine the
impact of storytelling on resolving grief of individuals who
have had a friend die. Would movement as defined by
increase or decrease of pre-test scores on the TRIG and DAS
compared to post-test scores occur because of the subject's
participation? The hypothesis of the project was that
individuals who had been helped by the involvement would
show decreased scores from pre-test to post-test.
The TRIG post-test indicates that one person showed no
decline in past behavior scores, five individuals or 35.71
percent increased scores, and eight or 57.14 percent
decreased their scores, the latter a sign of healthy move
ment. One explanation for increased scores is that the
interview combined with the Day of Remembering, with five
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months between the first and the last interview, gave the
subjects time to recall and reinterpret their memories.
Five subjects or 35.71 percent decreased their scores
from pre-test DAS to post-test and thus could be said to
have demonstrated movement in resolving their bereavement.
It should be noted that two of the four who increased
their scores, TH and MH, both twenty years old, had another
friend die midway between the pre-test and post-test.
Given the nature of the DAS questions, their post-test
scores are no doubt impacted by the second friend's death.
Particular DAS questions illustrate the movement in
individuals. DAS Question 1: "I am very afraid to die"
selected by one participant in the pre-test was not se
lected in the post-test. DAS Question 3: "It doesn't make
me nervous when people talk about death" was answered "true"
by eleven subjects or 78.57 percent in the pre-test and
increased to twelve or 85.71 percent in the post-test. DAS
Question 5: "I am not afraid to die" reported "true" by five
participants or 35.71 percent in the pre-test, increased to
six or 42.86 percent in the post-test. DAS Question 9: "I
fear a painful death" reported "true" by ten or 71.42 per
cent in the pre-test decreased to nine or 64.29 percent in
the post-test. Admittedly, these changes are slight, but
they were reported by different participants.
Several questions represent dramatic change in
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responses. TRIG Statement 7: "I hide my tears when I think
about the person who died," was answered by five subjects
or 35.71 percent on the pre-test as either "completely" or
"mostly" true; none answered either way on the post-test.
TRIG Statement 10: "I feel it's unfair that this person
died" also shows movement toward grief resolution in
comparing pre-test answers with post-test answers. In
the pre-test, five subjects or 35.71 percent reported this
statement as "completely true" but none in the post-test.
TRIG Statement 12: "I am unable to accept the death of the
person who died" was answered "completely false" by only
four persons or 28.57 in the pre-test, but increased to
eleven or 78.57 percent in the post-test. TRIG Statement
13: "At times I still feel the need to cry for the person
who died" was answered "completely true" or "mostly true"
by six subjects or 42.86 percent in the pre-test, but by
no one in the post-test.
In Part III of the TRIG, two particular statements
seem helpful in determining movement and healing. "I feel
that I have really grieved for the person who died" was
answered "yes" by eleven subjects or 78.57 percent in the
pre-test; however, in the post-test all fourteen partici
pants answered affirmatively.
"I feel that I am now functioning about as well as
I was before the death" was answered "yes" by twelve sub-
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jects or 85.71 percent in the pre-test but by all fourteen
in the post-test.
In the initial interview, the researcher asked partici
pants to choose answers on a Likert scale for this question:
"As of today, how well do you feel you have recovered from
your friend's death?" Choices were: "Definitely recovered,"
"Mostly recovered," "Somewhat recovered," "Mostly unrecov
ered," and "Definitely unrecovered." Subjects were also
asked this same question in the final interview.
Eight or 57.14 percent moved up one level on the Likert
scale, and six of those eight were to the highest level,
"Definitely recovered." However, of the six reporting no
change, five were already at the highest level. Therefore,
this researcher concludes that several of the individuals
were able to "finalize" [if that can ever be said] their
bereavement, and more than a majority were able to make
"progress" in resolving their bereavement for the deceased
friend .
Overall, the data suggests that the participants, as a
group, were able to express their grief more authentically
and honestly after the Day of Remembering and as a result
of participating in this research project. One would have
to conclude that verbalization of bereavement through story
telling leads toward a healthy resolution of grief following
the death of a friend.
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Research Question Four. Did those participants who
were interviewed before the friends' grief seminar find the
interview as helpful as the one-day seminar? It had been
assumed that some individuals would participate who had not
been interviewed or tested and that their reaction to Day
of Remembering could be contrasted to those who had not
been interviewed. However, only one individual, the spouse
of a subject, participated without being interviewed, so
the question could not be answered.
Research Question Five. Did those participants who had
been interviewed find the combination of interview and
seminar more helpful than either component individually?
Qne subject or 7.14 percent answered "Definitely yes;" six
subjects or 42.86 percent answered "No," and, one or 7.14
percent responded "Definitely no." However, six or 42.86
percent were ambivalent. Thirteen participants or 92.85
percent thought that the combination of interview and story
telling had made the experience meaningful .
The interview was valued by the participants as
essential to the success of the Day of Remembering.
Research Question Six. What was the impact of the Day
of Remembering upon participants in a one-day storytelling
event? What kind of changes occurred in the continuing
bereavement of individuals as a result of participating in
this experience? All of those participants who completed
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evaluations at the end of the Day of Remembering considered
the experience either "Very valuable" or "Valuable."
Clearly, strangers were touched by hearing the stories of
other friend-grievers.
What was the highlight of the Day of Remembering?
By combining first, second and third places, stories were
ranked as the highlight by seven participants or 63.63
percent (based on DOR evaluations, N=ll); and an equal
percentage chose the closing worship experience, "The
Naming of Names."
The overall impression of the participants was
positive or very positive.
Formulation of Conclusions
This study of fourteen self-selected friend-grievers
provides new insights into the impact of storytelling on
resolving bereavement issues. While the study may not,
because of statistical limitations, be transferable to a
wider community, nevertheless there are some conclusions
that can be drawn.
1. This study provided help to self-selected
individuals who participated; it also garnered knowledge
for bereavement scholarship. Table 16 on page 110 charts
the change to answers on Part III of the TRIG, particularly
to TRIG Question 2: "I feel that I have really grieved for
the person who died" and TRIG Question Three: "I feel that I
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am now functioning about as well as I was before the death."
While only eleven could answer "yes" to question two and
twelve to question three on the pre-test, all fourteen
participants answered "yes" on the post-test.
This conclusion is supported by the data contained in
Table 17 on page 111, "As of today how well do you feel you
have recovered?" Eight participants or 57.14 percent moved
up one level on the Likert scale and six of those went to
the "Definitely recovered" level. Of the six reporting "No
change," five were already at the "Definitely recovered"
level and would not be expected to move up. This is remark
able in that three of the individuals had another good
friend die during this project, and one specifically
reported that his Day of Remembering experience had helped
him deal with his second friend's death.
2. There exists a large number of "shadow grievers"
who are forced to grieve "in the shadows" of the culturally
defined primary grievers, the family. This reality is
addressed by Sklar and Hartley who insist that the number
of "hidden" grievers is large due to the increase of
delayed marriages, single-person households, and the grow
ing number of elderly adults, particularly those who live
alone, yet "are rarely incorporated into American death and
dying organizational considerations" (103) such as planning
for funerals. Weinback as well as Murphy and Perry note
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that such relationships are relevant today because of the
growing number of relationships that lack social approval.
Fudin and Devore label such mourners as "the unidentified
grievers" and comment, "Society offers no alternative for
the unidentified bereaved" (135). If one says "My best
friend died," the listener may offer concerns for the
deceased's family "but not for the [one] who has lost a
friend and confident, an integral part of his daily life"
(135). Furthermore, the issue of "hidden" grievers is
influenced by the growing size of congregations when
people "slightly or casually" know the deceased. Why is it
that only seven communicants out of a church membership of
1,826 participated, given the approximately 100 deaths in
the church in the preceding year? Somehow, whether through
future Day of Rememberings or other strategies, such shadow
grievers need to be reached. An information card in the
church bulletin or newsletter asking, "Who do you know
is grieving and should be included in our next Day of
Remembering?" may reduce the number of overlooked persons
mouring the death of a friend.
3. Little professional help is available, since the
death of a friend is an unrecognized or hidden grief. The
fact that the death of a friend is not a socially accepted
grief may have negatively influenced the number of volun
teers. This is demonstrated by the scarcity of literature
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specifically related to death of a friend. After a great
deal of the research was completed, the investigator was
affirmed by the frustration of another researcher, Siegel
who declared, after an exhaustive computer search, "I think
I am fairly safe in saying that unrecognized and unsanc
tioned grief is not even a highly recognized topic" (13).
Other than AIDS-related groups, the researcher was unable to
locate any support groups that exist to specifically address
friends' grief. This study provides a first step toward
initiating a support structure. The Day of Remembering
could be conducted in most congregations with a minimum of
resources and training.
4. Participation in a one-day storytelling experience
for friend-grievers is helpful in clarifying and resolving
lingering bereavement issues and is a positive way to
remember the friend in a society that "moves on" and does
not recognize the impact of the death of a friend. Simply,
with a small group and open-ended interchange, one can see
movement toward recovery when participants interact with
each other.
Implications for Revising Existing
Body of Information
Although the size of the sample was small, the
researcher would hope that the effort would encourage other
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bereavement researchers. Murphy and Stewart observe,
"Attempts to develop a research base for interventions
regarding high-risk bereaved populations have been compli
cated by a number of factors, one of which is the difficulty
in obtaining representative samples of adequate size" (141).
They also lament, "Much of the literature regarding human
responses to the untimely death of a friend or relative is
based on anecdotal, case-by-case reports" (142). This study
indicates that an open-ended small group may well be an
alternative vehicle for further research.
Possible Contributions to Research
Methodology
This study secondarily raises the issue of cohort
friend's grief. Three participants (TH, GS and MH) came to
dialogue the death of their common friend, DA. Coinciden-
tally, NS also had a strong friendship with DA and his
family; however, she participated as a friend-griever for
another individual. TH, GS and MH knew of each other's
participation, but not of NS ' s participation or the degree
of her friendship with the deceased.
Two participants (JB and DV) came to dialogue the death
of their friend, JH, neither knowing of the other's partici
pation. At Day of Remembering, three others (four counting
the participant who had not been tested and interviewed)
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knew JH as well. This discovery supports Shelby who notes
"We live in and die in a matrix of sustaining relationships"
(6). Friends' grief overlaps.
There is a need for further study of how friends grieve
for the same individual, to examine the similiarities and
differences in linked or shared friend-grief.
Second, this study demonstrates the growing impact of
AIDS, particularly in the church community. That two of
fourteen participants or 14.29 percent would be specifically
AIDS-related friend-grievers is of note; first, in light of
a highly stigmatized death, particularly at the time ET and
KK's friends died; and second, in light of the declaration
of these grievers, "I had no other place to go to grieve,"
and "I wanted a safe place to grieve." Shelby suggests that
people feel a particular need to hide an AIDS death, which
"thereby deprives them of support" (6). Moreover, Shelby
declares correctly, "Death from AIDS and people mourning the
loss of a partner, son, brother, daughter, parent or friend
will only increase over the next few years" (6). More
individuals, inside and outside the church, will need an
experience such as Day of Remembering to help them process
their loss. Both Parkes and Worden suggest that the best
person(s) to comfort a f riend-griever is another who has
been touched by a similar loss. Indeed, what communicates
and constitutes "safety" to a f riend-griever is a needed
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area of study to help the church reduce barriers to ministry
and support.
Moreover, it should be noted that there was only
accepting reaction to the AIDS-related grief by the other
participants. Admittedly, the researcher feared that KK's
frank disclosure of "unsafe sex" practices by his friend and
his friend's fatalism� "If I am supposed to die, I'll die no
matter what I do or don't do!"�might sidetrack the flow of
the group, but it did not. There seemed to be a recognition
that another's grief after a friend died with AIDS is as
great as my grief following my friend's death.
Third, participants in this study contributed six
hours of time to the project. Further research is needed
to clarify "to what extent completing the instruments worked
as an intervention by eliciting thoughts, images, and feel
ings that had perhaps gone undercover" (Balk, "College
Students" 22). Could the Day of Remembering have been as
effective without the interviews? Will the lack of thorough
interviews (if the program is implemented in other churches)
reduce its effectiveness? Could Day of Remembering be
effective with fewer hours of participation required?
Fourth, one significant distinction of this study is
the equal participation of males and females. Many
research projects have been hampered by the low or passive
involvement of males. Balk reports his frustration with
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males who "drop out" of research designs. Why? "Western
socialization produces males who are private, introspective,
and analytical and produces females who are public, express
ive, and emotional. Who is to say that only talking with
others about grief is the solely right way to heal one's
sorrow?" ("College Students" 22). What is to be said for
the seven males who completed this study? Why did they stay
involved? Balk asks:
When males join a bereavement research project�and
few do as the research in this study again demon
strates�does their presence in the study indicate
they are more unlike than similar to their male
bereaved counterparts who said 'No thank you' to the
prospect of participating?. . .
What happens to males who enter a study, find it
triggers feelings of distress, and then decide. . .
that the study is not what they had counted on? (22)
Fifth, given that three participants are college
students grieving a friend who was also a student, and given
their age, their participation reinforces Balk who contends,
"Many more students [are] bereaved than people seem ready to
accept" (3). Do student friend-grievers participate differ
ently than nonstudents?
Relation of Results to Previously
Published Studies
This research project supports Alexander's flattering
assessment of the use of the small group with the bereaved.
Alexander's friend-grievers discovered, as did mine, "My
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experience of loss resonated with theirs in many ways,
despite differences in circumstances" (x) . My study sup
ports Alexander's conclusion, "To listen fully is perhaps
the greatest gift one can give to those who are trying to
find a voice and a language for their grief" (x) .
This study, with its use of collages, supports the work
of Irwin who used drawings as a way of "telling" the story,
because collages as well as drawings "penetrate communica
tion barriers erected by clients [and volunteers] and can
circumvent some inadequacies in verbal skills erected by
clients" (493).
This study supports Howard who contends that the leader
of a small group ideally must be a fellow griever.
This study supports Balk who observed that study
participants in a bereavement research project get involved
from a "mixture of altruism and self-interest; they thought
their participation might help someone else who was griev
ing," and they hoped answering the data forms and partici
pation in the Day of Remembering and the interviews "would
give them better understanding of their own expression of
grief" ("College Students" 22.
This study underscores the conviction of Deck and Folta
that American society "lacks any socially recognized state
of grief for friends" (85).
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Limitations of This Study
1. Because this is a self-selected sample and because
of the small number of participants, tests of statistical
signficance were not calculated. Because the sample was
completely white, mostly middle-class, the results are not
generalizable to other populations. Murphy and Stewart
observe, "Limitations of sample size and representative
ness. . . are common in studies of bereavement due to
untimely death and may account, in part, for criticisms
leveled at the findings from such studies" (142).
2. There was no working definition of friend shared
with participants, although the data in Table 1 on page
88 shows that participants could choose a description of
their relationship with the deceased. Those definitions
were taken from the TRIG.
3. Three of the participants (NS, SW, JB) knew the
researcher personally or professionally. GS, MH, TD knew
the researcher through his ties to their friend who died;
PR came to know the researcher because she acted as
facilitator with Saint Andrew's for the Day of Remembering.
What would have been the results if none of the partici
pants had known me? Admittedly, knowing the investigator
is not unheard of in bereavement research. Zisook, DeVaul,
and Click whose definition of relationship with a friend
(from the TRIG) was my unspoken definition of friend, noted
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that their early research was, at least, biased because "the
data examined were taken from friends and neighbors of the
investigators' friends" (1592). Friends of the researcher
were not excluded from the study, because of the difficulty
in recruiting volunteers.
4. Through an oversight, the Oltjebruns Outcome Scale
completed by the participants in the pre-DOR interviews,
was not included in the final interviews. They would have
been valuable because the Oltjebruns Scale asks, "What
positive outcomes, if any, do you feel were the result of
your grief experience with the death of your friend?" In a
first step, participants chose all the statements that
apply; but in the second step, they selected the most signi
ficant outcome. It would have been helpful to have studied
movement on this scale as well as on the TRIG and DAS.
5. Throughout the study, the investigator identified
himself as a fellow f riend-griever . The researcher had a
friend dying through the project; he died two weeks after
the last of the final interviews. Another friend was diag
nosed with cancer four days after the Day of Remembering.
Although Parkes, Howard, and Alexander agree that a fellow
f riend-griever has certain advantages in leading a support
group, is the fellow friend-griever too close to his own
grief to do unbiased research? What would have been the
effect if the participants had not known of the researcher's
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grief?
The researcher has concluded, after much reflection,
that Day of Remembering was impacted by and strengthened by
the personal experience of the researcher as a friend-
griever, both in disclosures to the participants preceeding
the interviews and in comments at the Day of Remembering.
Simply, the researcher's declaration "I too grieve" invited
and encouraged participants to share more enthusiastically
than if the researcher had maintained intense objectivity.
At times, participant and researcher realized that they
needed no translators.
Unexpected Conclusions
Early in the doctoral program work at Asbury, the
researcher began formulating the idea of researching the
death of a friend as the topic for a dissertation/project.
Indeed, a great deal of the review of the literature was
done through preparing course papers.
However, the researcher was not prepared to be so
personally impacted by the deaths of friends during the
study and project. First, a mentor-friend died just before
the researcher was accepted at Asbury; then a friend died
unexpectedly in February 1992, his father is a member of
the researcher's Peer Review Group. Parents of a close
friend died during the first year of classes. A former
colleague died unexpectedly after the Day of Remembering.
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Finally, another good friend died two weeks after the final
interviews were completed. Additionally, two friends were
diagnosed with life-threatening illnesses, one a member of
the Peer Review Group. Simply, objectivity as a researcher
was impacted by personal grief. However, those who parti
cipated were aware of the researcher's grief and its
influence on understanding their losses.
The researcher learned that the time to schedule a pro
gram like this is not immediately after Lent. DV, organist
and choirmaster at Saint Andrew's and a participant in this
study, later explained that so much is packed into the
Lent/Easter season that communicants do not want another
"program" so soon afterward. However, because of the
researcher's schedule, and the fact that the congregation is
so impacted by summer vacation schedules, to have resched
uled the event would have delayed completion of the degree.
The researcher was significantly disappointed that out
of such a large potential pool of friend-grievers at Saint
Andrews, so few chose to participate. Several negative
factors worked against the dissertation project. First, the
researcher's "newness" to the congregation, having been con
firmed by the Bishop only one year earlier; "in-ness" is
important with Episcopalians. The researcher, as a new
member, was considered by some to be an outsider. Also, the
concept of a storytelling event for friend-grievers is new.
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Clearly, there was interest and people wanted to know how it
would turn out. Some members of Saint Andrew's noted that
Episcopalians are private people and tend to take a stiff
upper lip on issues deemed to be private.
Rector Jeff Black observed that if the event had been
focused on death of a spouse, child, parent, or sibling
more communicants would have responded. Black explained
the lack of response:
It's not in our paradigm that you really do anything
more about the loss of a friend than go to his funeral.
And that's enough. "What's wrong with you if that's
not enough?" .... And you know, some times, it is
enough. Maybe enough. Unless you've got some reason
to acknowledge unfinished pain inside yourself, who
wants to look at pain?
The Day of Remembering literally flowed, although the
researcher was initially extremely uptight about the day,
trying to keep track of the many details, as well as trying
to be alert to anything that might derail our sharing, such
as an excessively loud air-conditioning blower (we finally
cut it off). About three minutes into the first sharing
round, this researcher was stunned by a nonverbal exchange
that helped me realize that the format would be effective
and that the participants were comfortable.
Participants were asked to give their name, the name
of the friend who had died, when and how they died, why
the participant had agreed to participate. PL had shared
about the death of her friend at the age of ninety-nine;
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KK had shared about the death of his friend due to com
plications from AIDS; DF had shared about her friend's
suicide, when the turn passed to the fourth participant,
ET. Although the researcher alone knew something of the
stories of all fourteen participants, he was not prepared
for the "moment" that occurred. ET began: "My name is
. . . I'm here to remember my friend, EH. He died in,
ah, June, of 1990, and. . . he was a friend from junior
high and high school." Then ET turned to face KK, seated
two chairs from her, and continued, "He died of
AIDS. ..."
What was not said was "too, " yet throughout the group
a feeling existed: someone understands. The researcher
later described it to friends as a "click." KK's facial
surprise and acceptance seemed to be recognized by the
group to say. Here are people who do and will understand.
This is a safe place. Moments later when JD shared that
his friend had also died of suicide as had the friend of DF,
a second click occurred. Although this cannot be documented
(the words, not the emotions, can be read in the verbatim in
Appendix K) the researcher was flooded with a sense of
expectation and was able to relax and let the group do its
important task of storytelling.
One other "unexpected conclusion" should be noted.
At the close of the Day of Remembering, as the researcher
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was picking up materials in the chapel, the Rector
approached and said, "I now know what your ministry is to
be in this church."
"Yeah, I know, to do singles' ministry" the researcher
responded .
"Oh no," the Rector replied. "Someone else can do
that. Your task is to take this experience�which you did
for a degree requirement and as an experiment of sorts�and
bring it into the mainstream of our congregational life. I
can see you doing this type of ministry several times a year
for anyone who has suffered a death. We'll call it 'People
with Grief. ' "
The researcher has, at this writing, now led three
People with Grief experiences at Saint Andrew's. In an
article in the church newsletter entitled, "Grief Seminar
Helps Heal Sadness," the editor noted:
Those who attended Dr. Harold Ivan Smith's seminar
People with Grief during Lent at St. Andrew's found
it positive and helpful, commending Dr. Smith for
his 'Quiet listening' and "ability to point the
group in a direction of release. ' They spoke of how
good it was to tell the story of their loss to others
who had similar experiences and to be able to express
their feelings.
"The ability to point the group in a direction of
release" and the value of "quiet listening" was learned
through the D. Min. project. The goal of the researcher
to invest in a project that would do more than satisfy
requirements for the degree but would provide resourcing for
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future ministry has been achieved.
Recommendations
Based on the results of this study, the following are
suggestions for future research:
1. Replicate the study with participants reflecting a
diverse ethnic makeup.
2. Replicate the study with a stronger component of
senior adults. Herzog and Rodgers, recognizing the
difficulties in attracting senior adults to death research,
note, "A biasing effect is also possible. . . when the
response rate among older adults is disproportionately low"
(S204). Only one participant in this study was self-
described as "older." Given the reality that most senior
adults have a shrinking pool of friends, a Day of Remember
ing experience might be helpful to many.
3. Replicate the study with a four-week, ninety-minute
format rather than concentrating on a one-day experience.
Clearly some individuals wanted to participate in this
study and could have profited from it, but did not partici
pate because of the arbitrary date selected (after a search
of the church calendar) and the selction of a one-day four-
and-a-half-hour time format.
Henri Nouwen bemoans the fact that "in our society we
barely take the time to mourn when a friend or family member
dies." Why? "Everything around us encourages us to keep
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going 'as if nothing had happened'" (93). He writes of his
own friend-grief:
I miss them. Their deaths are a painful loss. Whenever
I think of them, I feel a biting pain that they are no
longer in their homes with their families and friends.
I can no longer call them, visit them, hear their
voices or see their faces. I feel immense grief- But
I believe deeply that their deaths are more than a
loss. Their deaths are also a gift. (93)
The Day of Remembering was a time-out in the schedules
of fourteen participants who admitted something had happen
ed: "My friend died." These participants took time to
mourn and to celebrate their friends who had died. The
experience was a time to celebrate the preciousness of
friendship .
The Day of Remembering had a positive impact upon four
teen participants and one researcher that will not easily
be forgotten. We became a community of fellow friend-
grievers able to communicate in a language lost to many in
our culture. The Day of Remembering demonstrated that a
one-day storytelling seminar experience can have a healing
effect for friends' grief. Waldman was correct in noting,
"Our first labor, then, must be to untie the ribbons of the
mask which hides this very real issue" (156). For fifteen
individuals, their friends' deaths will not be an unrecog
nized grief. This dissertation project could be summed
up in this invitation: "Tell us your story and we will
tell you ours." The researcher's life and ministry have
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been greatly enriched by the dissertation project and the
willingness of fourteen courageous individuals to share
large chunks of their grief with other listeners.
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AN INVITATION
From: Harold Ivan Smith
Date: 10 February 1992
_
What happens when a friend�a close, good, even "best"
friend-- dies? Clearly, the more valued the friendship themore likely to precipitate a crisis for most individuals.
To whom does the friend-griever turn? Indeed, will her/his
grief be recognized? Or will it be discounted or perceived
as competitive with family/kinship-griever ( s) ? In today'sworld of dysfunctional families, many individuals have
closer, warmer, more intimate relationships with friends
than with family members. Indeed, some consider friends as
family." Sometimes the person experiencing the highestlevel of grief goes unaided.
On, Saturday May 9, St. Andrew's will take a step toward
responding to the friend-survivors with a one day seminarcalled, REMEMBERING: A Gathering to Remember and Celebrate
Friends, from 9 to 3 . The focus of the day will be to
participate in story-telling, sharing stories of our friends
who have died, of the lessons we have learned from them, and
how we have coped with their deaths.
The day will be led by Harold Ivan Smith, author of
ONCE IN A LIFETIME: REFLECTIONS ON THE DEATH OF A FATHER
and a member of St. Andrews. Harold Ivan, a candidate for
the degree. Doctor of Ministry, with an emphasis in
spiritual formation, at Asbury Theological Seminary,
conducts conferences and seminars around the country -
If you've had a good friend die, come join us. The
day will be upbeat. A day to remember. A day to celebrate
the good gift of friendship.
Lunch will be provided. There will be no cost for
attending this conference but reservations are necessary.
For more information please contact Peg Ruth at 523-1602
or Harold Ivan Smith at 444-5301.
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CONSENT FORM
RESEARCH PROJECT: FRIEND'S GRIEF
Harold Ivan Smith, M.A. , Ed.S., D.Min., doctoral
student, Asbury Theological Seminary, is conducting a study
of bereavement following the death of a friend. The purpose
of the study is to be used to improve pastoral care
strategies for individuals grieving the death of a
significant friend.
My understanding is that:
(1) If I agree to participate in this study, I will
�complete two paper-and-pencil tests
�participate in a 1 hour interview about my bereave
ment
�participate in the May 9th DAY OF REMEMBERING
�participate in a follow-up interview
(2) My responses will be kept anonymous. No individual
information that would identify me or my responses
will be shared with anyone. Any reports and pub
lications resulting from this study will not include
my name or other personal identifiers.
(3) The possible risk associated with this questionnaire
and participation in the May 9th Day of Remembering
is the recognition that my bereavement has not been
completed. Should this be the case this researcher
has the names and telephone numbers of local support
persons that could assist me. VThile there may not
be any immediate benefit to study participants, this
research may be used to improve future programs for
friend's grief.
(4) My participation in this study is voluntary. I
will not receive payment. I am free to refuse to
take part in the study -
(5) If I have any questions about this study or my rights
I may contact Harold Ivan Smith at (816) 444-5301.
(6) I understand that information from my answers to
this questionnaire, interviews, and tests will be used
in a research project leading to a doctoral dissert
ation at Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore,
Kentucky, by Harold Ivan Smith.
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I have read and understand the preceeding statements and
hereby approve:
Signature Date
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FRIENDS-GRIEF QUESTIONNAIRE;
Name ;
Assigned Identification Number:
Friend's name:
Where did you live?
Where did your friend live?
Date of Interview:
Place of Interview:
Time of Interview:
Comments:
Interviewee Friend
Male Male
Female Female
How long since your friend died?
less than 12 months
13-24 months
25-36 months
37-48 months
more than 48 months
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Age Nov
under 20
21-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
75+
Age at Death
of Friend
under 20
21-25
26-35
36-45
45-55
55-65
66-75
75+
Friend's Age
at Death
under 20
21-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
75+
Are you a member of St. Andrev's Parish?
Yes
No
1. Hov long had you knovn your friend?
lA less than 1 year
IB 1-3 years
IC 4-5 years
ID 5-9 years
IE 10 years
IF other: years
2. Hov did you meet?
3. What nutured your friendship?.
4. Who valued the friendship the most?
4A I did
4B Friend did
4C Mutual valuing
5. When did your friend die?.
6. When did you learn that your friend had died?
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7. Who notified you?_
8. How did your friend die?_
8A natural death
8B accident
8C murder
8D suicide
8E long prolonged death
8F sudden, unexpected death
9- Did you have an opportunity to say "goodbye" ?
9A Yes
9B No
lOA If yes, who/what encouraged that:
lOB If no, who/what discouraged that:
11. When was the last time you saw your friend alive?
12. What was the occasion?
13. That memory is extremely positive
positive
ambivalent
negative
extremely negative
14. Were there things you wish (now/then) you could have
said to your friend?
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15. Was there a funeral? (body present) Yes
No
Private
16. Was there a memorial service (body absent)
Yes
No
Private
17. Was there another formal/informal occasion to honor
your friend?
18. Were you directly involved in 15, 16 or 17? How?
19. Did you feel that your grief was "recognized?"
19B Definitely yes
19C Somewhat
19D Unsure
19E Definitely not recognized
19B If so by whom?
20. How was your grief recognized? (Check all that apply).
20A Note or letter
20B Personal word
20C Mention in funeral/memorial service
20D Flowers
20E Phone call
20F Inclusion with family seating
20G Inclusion at post-funeral meal
20H Other:
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21. Which of the following "triggers" the memory of
your friend? [Check all that apply. Place * in
category most significant]
21A a specific occasion
21B holidays
21C a season
21D a song
21E a picture
21F a restaurant
21G a tradition
12H church
211 an object
21J other:
22. How has your bereavement for your friend been different
than other bereavements you have experienced?
23. How often do you think about your friend?
23A daily
23B frequently
23C occasionally
23D seldom
23E never
24. To whom have you talked about your friend's death/and
your bereavement? (Check all that apply)
24A another mutual friend
24B a friend the deceased did not know
24C someone in my friend's family
24D someone in my family
24E counselor or psychologist or therapist
24F total stranger other than interviewer
24G minister
24H no one
241 other:
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25. Were you given any mementos of your friend from the
family or estate?
26. How have you "memorialized" your friend?
27. How has your friend's death prompted you to think
about our own death?
28. Do you believe that you will someday see your friend
again (ie, in eternity)?
28A Definitely yes
28B Yes
28C No
28D Definitely no
28E Uncertain
29B Why?
30. Have you found comfort in praying the "prayers for
the faithful departed?"
30A Yes
30B No
30C Unsure
31. As of today, how well do you feel you have recovered
from your friend's death?
31A definitely recovered
31B mostly recovered
3 ID somewhat recovered
3 ID mostly unrecovered
31E definitely unrecovered
32. If you have definitely recovered, how long after the
death of your friend did it take you to feel recovered
32A 0 to 5 months
32B 6 to 11 months
32C 12 to 17 months
32D 18 to 23 months
32E 24 to 30 months
32F more than 30 months
33. What changes have you had to make as a result of your
friend's death?
34. What have you done to promote recovery from your
friend's death?
34A visited the grave
34B seen a counselor
34C attended a seminar on bereavement
34D contributed to memorial fund
35E other:
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35. How has the death of your friend influenced your
relationship with God?
35A definitely strengthened relationship with God
35B generally strengthened relationship with God
35C somewhat strengthened relationship with God
35D definitely confused relationship with God
35E somewhat weakened relationship with God
35F generally weakened relationship with God
35G definitely weakened relationship with God
35H uncertain
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Name Date
DEATH ANXIETY SCALE
Directions ;
If a statement is true or mostly true to you, circle "T".
If a statement is false or mostly false, as applied to
you, circle "F".
T F 1. I am very much afraid to die.
T F 2. The thought of death seldom enters my mind.
T F 3. It doesn't make me nervous when people talk
about death.
T F 4. I dread to think about having to have an
operation .
T F 5. I am not afraid at all to die.
T F 6. I am not particularly afraid of getting cancer.
T F 7 . The thought of death never bothers me .
T F 8. I am often distressed by the way time flies
so quickly.
T F 9. I fear dying a painful death.
T F 10. The subject of life after death troubles me
greatly .
T F 11- I
T F 12. I
T F 13. I
a World War III.
T F 14. The sight of a dead body is horrifying to me.
T F 15. I feel that the future holds nothing for me
to fear.
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FORM II: OLTJENBRUNS OUTCOME SCALE
Directions : What positive outcomes, if any, do you feel
were the result of your grief experience with the death of
your friend? Check all that apply. Place an * by the most
significant outcome.
I have a deeper appreciation of life
I show great caring for loved ones
I have strengthened emotional bonds with others
I have developed emotional skills
I have increased empathy for others
I have better communicational skills
I have enhanced problem solving skills
I have
I have
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EVALUATION; DAY OF REMEMBERING
How did you decide to participate?
What was your first impression when you heard about
Day of Remembering? [Check one]
Very positive
Positive
Ambivalent
Negative
Very negative
Comment;
What did you hope to learn or experience?
#1;
#2:
What apprehensions did you have about attending?
How were your stories/experiences similar to others
who shared?
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6. How were your stories/experiences different than those
who shared?
7. In what ways was Day of Remembering helpful to you?
8. What were highlights for you?
9. What were weaknesses for you?
Rate the following [Circle one] ;
Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent 10. Preseminar interviev
Not valuable to me
Definitely not valuable
Comment :
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Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent 11. Storytelling
Not valuable to me
Definitely not valuable
Comment:
Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent 12. Informal lunch conversation
Not valuable to me
Definitely not valuable
Comment:
Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent 13. Collage-making experience
Not valuable to me
Definitely not valuable
Comment :
Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent 14. "Dead Nurse" video
Not valuable to me
Definitely not valuable
Comment :
Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent 15. Letter writing experience
Not valuable to me
Definitely not valuable
Comment :
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Definitely valuable
Valuable
Ambivalent 16. Worship/Naming of Names
Not valkuable to me
Definitely not valuable
Comment :
17. How could the leader have better helped you prepare
for Day of Remembering?
18. As a result of participating I have decided to:
19. Next time I would suggest you delete/add/include:
signed (optional)
date
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Harold Ivan Smith and Associates
Today is 4 September 1992
Participant :
Well, it is hard to believe that summer is over and that
it is time to get back to an academic schedule. That means
that I need to make an appointment with you to set up a
time for one last interview about our experience at Day
of Remembering last May.
I am gone for two weeks but will be back in Kansas City on
the 17th and will make an attempt to contact you by phone.
In the interest of saving time when we do get together,
I have included a questionnaire for you to reflect on and
complete before the interview. Then there will just be some
verbal follow-up questions.
I would hope to be able to get all the interviews�which
will last thirty minutes or less�done by October 1.
Yesterday I happened to read the new Harvard Business Review
and was stunned by an article about a manager who had to
fire a friend/employee as the employee was dying. Quite
the article by Gary E. Banas. But the article in such a
prestigious publication is a hopeful sign that more
opinion-makers are recognizing the impact of the death of
a friend.
Hope you had a good Labor Day weekend and that the fall is
off to a good start for you.
Harold Ivan Smith
P.O. Box 24688 � Kansas City, MO 64151 � (816)444-5301
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FINAL INTERVIEW. FRIENDS' GRIEF PROJECT
Name:
� ^
� Date 1
^" Jro^^ today, how well do you feel you have recoveredfrom your friend's death?
definitely recovered
mostly recovered
somewhat recovered
mostly unrecovered
definitely unrecovered
^'
sinn/?L^^^''^?o^� �f Rememberingi ce the event?
no
yes List I
3. What is your current impression of Day of Remembering?
very positive
positive
ambivalent
negative
very negative
Comment
4. Did you find Day of Remembering
definitely helpful
mostly helpful
somewhat helpful
mostly unhelpful
definitely unhelpful
What did you learn from your participation in this
experience:
1.
2.
3.
Looking back, in what ways could Day of Remembering
been more helpful to you?
Did you find the interview to be more valuable than
the Day of Remembering?
Definitely yes
Yes
Ambivalent
No
Definitely no
What was the interview's value to you?
If you had not been interviewed before the Day of
Remembering, how might the event have been different
for you?
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10. Do you think it was the combination of the interview
and the Day of Remembering that made the day meaningful
to you?
Definitely yes
Yes
Unsure
No
Definitely no
11. Any additional thoughts that might be helpful to the
researcher:
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Friendship�A Day of Remembering, St. Andrew's
Episcopal Church, Kansas City, Missouri
Saturday, 9 May 1992: 10 am
HS: We're here today to listen to stories. I have thoroughly
enjoyed having a chance to get to meet all of you and to get
to listen to your stories. It has been an absolutely incred
ible experience and I am looking forward to today.
They are not exactly ground rules, but a couple of things
that will probably help our morning's work. We're going
to start by passing around a little card which has five
questions on it. The questions are: (l) My name is
(2) I'm here to remember my friend ; (3) My friend
died ; (4) and then it's optional if you want to
tell us immediate details; and then (5) something of why
you came today. I'd like us all to go around on this first
go around so we'll all know each other's name and something
of why we are here. Then we will begin sharing stories.
Remember this: silence is fine and just listening is fine
and emotions are very fine. So, at any point, don't
hesitate to just be yourself- I'm so glad you came and I
believe it is going to be a terrific day.
My name is PL. I'm here to remember my friend, her name is
Lizzie. She is named for my grandmother who has died. She
is a wonderful black lady . . . was a wonderful lady who we
all called "Sweet." Sweet died in April of 1984. My niece
had been in an automobile accident in January and died. My
mother died one month later of a heart attack and then I
received this message on my recorder from Sweet's daughter
in Memphis telling me that Sweet had died. I was crushed
because she would have been 100 years old in August of that
year. She was raised in my grandparent's home. Ah, her
family lived across the pasture but she was to play with my
father and his sisters. She was lust a wonderful person.
And my father would not leave me with anyone else when my
mother went to work in '34 or '35 other than Sweet. And
she was a wonderful storyteller and we were just so close
all those years. And I was ,so looking forward to her
centennial birthday we were going to celebrate. I came to
Day of Remembering because I wanted to know as much about
death as possible because I think it's so helpful. The more
you understand and are educated about anything in this
world it makes it easier to cope with. And so I am looking
forward to hearing your stories and learning as much as
possible .
My name is KK. I am am here to remember my friend, KF.
Kenny died in September of '90. He died . . . from AIDS,
complications from AIDS. Ah, he was the second pretty good
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friend that I had that had died from AIDS. I was. . . I
thought that I was coming to a more generic sort of gather
ing around grief. . . until Howard [Harold] yesterday said,
"Well, who in particular's death. . . in particular do you
want to deal with?"- . . and Kenny's name was the one that
just sort of came up. Also a couple of weeks ago when I
went to The Quilt, Kenny was the one. . . There have been
several AIDS deaths since them. Of friends. And it seems
that there is something real pivotal about Kenny. I'm not
sure what it is right now. Ah, I came to Day of Remember
ing. . . probably there is a couple, a couple of reasons.
Qne for a safe place to grieve. There seems to be a lot of
grief inside of me, around Kenny and around other people
right now. And the other is to be a part of something that I
think is ... is more important and that is, acknowledging
grief [too soft for tape recorder]. That doesn't seem to
have happened a whole lot in my life. And when I heard
about this [Day of Remembering] it sparked something inside
of me that said, "This is really important!"
My name is DF. I'll get a name tag in a minute. I'm here
to remember my friend. Bud who died in 1976 in June, ah,
and. . . ah, I'm here for a learning process and to
increase my own ability to deal with grief and to help
others .
My name is ET. I'm here to remember my friend, Eric. He
died in, ah, June, of 1990, and he was a friend from junior
high and high school and he died of AIDS, and ah, I'm here
today to remember him and, ah, to be in a safe place, to
remember him as a friend and ah, and also to learn to be
more sensitive to other people who have friends that die.
I just had learned the other day that a friend of mine had
a good friend that died, and I. . .. think we don't focus on
that, the loss of friend, so already I am more aware of
that. I hope to become more aware of that.
My name is CV and I'm here to remember my friend, Jim who
died in October of 1991. He died of cancer. It was pretty
hard going at first for us. I want to learn to deal with my
sorrow more and I want to keep his memory alive [pause].
My name is DV. I'm here to remember my. friend, Jim, who as
my wife said, died in October of 1991 with a terribly pain
ful malignancy. . . a long battle. Ah, and I'm here today
because I'm curious. Ah, I don't know that I have grieved
. . . and I want to find out. . . if I have.
My name is JB. . . and I didn't know that David and Carleen
were coming here, but I too am here to remember Jim, who was
my friend as well. Also, I came to this, I want to support
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Harold. . . and the more I thought about it, because I am
the pastor of this church, with eighteen or nineteen hundred
people here and I go through a whole lot of that [death and
funerals]. All the time. And I pay almost no attention to
mx own grief- . . and [laughs] that I join the entire rest
of this community. . . all of us pay no attention to grief.
And I thought, I can't keep doing this.
My name is PR. And I'm also one of the pastors here
of this church. And I am here to remember my friend,
Carolyn. She died six years ago. And she was almost a
lifelong friend; we had known each other. . . And she died
almost five weeks later. . . .
I came to this day because Jeff asked me to faciliate
Harold, and I thought I can't faciliate it if I don't come.
And I do deal with grief all the time and there's always
something more I can learn about dealing with it myself and
helping others deal with it.
My name is DW and I am here to remember my friend, Kathy who
died in ah, August of '88, of ALS, which is Lou Gehrig's
disease. And, ah, I think that her death was such a part of
my life and such a positive experience in my life because
she and her family were very open to sharing and letting
friends help them be a part of that. But ah, to me having a
day to remember all of that, even before now. . . it's just
a real special idea for me to do that.
My name is JD. I'm here to remember a friend of mine,
Justin, who died two years ago this Thursday, a suicide. . .
And I'm here because I am learning how to feel [not picked
up on tape] I have layered myself. In the last year I've
learned that I've never really felt and I have layered
yself. . . .
My name is SW. I'm here to remember my friend, Maria. You
look at the list and it looks like Maria . I always teased
her that she didn't know how to spell but it was pronounced
Moriah. Ah, she died, it will be six years ago the middle
of June after well, about a six or seven month illness.
Maria was the kind of person who had never been well. She
had been a severe diabetic for years and she was just the
kind of person who went ahead and worked and you didn't
realize she wasn't well. Ah, but ah, she had had gall
bladder surgery and some other things including a fall in
the doctor's office when she went back for a checkup for
that and this sort of mushroomed from one thing into
another. Ah, I came for several reasons, partially to
support Harold. I had told him several weeks ago if he was
desperate for guinea pigs [laughs] I'd try to get up here
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and he. . . then he told me that he only had three or four
people. At that point I think he was desperate for guinea
pigs. But ah also, as a lot of the rest of you have said,
I too work with people, I'm our local single director in
the church and the District singles director for [my
denomination] and I'm constantly working with other hurt
ing people. And Maria's death was one, as some of the
rest of you have said, in a string in my life. And so for
all of those things put together is why I am here.
My name is NS and I'm here to remember my friend. Peg. She
died in June of 1988 and ah, I think when I heard about
what was going on here today, I couldn't help but think in
my mind of my relationship with Peg. And I know we all
come from different walks and different journeys but with
my encounter with Peg it's a day of celebration of someone
who crossed my life and who shared things with my life.
And I think this is the highest tribute I could pay to her
to come and share this with other people what this person
meant to me, and even in her dying, how very special she
was .
My name is MH and I'm here to remember my friend Denny -
And he died in March of 1991 [Correct: February] and the
reason he died was suddenly he came down with mononucelo-
sis and he just died in his sleep. And, that's why he
died. And the reason I came today, is basically to learn
and to remember him and basically to do it for him also.
In a way that I know- . . to help other people.
My name is GS and I'm here also to remember my friend, Denny
who died in February of 1991. I'm here basically. . .I'm
going into the ministry and I think it is real important to
know how people feel and how to help them when they are
grieving. Also I'd like to learn what other people go
through and see how similar it is.
My name is TH and I am here to remember Denny also, who died
in February of 1991. Denny's dad . . .1 ran into him one
day and he asked me about it and really got me charged up
because to be here with a couple of friends to talk about
Denny also and to remember all our good memories of him.
Ah, and it really was a big kick in the butt. . . . [when
Denny died] I was getting ready for class and my mom called
me and told me about it. And ah, I know he'd be here for
me if something like this had happened to me, so. . . .
[HIS] And I'm remembering my friend. Bud. Bud was a mentor
to me. He was publisher of the Nazarene Publishing House
for a number of years and even after I stopped writing
books for them, there was a close friendship and we ate
lunch once a week. He was a very direct man and he always
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wanted to know if I was saving money. And you know when
you start talking about money, friendships can get a little
strained. And he would just call up in the middle of the
day, "Are you putting away money? You've got to save
money." He was a wonderful man and I did, I put money away
[laughs] because I knew I had to tell him. "No" wasn't a
good answer. You had to work with it. It was fascinating
because there was such an age difference. I was in my late
thirties and Bud was in his sixties, but he did not/had not
had children. He died on April Fool's Day, two years ago,
1990. I was in a Family Life Series at First Baptist Church
in Meridian, Mississippi, and got to the motel one night and
the message light was on. When I called the front desk, I
learned that he had died. And it was sudden because he had
gone through heart surgery and all these things and was
bouncing back and called and we were gonna go to dinner.
And this was great� a real turnaround�and the next thing
he was gone. And I did not get to come back to the funeral,
back to Kansas City- There was a real sense of grieving for
all of his friends were there; I was not there. I really
didn't deal with it until the family sent me a videotape.
And I think the toughest thing, I was so taken by it, every
body told stories about this man. . . but I found myself
broken, I was sobbing [watching the videotape] as the
casket came out of the church and I felt like I wasn't
there. It's been a real loss. . . . And that was one of the
things that got me started thinking in this whole particular
area of research.
I've never been to one of these before [laughs] and I've
never met anyone who has been to one of these before
[groups laughs] so I'm not sure of what agenda we ought to
follow. But I thought if we could follow a couple of themes
and we'll just kinda weave and see what happens with that
particular dimension. And I think one of the weaves that I
would like to start with is: Did you have a chance to say
good-bye and those closures? I know I have listened to all
of you when you have talked about this but ah, who would
like to lead out and we'll just follow from there and see
where we go. [Group hesitates] On the question, "Did you
have a chance to say goodbye?"
DV: I don't think I ever sat down with Jim and said "Jim, I
know you are going to die" and he would recriprocate and
say, "Yes I know . . . Goodbye" but I think we communicated
in many, many ways. . and I feel like by the pure fact that
I told him every time I saw him that I loved him and he said
the same thing to me, that, I think in that way, we said our
goodbyes. But I am not sure [laughs] and that's one reason
why I am here.
ET: And I have a similar kind of thing because Eric was, ah.
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he told me that he was diagnosed at Christmas of 1988. . .
and he was living in Dallas and I was living in Nevada and
so there was a distance between us. And in Christmas, 1989,
he. . .we'd been in contact and I knew that he was getting,
having more and more complications, and was more difficult
for him. . . Christmas of '89 he came out and spent Christ
mas with me. And ah, and then in May, I went down. He went
into the hospital for the very last time, and I went down
to Dallas, and spent several days with him and everytime
that we saw each other, we didn't sit around and talk
about, "Well, this may be the last time I see you or
something." But we did, we just would tell each other that
we loved each other and then, talk and laugh and do other
things. But, ah, [pause].
PL: I was in Kansas City, of course, when Sweet died and I
did not get to go home for her funeral but I had such a
positive feeling about it because she was such a Christian
lady and everytime I would say goodbye to her, for a year,
or two, she would say, "I'll see you in heaven. I'll see
you in heaven!" She thought everytime was the last time
everytime we saw each other. So, I mean, but she still
lived in her own home. I mean she had been through cancer
and bounced back; she still lived in her own home, took
care of herself alone, a wonderful lady. So, I have a
positive feeling because she'd just leave me that way every
time I left, you know, her home in Mississippi. So I know
we will see each other.
MH: I didn't get to say goodbye to Denny- But in a way I
did. I didn't get to say goodbye, but it was so sudden, I
mean, I saw him the day, I quess it was the day before he
died, and we had talked but that had never crossed my mind.
He was supposed to go on a ski trip that weekend before he
died, so it didn't cross my mind at all. But I know, at the
same time, that I knew I would see him again in heaven and
so it was reassuring. ... It wasn't like I was not, he
was leaving without me being able to say goodbye and him
not being there because I know I will see him in heaven.
TH: Sometime I get mad at myself because I ran into Amy,
his [Denny's] girlfriend, the day before on campus, at Mid-
America, and ah, I asked her how he was and where he was
and she goes, "He's been kinda sick and is at home." And I
didn't have to go to work that day and I thought about going
by and somehow I got sidetracked and didn't and then I got
the phone call the next day and I really, for a while after
that, really kicked myself for not going over and seeing
him while he was sick and. . . a few months before that,
when he was at 01-ivet, Amy and I went up there to see him
and so, I know that made him really happy, because he kept
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calling me� I almost didn't go�he called me up himself.
And said "I want you to come" and, ah, we spent a lot of
quality time together right before he died.
DW: I think that's what I remember, too. . . quality time.
And, ah, I didn't actually say goodbye to Kathy. The last
time I saw her was about three or four days before she
died, and she said to me when I went in there that day,
that she couldn't talk anymore. But that. . . I mean
sometime people with ALS, I mean that happens and they live
for months afterwards, you know, so I didn't realize that
ah, it would be so soon. And ah, and yet, since we had
good times and quality times, and I saw her frequently I
never felt like I didn't say goodbye. I just kinda felt
like I was real pleased that she died as soon as she did
and that she didn't have to wait for months.
NS: . . .we had known each other long distance, we had
never met. And when she answered the phone, I noticed- a
shortness of breath and I hadn't realized that she had been
sick. ... At the time, I thought, she shared with me,
they thought it was a degenerative heart condition. And, ah,
she was just Peg. And we talked about the seriousness of
the shortness of breath and I said, "Peg, this is serious
isn't it?" and she said, "Yeah" but you know, she was just
Peg. "Come on." [Laughs] . But in my heart there was some
thing that said this is more than. . . . She was a fighter,
a survivor, just a downhome country woman who was going to
stay in there. And I remember saying, "I love you"�we
always did that� and, ah, then when the call came in. . .
I was so grateful for that last phone call.
SW: really happened quicker than I thought it was going to.
I quess it was in February. . . that Maria went into a
nursing home and ah, she felt like this was the worst thing
that could happen to her! She had always been very active
in her own home. All except two or three days during that
time, when I had the flu and didn't want to give it to her,
you know, I went to see her every day that she was in the
hospital. . . and in the nursing home, too, and most of the
time she was home, she was confined to the house. Even to
walk across the yard to the mailbox was dangerous for her
of falling again. So, I would go get her mail, so ah, but
even in April I bought a new car, and one reason why I
bought the car I bought was thinking that this was going to
be a long drawn-out thing and I was going to be able to
need to get things like folding wheelchairs and these sorts
of things. And then she just kept taking a turn for the
worse and so right at the end, it was not that much of a
surprise .
But like a couple of weeks ahead of time it looked like it
I
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was going to be much more drawn out than what it was. But,
ah, I think I did feel like like we were saying goodbye and
these sorts of things. We talked about dreams for the
singles groups and things like this and when she went into
the hospital, the first time, she gave me a letter and
written on the outside: "Just in case," things she wanted
done if she didn't come out of this. And the first surgery
she came out of so beautifully. And I quess, as frequently
happens, she had one of these "just in case" letters for
me and one for her brother who was in charge of her will
and the family did just almost the opposite of everything
she had specifically written in that, which made it more
difficult for me, knowing what she wanted to do, and I
couldn't do it. . . and I'm sure it's very difficult
to ....
JB: With Jim, it was a complicated thing about saying
goodbye because, ah, boy, he didn't want to say goodbye.
I mean, he didn't want ah�he didn't wanta die, he didn't
want to have anything to do with that. He was fifty-one
years old, he had a, his life had come together so won
derfully, he had this great new wife, wonderful home, the
business he loved, after years of being outside of any kind
of faith community, he found a church that he loved, and
was so excited about, full of friends, loved. . . . [He was
the] most positive person. I mean it was his nature,
incredible fun and positive person, and ah, I didn't want
him to die, at all. And, I kinda crossed a line that I. . ,
[laughs] used to have. I mean when we were together, just
driving down to his house, he lived pretty far south,
so driving down to his house, taking communion, and visit
ing him, I would just be praying my guts out that this
thing would turn around and he would live. But it was a
terrible diagnosis. . . and exactly the same track that my
mother came down down with, and I had been with her every
day, so I knew the steps. . . and I was watching those
steps, and they were clear as a bell. . . and yet still,
because of [what] he wanted I pray for a miracle, pray for
recovery, pray for health. I got other people who were
better at that to come with me, to go down there, because
it was really kinda of a spiritual battle, and I would have
to stay with him a long time, maybe like an hour, to get
past the pain, and all that, and then to say, when the mood
was right, "Maybe you're not going to live" and he said, "I
know that. I know exactly what's going on. But I don't
want it to happen and I want to get well." And then, ah,
ah, there was this wonderful thing. . . one of the kids had
a baby and they decided to have the baptism of the baby in
his [Jim's] bedroom. And it was real near the end. . . and
he was. . . but he kinda was awake a little bit, and then
he woke up really. . . I baptized that baby right next to
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his face. . . right over the bed. . . and, ah, we finished
with that and the bedroom was crowded with all his kids�a
big family�and ah, then we finished with that, and he
wanted to go back to sleep. And I said "Goodbye." And he
said "Goodbye." So that was a rare thing to actually, I
mean, both of us knew what each was saying. . . .
HS: Some of us did not have a chance to say goodbye which
makes it very difficult. I remember Bud had so many
friends, employees, ministers, all the Nazarene establish
ment, yet we were close in a different way. I decided I
would just stop and simply say hello to the family. His
brother said, "Oh he wants to see you . " And I said, "No,
it's just family! He's in intensive care. I can't go in."
And he said, "No, he wants to see you. Just stay a minute."
I thought I had gone in alone and he had been kinda asleep
and his eyes came open and he couldn't believe he was see
ing, because they [the family] had really guarded [him from
visitors]� family only. And I said, "Hi Bud" and. . . I
said, "Don't try to talk. I just want to quote a Scripture
to you. It's a crazy scripture but I want to quote it to
you. And it's my favorite out of Joshua: 'And the Lord said
unto Joshua, "Behold you are very old" and [laughs] he kinda
looked at me like, "That's a great uplifting scripture. . .
I'm laying in this bed and that's what you came to quote!"
[Laughter] I said, "No forget that part. . . that's just so
you will understand the second part." I said, the second
part says 'There's much yet land to be conquered.'"
I remember telling him that "I can't afford for you to die.
I need you and there are a lot of us that need you and
there's all kind of land to be conquered and you can get
over this and there will be good days ahead." He nodded
and I turned around and walked out. I did not realize that
his brother had followed me in. And his brother just stood
there and said, "I've never heard that scripture before.
Where is that?" And I said, "It's in Joshua 13: 1." And I
talked to him on the phone a couple of times but that was
the last time I was ever with him and I wish there had been
a way, I mean, ah, I don't think I ever exactly told him
that I loved him. I think he knew that. But it was so much
like, I did not have a good relationship with my father and
here this wonderful gentleman had been like a father to me.
It was just hard to. . . I think the thing that annoyed me,
he was turning the corner, he wasn't supposed to die. Maybe
back earlier, but now to just turn the corner and die.
That's the thing that seemed really, really unfair. Really
tough on me not to be able to have a closing.
KK: Kenny and I didn't say goodbye. I didn't say goodbye
to Kenny. Kenny and I had been estranged for about a year,
or little longer. Talking about it, last night and today, I
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have realized how out of touch I was, at times. . . but it
was about a year that we were estranged. Shortly after. . .
for a while. . . he was actually openly hostile, and I took
it personally. it was only a few months ago I was talking
to another friend and she was commenting that she had had
the same experience with him. And had gone and done some
research and had discovered he was being given some. . .
medicine, some drugs. . . that were real mind altering
stuff. . . Ah, we would see each other in passing but it
was like we avoided talking to each other. Just "Hello" and
"How are you?" When he died, he had been in and out of the
hospital a few times, and ah, once he died� I really too
wasn't expecting him to die yet� I was. . . kept talking to
myself saying "Kevin, you've got to get your head on
straight about this AIDS stuff. And what are you thinking
and what are you feeling about it?" Was like, I know, I
kept saying, I know I'm not ready to . . . sort of ignored
the fact that he was very sick and I really didn't see that
he had a long time, even though he had been in and out of
the hospital. . . ah, I was also real angry with him because
Kenny had this dropdead look, just real. . . and safe sex
was just starting. . . He was coming around. . . and we
would sit around and fantasize about what the perfect love
affair was like; or talk about about safe sex. ... He
would say, "Oh, I'm not going to practice safe sex! If it's
meant for me to die from AIDS, I'll die and if it's not, I
won't. I don't see any reason for safe sex." And I was
real pissed that he hadn't tried to even practice safe sex.
So all that stuff was going on inside. I knew he was dying
during that time, during the last two weeks, I don't think I
even thought about saying goodbye. It was so "on the
shelf" up there because of all this other stuff, I didn't
even think about what I was. . . whether I was going to say
goodbye. Even the question sorta shakes me up a little bit
because there's a lot of others standing in line. It's like
this picture�when you asked what it was like?�of going
down a hospital room and long row of beds and saying, "How
do I say goodbye to each?" [Cannot be transcribed]
JD: [John very emotionally broken] With Justin I didn't
get to say goodbye. [He died after an argument]. He and I
were able to vent our anger with each other. . . . [Didn't
see each other for two weeks; usually had coffee once a
week]. My last memory of him was driving out of the parking
lot [after an AA meeting] so angry. And there have been
times I have felt real bad about that. ... My last view of
him was a casket. It felt very cold. . . [could not trans
cribe remainder of his story].
PR: When Carolyn died, I had been her friend for so long,
and, at her death, I was her pastor and so for her children.
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who were my children's best friends. She was diagnosed and
five weeks later she was dead! And so, ah, she and I said
goodbye with our eyes a lot more than with our words. We
had such a large community of friends that, ah, I think
until the funeral was over, I really never got to grieve.
I did the homily at the funeral [to Jeff] remember that?
It was, ah I ah, she and I. . . wasn't an issue for us,
because I was so close to that family- I think when you
have a close, close friend and they die and their friend
handles the arrangements, it can be devastating to be left
out of that .... of a close friend. I just think that
can be the most devastating thing in the world. As minis
ters I don't think it happens to us very much, and we're
not aware of it, if it does happen, but I have certainly
been a part of deaths where a close friend was closer than
the family and yet they don't have any real say so. And I
think that's very, very hard. Of course, that wasn't true
of Carolyn but I certainly have seen that. . . [remainder
not transcripable] .
GS: We've talked about "Did you get to say you loved this
person before they died?" Thinking back I don't ever
remember telling Denny, you know, "I love you". . . but I
think ah, when you are in high school, two buds don't go
around [laughter from group] saying, "I love you." It's
more punching each other, or something, that's a special
love I quess. But thinking now of my friends, I don't call
Mark or Todd, I don't call them up and say, "I love you"
but I wanna keep nothing between us in case something does
happen. Mark may make me mad or something or I'll blow up
or something but I make . . . sure as soon as I can call
him back and say, "You know Mark, I'm sorry."
HS: We've come up with something. Peg you brought it up,
the whole funeral period, of being at the edge of the
funeral. I wasn't at Bud's funeral. Let's talk about
how you participated� if you particated at all� in the
funeral .
DV:I think that was one of the great things about, ah
that may be why I've grieved, but it was in such a
wonderful positive way. For Jim's family is incredible
and Carleen and I were included in everything! Activities,
when there were no other outsiders other than a few clergy
Carleen and myself and the rest of the family. We were
afforded the opportunity of being a part of the grieving
process and being a part of the family. We were part of
the family. And the funeral, ah, we had a big part of the
funeral, chior, organ, and we were included after the
funeral for the lunch and brunch with the family. So, I
feel very, very good about that and I know that doesn't
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happen very often with friends.
CV: Jim allowed us to be his real friends; if he had to
throw up, he threw up. And we'd go on with it. And we'd
all go, you know. "Help me out of my chair. . . get me
up! Get me down!" But he never stopped us from coming,
unless, you know�even when he was at his sickest�he
would say "You can come for a few minutes." We went every
day. And he'd either be asleep or awake; we never knew
exactly how it was going to be. Be a good day or a bad
day; and they were up and down. But we were allowed to be
there. And he never once [had to] feel that he had to
pretend in front of us. And that was the uniqueness about
the friendship: it was fast. When we met, it was bonded.
It was husband and wife bonding, too. I got along with his
wife. It was a wonderful relationship. But we were allowed
to be there, so we didn't have to feel like that at all.
I remember in the hospital one night, they were discussing,
what she wanted, and what he wanted, and she had a book
and he had written it down and we got the book down at the
house and he had music written. He had put one one and
#4, and two but he had left out the third one. . . the
hymn or whatever he wanted, so we were trying to read
between the lines and fill in what we felt Jim would
like. And so, ah, it worked out beautifully. But like
David said. . . love me, love my family. Mimi had eight
children and Jim had two and they all had grandkids and you
walked into this house, and you thought. Oh my God! But
every one of them loved you and let you be there; they
didn't think you were intruding into their personal life.
And the day of the funeral, Jim had a cannon. . . little
baby cannon and the Fourth of July they'd usually get the
police because they'd set off this little cannon. Well the
kids asked Mimi if they could set it off. And I thought.
Oh boy this is going to be heavy duty! There's this little
tiny cannon out there. . . and they let this little sucker
go! And they thought, ah, and they said "This one's for
you! and". . . . [cries; group appreciates].
DV: Being able to have something of your friend's is not
an opportunity that is afforded in very many friendships.
Jim wanted me to have all of his organ CD's and he was a,
had a pile of them because he was a very avid organ fan, as
I am too. So, I'm going to have all those. . . .
JB: My deal about being in a funeral is like the problem.
Funerals are a problem, because, ah lot's of people die
here I don't know very well or I don't have a personal
grief. It's remarkable how every time you go down behind a
casket you're right there; [you think about] your own
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death and you go "God, this stuff is serious!" And you
know, I mean, but then there are, you know. . . a number of
people that life just puts me with in a way that really
close relationship, a friendship and they die. These
funerals, those funerals [laughs] are becoming the biggest
pain in my butt. I mean ah, it's because it has to be. . .
done. It's like I can share some grief, but God, you have
to be in control. . . because you're there to make it
happen for everybody else and if you go to pieces you
can't. So, you kinda go to pieces about it. That's part of
a problem. . . with him [Jim], one time he went to the
hospital, ah, when he wasn't supposed to, I mean, I mean,
you know, it was like he was to go in for these treatments
. . . but then one time he got too sick and had to go in
. . . there were insurance problems, so he stayed away from
the hospital as much as he could. So I went to see, him,
and he had been getting a little better but then "whewww"
[points downward] . . . and, ah, that was, I do remember
because he was such a positive sweet person and he was lying
in bed and I said, "How are you?" And he looked at me and
this was totally out of character for him, and he said,
"This really shits!" [Group laughs] And I said, "It cer
tainly does!" [Laughter] And ah, then Mimi came in and
said, "How are we?" and I turned to him, to her and said,
"It really shits!"
[Laughter] And it was like that was the day she and I did
most of the planning of his funeral. . . . So. . .
[laughs] .
DF: My closure. . . mine was different from the rest
because my friend committed suicide. And this was a friend
of, at that time, over thirty years we'd been together.
He'd grown up with my husband and so there was about four
couples of us who were very close. And Bud had left Kansas
City because he was unable to continue with his business
because he was a plumber and had lead poisoning. So, he was
in different parts of the country and at this time they were
living in Santa Monica and, ah, came back, for a week's
vacation. We went down to the lake. . . to go fishing, he
and his wife; six of us. . . .We came back to Kansas City
and decided to take a tour of the city. He wanted to see
his old home, he had used to walk from 40th to Grace and
Holy Cathedral to make two dollars a day to help family
expenses. He said "I want see the old home, I want to go
by the Cathedral. . . [the] home where we raised the kids."
He wanted to see all the things that meant something to him
in Kansas City- And the day they had to leave he came by
our store to say goodbye. As we, I thought we had said
goodbye. So about two hours later he came back with his
bag of Wolferman's English muffins�he always wanted to take
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some home and he said, "I just wanted to come by and give
you guys a hug." He said. . . [too soft for recorder] and
we didn't. . . how do you hear what somebody is saying? Ah,
two days later, his daughter called me and said, "He's
dead." "Surely, this can't be!" But it was. It was. He
had shot himself. . . and St. Andrew's had been their church
and Terry had come back here to be confirmed in 1964, which
brought me back to church. So, [the] relationship had been
very close through the years . . . having that network of
old friends is something that was of such great value. To
grieve with one another and to work through. . . . However,
you know, you never get through. I think: Why? Why this
person? .... He was fifty-five years old. . . he wasn't
close enough to retirement, in fact, on this trip they
looked at a house at the lake.
JB: I'm worried about hearing each other. If the noise [of
the air conditioner] would stop, it would be an improvement.
Some of these memories are tender and it's hard to talk
loud and that [air condition vent] is loud enough and I'm
wondering if anyone else is having a problem?
DV: I've been thinking about that this whole time.
[The group breaks for a few minutes].
SW: This isn't specifically Maria's death, but four months
after she died, my brother who was 37 at the time was killed
in an accident, suddenly, and one of the most difficult
things in dealing with his death was not having Maria to
share it with. For the six months after she was gone I
would find myself every time anything good or bad happened,
halfway to the telephone and I would think: No! You can ' t
tell Maria. But, ah, his death too was one of those
things, at least Maria's death does sorta make sense; his
never will! But somewhere along the line you've just got to
accept that it's not going to make sense and go on. And,
you know, anything that's real sudden, I don't think, is
going to. . . .
HS: Let me ask real quickly, we've been sitting for about
an hour. Would you like to take just a brief stretch?
[Group strongly responds: YES, YES] We'll take about five
minutes or ten.
[ BREAK ]
HS: I want us to ah, precede, along a line, of, I want to
stay on the funeral a minute longer to ask about any post-
funeral rituals we were included in or anything of that
particular nature. A hair longer and then we'll talk about
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triggers. Any particular post-funeral rituals that you
remember?
DF: I was involved in getting people together. [Too soft
for taping] .
KK: I didn't go to Kenny's funeral; Kenny died while I was
out of town. And, ah I came back and there was a message
on my answering machine to call someone and when I called
the funeral had been that morning. Ah, really there
wasn't much conversation about Kenny for quite a while. . .
Kenny and I knew each other, we were in AA together, we were
AA buddies, and ah, ah, it's really just a few months ago
that one friend and another recovering friend and myself
were, she had been estranged from him for a while, too, and
that had. . . that had resolved itself a few weeks, a few
months before he died. I think the first thing that, that,
in a strange sort of way, that the first ritual around Kenny
or the only thing that I have experienced was going to The
Quilt. When I went to The Quilt I felt like. . . I was
there for about six hours but it was also after I had gone
through it for a while and also was a volunteer down there.
There was something about The Quilt� it wasn't just Kenny�
but Kenny was one that I kept triggering to personally- And
and then a number of my friends came through and as informal
as it was we talked about him. . . .
JB: Will you tell us, how, ah, going to The Quilt, about
how it works?
KK: The Quilt. . . the particular pieces are pieces that
people have made, three foot by six foot, to remember
friends and family members that have died from AIDS. And
I can't tell you how it works in terms of how it works
but there is something real special about it, in terms of
being almost a sacred place to grieve. Ah, and, and, when
I hear how it works. . . there is something that goes on
beyond the mechanics of it that really does work. It cer
tainly, I think it's no coincidence that this has come up
two weeks after The Quilt and ah, it's like, it's just
. ... My feelings particularly around Kenny and other
people who have died from AIDS is that it's almost like,
it's outside of it, all normal functions of society- I
mean, it's like, I go to safe places because ah, ah . . .
it's a safe place to grieve people. . . who. . . sometimes
. . . grieving about them, even if grief is not safe, even
grieving about particularly, as a gay man for another gay
man, in what can often turn out to be a homophobic exper
ience, [Group responds] there's, there's the absence of
threat and the presence of safety. That's what it is: It's
the absence of threat and the presence of safety because
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even the funerals can become. . . . [too soft to be
recorded] .
HS: I have seen The Quilt in three cities. . . an amazing
thing had happened in all three. I've seen mothers trying
to find their son's place in The Quilt. It's horrendous
because you don't want to evesdrop but in all three cities,
it's I don't know how it's happened but I've stumbled into
mothers who cannot find their sons. It [The Quilt] covered
all of Municipal Auditorium. . . that's how big the thing
is. . . and where do you begin looking for his quiltiece?
And another mother said, "I'm going to help you. ..."
But they stood there talking. And as I was leaving� they
were still standing there talking, sharing their story and
it's such a fascinating experience in the sense of over
whelming, but the other thing is the silence. When you walk
in, absolute utter silence, that's been my experience. It's
a huge place, row after row after row, when you walk up and
down you see your years, birthdays in '47, deathdates in the
eighties . . . it's a strange phenomena.
KK: I need to say one more thing about that without trying
to deter the conversation. I want to say that it's not a
gay/straight thing. That the Quilt, the safe part about it
accentuates that it's not a gay/straight thing. But the
safety is safety and threat is threat. . . . Parents,
brothers, sisters, it's that, it's my experience. . . what
I experienced is that, that community. [Rest not recorded].
ET: Well I was involved with it being here also, and was
able to go over and help set it up. And if you haven't
seen it, each panel is three by six [feet]. And then they
sew panels together, each of those individual panels is
twelve by twelve blocks. Actually The Quilt is not all
connected. You have those twelve by twelve and some of
those blocks are grouped together on the floor so you have a
big twenty-four by twenty-four. And the twelves by twelves
sometimes are hung, along the edges [on the walls]. Or
something. I was there. . . and one of the things that
struck me was that everyone was there and we all knew why we
were there and we all had a connection. And it was that
real safety thing that you [To Kenny] were talking about.
We didn't. . . there was an opportunity if you wanted to
share "Well, why are you here?" and "Do you know somebody?"
or "Why are you interested in this?" but without saying
that. And I was working with these three other people that
I had never met before and we were all trying to hang these
things up and it was unreal, and if you are real task-
oriented. But still we all knew that you wouldn't be here
if you didn't have some connection with this or some feeling
for this and I wouldn't be here. So there was a whole nice
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quietness in that. . . in being able to do something to help
remember someone.
HS: The fact is that it is something a friend can do. And
the levels of craftsman are considerable. And some pretty
simple pieces and some stunning pieces that stop you cold.
Just the fact that somewhere, somebody took time to sew
this and. . . which we don't do anyplace else. In inter
viewing, I asked how do you remember your friends and did
anybody recognize your grief? And in our society. . . if.
you are family, we recognize your grief but if you're not
family you're ignored. Kinda amazing .
[To GS, TH, MH] Do any of you three want to share about
what it was like to be a pallbearer for the first time?
GS: [Discussion about wearing particular sunglasses at
funeral]. We would have worn them but we thought it would
be a little out of place. So we stuck them in our suit
pockets. . . I don't know it was. . . kinda ah, scarey. I
didn't know exactly what to do or how to do it. I don't
think until later. . . I realized how I felt.
MH: It was hard! Big honor but it was hard. When they
shut the casket for the last time and it was the last time
I would ever see his face. . . . Being a pallbearer is a
big honor but having to carry your best friend, that you
have known all your life, to the grave. . . .
JB: 0 my God! That must have been awful for you!
TH: It was also a big honor for me to do . . . at the same
time, I was feeling that, that it's my best friend. I
remember carrying that casket, it was like, it was hard
just to carry it, I mean, I felt, everyone was watching me
and I carried my best friend to his grave. I felt really
wierd. ... It's hard to even describe how I felt. . . .
TH: There were a lot of people there. And all the people
were watching you. ... I just had my head down. . . and
saw all the guys looking at me.
GS: What I remember is, what got to me was how sudden it
was. It was a Saturday. And I thought last Saturday what
was I doing? I had no idea. A week later. . . it was so
sudden!
MH: It was wierd because the weather that day was clowdy
and overcast. And I remember. . . and it was unusual. . . .
DW: You were asking about things that happened afterward.
I was thinking that the summer that Kathy died in August,
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my father in June died of ALS also. And, I experienced more
as a member of the family, I received. I think the most
meaningful thing to me was all the notes that people wrote,
I mean, I totally changed my idea of how to deal with people
and what to do with someone after a family member or friend
died and I think that helped me when Kathy died. That I had
a whole new outline [laughs] of what the community meant. I
mean all those notes from people, friends of mine and from
people that dad had known years ago and that had, maybe
worked with him and, I mean, that was a very meaningful
thing to me . I kept all those and a lot came to mother, but
a lot came to me as a daughter and I read those over several
months later. I think it helped in my remembering and
grieving .
HS: Let me follow up on that because that brings us to an
interesting issue that I've talked to you about: Who
recognized your grief? You mentioned the notes came when
your father died but probably didn't come when your friend
[Kathy] died.
DW: None of them.
HS: Let's spend some time talking about ways your grief
was recognized. Who recognized it? How did they recognize
it? Who ignored it?
[Pause]
JD: [Not picked up by tape] [In essence said] my soon-
to-be ex-wife� for obvious reasons�did not say a word.
My boss was real good. . . let me make calls, let me
slobber over his phone. . . [Group laughs] and he told me to
take whatever time I needed.
When I called there the priest that I talked to. . . .
[remainder too soft to be taped].
CV: I think a lot of the notes that came from the choir,
David is organist/choirmaster here. They watched David's
grief. . . . And then, David asked them if they would sing
[cries] and the support was amazing!
SW: What you're talking about I felt when the whole family
is involved in your church. In a way it's a compliment to
them to know that you are hurting just as badly as they
are, that this person was as important to you too. And
having had a pastor or two who had the walls sky high that
was something you didn't have to worry about.
PR: Other people support us when we openly grieve in front
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of them. It's not that you vant to do that particularly,
but you can't help it. When that happens, there's a lot of
support for you. In Jim's case, the whole parish was
involved. We had the whole vestry involved. . . as pall
bearers .
CV: [speaking to JD] I'm sorry that you missed out. . .
that your wife didn't support you in that grief. This was
the first time that David and I had, oh we share things,
but you know how one's closer than the other, I'm closer to
her than he is to her and so forth and so on. But this was
a relationship that. . . it brought David and I together
too. Ah, and we could grieve together, or be quiet together,
but we knew that we shared the same things.
PR: [Not taped]
NS: Peg, the fact that. . . and some of the people that I
went down to the funeral with. . . the difference between
the gentlemen and the ladies. . . this was a very dear
special person to me. . .and I lost this person. A friend
of mine had a celebration. ... We were having a gathering
of people playing volleyball, singles, and before the end
of that game� I knew that she was in the hospital but it
was. . . just a blood clot�we were having devotions, and
I learned she had died. . . and I, I couldn't handle it. I
needed to get away. When I came back, the guys, it was just
a different kind. . . not to put gentlemen down, I compli
ment anyone� the gentlemen today�who open themselves up.
Some guys were very macho, even very , even though
they loved her, and you knew they loved her� in your spirit
� they never said that. Never shared their feelings. I
hurt for them. The gentleman that I rode down in the car
with. . . I waited for him to cry, and he didn't!
[Unclear who spoke]: Well that's the way they are! That's
how it's done. They don't cry. Men don't cry. . . .
JB: I was listening to these guys talking about carrying
their friend to the grave. How sad it is and how wrong. . .
that you had to look down, because everyone was looking at
you. The pressure of that. . . it's a little bit like the
pressure on the rector.
MH: I had that same kind of attitude. I remember before
Denny died, I used to go to a grandparent's funeral, or
something. And I thought why are you crying? And I really
didn't think much of death. You know old people die. And
that's how it's supposed to be. But I tell you this hit me,
most definitely, as the hardest thing in my life. I mean
without question. I remember when I got word that he was
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dead. I had just come out of class and I was out of there!
I didn't know what to do. I just ran. . . I probably got
most of my help out of my friends especially Greg and Todd�
we used to sit around and talk, especially Todd. The
afternoon after [Denny] died, I remember we just drove, we
just drove for three hours; we just drove. Didn't say much.
I mean, it's like we had a mutual feeling about it. I
remember I used to be. . . Big deal! . . .
SW: For any of you guys was this the first funeral you had
been to? [Th, HS, MH answered no].
SW: As a junior high teacher the number of kids that I see.
18 year-olds, who have never been to a funeral. And then
something happens and it really devastates them!
CV: There's always the first [funeral].
SW: I. . . I remember funerals and banquets. I don't
remember not going. In a small rural community just every
body went. Ah, but so many of them. . . and a lot of times
they lost grandparents, and it's the parents that go home
for funerals. The kids are dumped with friends in Junction
City or Fort Riley and they don't even experience these
kinds of things.
CV: They wanted it sheltered. . . because it is a painful
experience. Let's face it. . . I prefer to remember them as
they were. Ah, and the worst thing is to shut that casket.
Because, recently my stepfather died�not too long ago�
and, they ah, mother, I don't know where this comes from,
and we went through the three days of receiving friends and
family at the funeral home. And you know that final hour
is coming. . . and you know the minute they make you leave
the room, that's it! I would prefer� in this case� I hadn't
seen him. There are two ways to look at it: it gives you
opportunity to see him for the last time but ah, ah, I would
prefer to remember them as I last seen them. But when you're
family, you can't say, "Well, I'm not coming. . ."
PR: [ interupting J Yes you can! I did it. I've done it more
than once, too.
CV: But also, I think my mother's been around enough to
understand that that's hard on the family. I said, I would
prefer that she not put me through that. . . and so she
agreed to a memorial service, but you know it was one of
those things, that final closure, that casket is coming down
the aisle, and that's it. That's it! The hard part for me.
PL: Don't you think our society has caused that? Because ah
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. . . it seems to me is a part of the whole picture and the
Black funerals I love. I've been to some and they are so up
lifting. I mean they really are. Because they know God. We
all grieve for the one we lose. For not having the physical
relationship anymore, but they look at it in such a differ
ent way and I noticed that a lot of churches now are having
celebrations. They have the family service, ah, and then a
celebration of the person's life and our relationship with
the person. Which I think helps in the grieving process to
have that type of funeral service rather than in the funeral
home. Or the negative or looking at it in a negative way
instead of a positive way.
KK: I really miss not having gone to Kenny's funeral. I
miss not having seen him in a casket. . . with Kenny, it
feels. . . like there's a piece of reality is missing, like
there's a piece inside me that's missing. And I don't know
what it is.
CV: I think I would not have had such a bad time of it if
we had not had a girl in high school. . . for the first
time. She went through the windshield and the parents had
her reconstucted. . . and that girl in the casket was not
the girl that we knew. It didn't resemble her. You know
what I am saying. It was just a different face on her
corpse. And I think that probably is where [my resistance]
comes from. Because at that time it was like, I didn't rem
ember that. That wasn't the girl that had died. So, I
think mine comes probably from something within me that
says. . . I just remember them as they were.
GS: I think it finalized something. When I heard� it was
three days before I saw Denny in the casket. I. . .it
hurts. . . but seeing him, not breathing, he's never going
to get up, I know he's gone. It helped me to finalize it.
DW: In our family we have never had open caskets. Whether
it's at the funeral home or anywhere. That's just always
been the family tradition. And I remember in, ah, after I
was married, and I had never seen a body, at all, and it was
bothering me. And I had an aunt that died and so I just
said to Mom. "I'm going to see her." Before the funeral
they had. . .and I think to me, it makes death, ah, I don't
know what the word is, I can accept it better to see that
because the person doesn't look so alive, you know, and so
it helps me to understand what has happened.
HIS: I think it has been very hard on me. [Tape cuts off]
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PR: [Carolyn was aj fabulous cook and we lived next door
to each other and she really taught me how to cook. So,
every time I get out a recipe that was Carolyn's or even
get into the receipe box, I am reminded of Carolyn. Good
food and good times.
TH: I keep a picture of Denny, the nameplate of his grave
on my sunvisor of my car. . . and everytime I put something
up there, it's always on top. I may sure it's not covered
up. I pull it down to block the sun or put something up
there, it's always right there in my face. That always
reminds me of Denny. . . . When I drive to my mom's work, I
pass the funeral home. . . I get on that road. . . I go by
there. . . I remember the night we went to see him at
visitation and stuff.
MH: For the longest time, I'd see his truck, and Andy or
his dad would be driving it, and I'd see it. . . and think
maybe it was Denny. I was just so used to him being in his
truck. He loved his truck, you know. Especially I will see
it in the parking lot, and I will always think of Denny.
And the house reminds me that we used to, ah, like to go out
on Sunday afternoons after church and go over to his house,
and he had a dunk basketball goal. . . and play dunk basket
ball. . . played it a couple of times since then. . . and
every time we start playing, we would start talking about
Denny- And cause he, used to play basketball. . . the way
he shot was incredible. . . .
ET: Eric gave me lots of gifts during our friendship so
I have things, some jewelry, that he gave me that I still
wear, and when in the morning, I get ready, just looking,
getting my watch or necklace or something, I always see
some things he gave me even if I don't remember it. I
always know I. . . it's real special to me. During his ill
ness, his brother and I went�we knew that he wouldn't come
out of the hospital�so we went to his apartment, and we,
it was just the two of us, and we kinda packed things up
and went through a lot of his things, a ah, I did that. . .
and then at his mother's house in Springfield, also and I
found things that I had given him. And his brother was
real good about letting me have whatever I wanted and
a couple of books or there's a blanket that I had given him.
And I was able to have those back and so that's nice too.
And I knew he had used those and that he still had them
and had been years before and he still had. Nice to know.
JB: In my work in life the most important is putting
together sermons and then delivering them. . .ah, Jim. . .
ah, really responded real warmly to that preaching. He
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really loved it, so he, and he, was a very generous guy. . .
if he had something. . . and everybody needed it. And so he
put together a whole thing of taping my sermons and the
anthems because he loved the anthems and the music and he
would tape them and get all his equipment, it was a massive
effort, and he did it all himself. . . and, ah he would tape
a whole service and go home and listen to it again, real
boring [group laughs] he would lift out a reading. . . then
he would lift out the sermon. . . and the music. . . so he
was taping our ministry. He could make a master and then
duplicate about twenty-five or thirty of those tapes and
sell them. And he was kinda sending our ministry out, and
it would go, and I would get in parishoner's cars and see
my sermon and David's music in their car or I would get
letters from. . . I remember a letter from a guy who was
President of the University of Texas, and somehow, he had
gotten one of those tapes and had listened to it. . . and
wrote. . . and, so, around the country. And ah, whenever I
see those tapes I think of Jim. . . I think of what he was
doing. . . and he had a radio station and played it on a
show. And since that time, since he died, well since he
got really sick and had to stop that. . . I mean it got
too . There has been a number of people who have
said "We miss the tapes. Why aren't the tapes out here? I
want to give the tape." And I say, I just, and it's
because I don't want to give it to anybody. . . it's stupid,
stupid, but I don't. I need to get over that because people
want that but it's something he did. . . .
[Group suggests it be done in his memory]
NS: As I am sitting here. . . I thinking of fried squash,
cornbread, green onions, jalepeno peppers. . . her down-
home cooking was really special- But the neatest thing, I
think. Peg and I first met over the telephone. . . and I
think Mr. Smith here had a part of that. . . we were plann
ing a retreat and we had talked for months over the tele
phone without meeting each other. And in January we had
the opportunity of meeting each other for the first time.
And, from there. . . I got to direct that retreat. . . but
the Lord had opened up an opportunity for me to do some
speaking and to go out to a general assembly in the
Nazarene church, which if you knew my background that was
like getting a letter from the President of the United
States saying "Would you come out and do this?" It was a
real honor for me and I was feeling real inadequate. . . .
Ah, and Peg and I in a conversation had been sharing
things and had found that we both like the same kind of
things. . . and I remember back to that first singles'
retreat down in Arkansas. . . their van was fixing to pull
out and then she hopped out with a package. . . and she
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handed it to me. . . and she was saying through that
retreat, I had gotten to know her a lot more. . .ah, that
was encouragement for me. She was saying, "You're going
to do OK!". . . she was encouraging me. And to this
day I have a Vanderbilt cologne�not the one she gave me�
ah, I think. . . but I got to thinking after our conver
sation, Harold, that Vanderbilt is a fragrance of friend
ship and I cannot smell that without thinking about my
friend. Peg. The other thing is that the Lord had given me
swans as my symbol of the ugly duckling and the ministry
and who we are in Christ and we think we are ugly ducklings
but we really are swans in Him. The symbol for Vanderbilt
cologne is a swan. [Group responds] And the other thing is
it's purple� the royality of a king's daughter. [Crying] So
everytime I think of her, whether she really realized it or
not, she gave me a fragrance of friendship. [The card]
said "To an ugly duckling: You are a swan! Remember our
time." And I will treasure that.
KK: Kenny used to have. . . every Saturday night, we used
to have at his apartment, we used to have AA meetings by
candlelight. I used to go to those almost every Saturday
night. . . . And at his apartment, every Sunday afternoon,
there were four of us who got together for a better part
of a year, just to meet and pray. And I go by his apartment
a lot of times, sometimes I just drive by the apartment�
the apartment complex is just about three blocks from where
I live�and a few times I have just driven by and sat there
but I have never connected before until just now since we've
been talking the only thing I have of Kenny's is something
I bought from him before he sold everything he had and
decided he was gonna go live in Florida and live the good
life; and what I have of his is a a wrought iron candle
stick . . . [not picked up by tape] because our connection
was real spiritual. And. . . .
HIS: Dottle, you mentioned to me songs as a trigger. . .
DF: See I go back to the songs of the Forties [laughter]
and there were so many good ones then, and Bud because he
had a wonderful voice, everytime we would go out someplace
with a juke box, he would play something and often would
sing it for us. . . ah, he used to sing at weddings, a
lot. . . those songs you. . . so I quess songs, in that
bring our group together, and Bud to mind. . . .
CV: Oddly my trigger is church because Jim would be there,
when he could. . . and he loved the music, and he loved his
sermons, and he, boy he just beamed. And there were
certain things, the Doxology, makes me cry now because
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that's what he wanted at his funeral, ah, ah, we do a song,
the first psalm of Isaiah, occasionally, the choir gets
very tired of it because it goes on and on, but now, it
makes me cry, so being in church, is like. . . he's not
there .
[Long silence]
SW: Our singles' ministry started around Maria's kitchen
table. And, ah, about fifteen years ago, something like
that. Our denomination went with a Christian Life set-up,
which was an emphasis on the entire Christian life where
before our emphasis had been on our Sunday school. And,
ah, Maria and I had talked about this. It also gave a lot
of new leadership positions in the church and in order to
fill these positions, you had to be a member. And our
church is somewhat unique, I think more because we're a
military community, a transient community. At any given
time, probably only 15 percent, sometimes even as high as
60 percent, of the people who are active in our church are
not actually members, their membership is back home some
where, frequently in another denomination. And at that
particular time, just after I had joined the church�after
being one of those folks for several years� they had made
me adult director and ah, I quess about the same time
Harold had gotten involved in this [single adult ministry].
But Maria and I started talking, an, ah, we finally decided
we don't know, what we are going to do, but we are both
single, and we both feel the need. We had discovereed as we
had gotten acquainted that my divorce had been filed the
exact same day that her husband had died. And, we had kinda
walked through this experience together and had found out
that there were a lot more similiarities than differences.
And we were going to do something for singles
around a kitchen table.
The pastor we had at that time said, "Do what you want to
do but just don't embarrass us!" [Laughter]. ... He
didn't say that in so many words, but that was the gist
. . . and the whole congregation thought we were nuts! And
there weren't many singles at that time and we started with
a Sunday school class which she taught and I was doing more
of the organization work. . . and a couple years after this
I went to a couple of seminars at Bartlesville , Oklahoma,
and we came home from those and we talked about those, and
Harold had been there and those kinds of things, and we
started dreaming: wouldn't it be great if we could do some
thing like that here! And the dream just kept growing and
finally, you know, after we were sure it was the Lord'
will, we decided we don't know how, we don't know anything
but we are going to do something like that here.
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Then the whole church [laughs] really thought we were
crazy! And we both did this, having no idea of how it
would be paid for�and we both felt we might end up
mortaging our houses�but we did it that first year and
ended up with seventy-five people from various and sundry
places throughout the midwest, and ah, our church at that
time, running around 200, most of our singles ministry�
even today, except for the seminar, depending on what the
activity is, runs between five and twenty- We will have
our 14th or 15th seminar this summer or fall, and during
the course of this time we have had 1500 to 2000 people
from across the country that have come to these things. I
quess the planning, the preparation, the seminar itself is
when I really remember her the most. And people who have
come to these things years ah, the last four or five years,
have come and looked at me, and it doesn't seem quite right
that Maria isn't here. . . . [Laughs] And, ah, I quess
that's what really triggers it. . . and I know it is some
thing I never would have had guts to do on my own if she
had not been behind me!
HIS: One last question before lunch: With whom have you
talked about your loss�about the death of your friend?
TH: Me and Amy [Denny's girlfriend] went out one night; we
just went out to a mall and talked and talked, and we both
really opened up because. . . I really felt, my girlfriend
didn't know him [Denny] that well, she had just met him
once, but I am glad that she did. . . and Amy's roommate
didn't know him that well, so one night we just kinda went
out to the mall and stuff, and we just sat there and
talked and talked and breaking up and told so much stuff
. . . it was real neat, too she told me, you know. . . she
didn't feel she could talk to many people in the dorm and
stuff, and she didn't have many close friends that she
could talk to, except for most of Denny's friends, and she
opened up pretty well that night.
JD: [Could not be picked up by tape recorder]
DW: I think for me it's Kathy ' s husband I see all the time
and all. . . we've had a lot of time with them. . . after
wards it helped me to process all that. And Steve, with all
the things he is struggling with, in his relationship with
the family, you know, and all the stuff. . . that's kinda
been. . . my outlook with dealing with it all. . . because
I know we talked about it right afterwards. . . the first
couple of weeks. ... I don't see many people who knew her
that well so we don't talk about it.
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PR: Carolyn's daughter and my daughter are best friends
and Maggie talks about her�my daughter Maggie� talks about
her and I am just so grateful that I am still alive. She
really faced the death of a mother through Carolyn's death.
And Carolyn's daughter talks to me about her mother. . .
and, her, her daughter is taking me out to lunch for
Mother's Day [group responds positively] and we do that
kind of thing for each other. So, I have a wonderful arena
just with her family and my family.
JB: With Jim, I was grateful to talk to you [pointing to
Harold] and that was the first time I have talked to
anybody, not about Jim, but about my losing him. . . which
to me is kinda different. Ah, I. . .it was pecular moment
here in the fall, or maybe January- . . because we had this
BLAM! BLAM! BLAM! BLAM! with parishioners dying. . . and it
was awful! And, ah, the parish was so
fragile. ... I mean if I said look to the right, they
looked to the left; if I had come down with two cooked eggs,
and one of them was scrambled and one of them was boiled,
they would say you scrambled the wrong one! And I thought:
What was the matter? No it occurred to me: Everyone was
walking around. . . we had done the funerals. And I had
paid such attention to the families but I hadn't paid any
attention to the the fact that the congregation was all
friends and was filled with friends. And I told the con
gregation: "I am filled with grief- I've got a river full
of it and you have too!" I usually put out copies of my
sermons but it was like 150 people wanted it, and we had to
keep running copies off. . . and so one person I talked to,
like Jim, we're all filled with grief. So I talked to the
congregation about it, healing just that little bit. That
was a lot. . . so there was the beginning of the end of
that awful period.
ET: Eric and I had been friends in junior high, high
school, and part of college, and we didn't live together
so he had a whole new circle of friends I didn't know,
and they were in Dallas, and I was sort of his connection
to a different time of his life and a lot of our friends
from that period. He and I had maintained our friendship,
but a lot of the other people hadn't maintained a relation
ship with him. So for me, his death was a real immediate
thing but yet I didn't know the people who had been active
in his life in the present. . . . Some of those people
weren't at the funeral� so there I was, with some people,
who had known him years ago but hadn't kept up with him so
the connection with him wasn't the same, and. . . I was
struck by your question [to Harold] . . . Did anybody send
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you flowers or a note? I don't know that I would ever have
thought to do that for someone else, but I would now, I
think. . . but gosh, you know, I will write my friend who
just lost a friend . . . you know, a note, but that would
have meant a lot to me.
CV: When my stepfather died I considered my mother the
griever. But when I got home from the funeral, I had cards
here.
^
It took me back, like somebody cared. I didn't stop
to think about my grief but they sure did. And it was very
comforting. It was a shock! To sign your name on a pre
printed card is wonderful. It doesn't have to be your
words, if you don't want it to be. Cards anymore say it
like it is!
JB: Well that's something you're saying reminds me of
something that was said earlier. . . of remembering that
with such gratitude for the other person. . . . Wow!
[Several people talking at once]
JB: With Jim, the whole thing about that, that was the
first time. . . with Harold that I had talked about a
friend dying.
HIS: We've had an intense morning and I promised to feed
you if you would come. We are going to have lunch together
and we are going to have a little different focus this
afternoon. We are going to be out by 2:30 because I
know you have schedules. And we are kinda off schedule at
the moment but we are going to be on schedule by the time we
get to the end of the day. . . It's going to be good.
Jeff would you offer a blessing:
JB: "Father we thank you for this morning and the sharing
and the remembering and for friends. And for the friend
ships we had with them. And we trust them to you. And we
thank you for the food we are about to receive and we ask
that you will bless it for our bodies use. Amen."
[Emd of tape].
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SAMPLE PARTICIPANT VERBATIM
Transcribed: 28 June 1992
Name : TH
Date: 13 April 1992
Location: Library, Mid-America College
Time: 5:30-6:30 pm
Friend's name: DA
Age: 21
Age at death of friend: 20
Friend's age: 19
1: How long had you known your friend?
A: I had known him since about my sixth grade year
2: How did you meet?
A: Vacation Bible School.
HIS: Were you in the same class?
A: No. They had grades 4-5-6 together. He had just moved
here. He and Kelly were good friends and I had known
Kelly all my life.
HIS: So through a mutual friend?
A: Yeah.
3: What nutured your friendship?
A: We just had the same interests and everything� same
music, same movies, same activities on a Saturday and
we just like laughed together a lot.
4: Who valued the friendship the most?
A: I think it was mutual.
5: When did your friend die?
A: February 1991.
6: When did you learn that D had died?
A: I was getting dressed for class and my mom called me.
It was about. . . 10:30 in the morning.
HIS: You were living in the dorm?
A: No, I was living at home.
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9: Did you have an opportunity to say goodbye to him?
A: Not really. Sometimes, I. . . the day before I ran into
A [friend's girlfriend] up at the parking lot by the
girls' dorm and I was talking to her, and she said D
had been kinda sick and I thought about going by and I
didn't and I really wish I would have, after that.
HIS: It had been quite common just to drop into D's house?
A: Yeah.
11: When was the last time you saw D alive?
A: We spent New Year's together and maybe a Sunday or two
after that.
13: Would you say that memory is: Extremely positive?
Positive? Ambivalent? Negative? Extremely negative?
A: Positive.
14: Were there things you wish (now/then) you could have
said to your friend?
A: No. I don't think we had anything against each other
that needed to be said.
15: Was there a funeral?
A: Yes.
18: Were you directly involved? You were a pallbearer?
A: Yes.
19: Did you feel�at the time� that your grief was recogn
ized?
A: Definitely not recognized.
19B: If so, by whom?
A: Definitely yes through friends and other people that
were grieving like us. But I don't think as much as
some other people that were there that maybe didn't
know us as much. Or maybe people around us who weren't
as close to D as we were.
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20: How was your grief recognized?
20B: Did anyone send you a note or letter?
A: My girlfriend wrote me a few notes and my mom left one,
a few on my bed.
20C: Anyone talk to you personally?
A: Not that I remember.
20D: Anyone call you?
A: I had a lot of calls the morning he died. From peoplethat wanted to know if I knew. I already did.
20H: Any other ways?
A: Included at dinner at church afterwards [the funeral].
21: Which of the following "triggers" the memory of D?21A: A specific occasion in which you think of D.
A: Yeah, A. and I went up to see him at Olivet [Univer
sity] it was November of '90, right after he graduated.
His freshmen year at Olivet. First semester. And just
the fact that we did together. ... We three went
together everywhere. It wasn't like I was just up
there; it was [not] him and A. together. It was all
three of us. We did everything together. . . went into
the city [Chicago] and stuff.
21B: What about holidays?
A: We always spent New Year's together and the Fourth
of July.
21C: Season?
A: The summer the summer before he died. We. . . B
and a whole bunch of us spent every day together and
did things together at night.
HIS: A song, or a picture or a restaurant?
A: No not really.
21G: Some tradition your group did� formal or informal?
A: No not really.
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21H: Church?
A: Just seeing him at church and sitting by him.
21J: Any other way?
A: When I see people out jogging or riding bikes like
D did. . . when I see a movie I remember we used to
watch. When I see his truck, a lot.
22: How has your bereavement for your friend been different
than other bereavements you have experienced?
A: Yeah. I just haven't lost any one as close as D was. I
lost my grandfather but I was nine years old at the
time and it didn't hit me as hard.
23: How often do you think about D?
A: Frequently -
24: To whom have you talked about D's death and your
mutual bereavement?
24A: Another mutual friend?
A: Yes.
24B: Anybody that D did not know?
A: Yeah.
24C: Somebody in D's family?
A: Yes.
24D: Someone in your family?
A: Yeah.
24E: A counselor, psychologist or therapist?
A: No.
24F: A total stranger?
A: No I haven't.
24G: A minister?
A: No, ah AT, the campus minister.
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241: Anyone else that didn't fit those categories?
A: No.
25: Were you given any mementoes of D from the family?
A: No.
26: Anyway you can think of that you have "memorialized"
D?
A: I keep a picture of his gravestone on my [sunjvisor of
my car. And on the back of my basketball shoes I wear
a piece of black tape. That reminds me of D.
HIS: You want to tell me more about why you have chosen
that way of remembering? Is. . . did somebody suggest
that to you? Did you just think that up? Did you see
that in a movie? How did that come about?
A: The picture is just something that I thought of to
keep it close to me because I drive the car every day
and everytime I have to pull it down or stick something
up there, it's always on top. And the black tape on my
shoe I've seen people do it before. I have also the
Mid-America article and Olivet article and the Olathe
Daily News article. . . of 'em [newspaper articles
about D's death].
HIS: A picture?
A: Yeah and the little thing they give you at the funeral.
27: How has D's death prompted you to think about your
own death? Or has it?
A: I would think that I would be, kinda ah, glad to die
but I would be the first to see D of all my friends.
Not meaning that in a bad way.
28: Do you believe that you will someday see D again,
in eternity?
A: Yes! [Emphatic].
29: Why?
A: I believe in my faith and religion and I know D did
too. That keeps me stronger so I. . .to stay a
better Christian so I know I will see D too.
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30: Have you ever heard of something called "Prayers for
the Faithful Departed"?
A: No.
31: As of today, how well do you feel you have recovered
from D's death?
A: Mostly recovered.
33: What changes have you had to make as a result of your
friend's death? Are there changes?
A: Not that I can really think of right now-
34: What have you done to promote recovery from D's death?
A: Ah, I keep in touch with A [his brother] a lot and
with D amd B [D's parents]. I send them cards as
frequently as I know to. I sent them a card on his
birthday right after he died cause I knew that would be
a tough day for them. I sent A a little bit of money
when he went to France. I keep close to them because I
know they are still not fully recovered.
34A: You've visited the grave?
A: Yeah.
HIS: How often? Is that an occasional thing?
A: I used to do it once a month, right after he died. But
it's gone on since then. Not once a month. Last time
was February 6.
34C: Have you been to any kind of seminar on bereavement?
A: No.
34D: Have you made any contribution to a memorial fund for
D?
A: No.
35E. Any other way you can think of you've done to promote
your recovery?
A: No.
35: How has the death of D influenced your relationship
with God?
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A: Drawn me closer to him. . . cause you never know when
he might call you home. So you just need to be ready
at all times.
HIS: Let me ask you a follow-up on this. In the first
couple of days when you discovered D had died and
before the funeral, how did you feel about God in
those days?
A: I was real confused. I didn't know why he took D.
D had his whole life ahead of him. Ah, high scholar
at Olathe South and going to med school; had very high
expectations so I don't know why he'd take someone
like that. D was very focused. If he wanted some
thing he would go out and get it.
HIS: Pick one of these eight [from list] as a good answer:
A: At first, it confused my relationship with God. But
now it has generally strengthened it.
HIS: Now, this one is a little bit strange.
[Completes Oltjebruns Outcome Scale]
[TH picks: I have strengthened emotional bonds with others].
HIS: Any stories of D you would like to share?
A: Oh, I've got so many. Which one? Ah. . . .
HIS: What was the wildest thing D ever said or did to you?
A: We used to pull pranks on each other- I remember, I
think it was right after he got his truck. We took a
trip right out of the blue, it wasn't a trip, just went
out to Lawrence. He had just learned how to drive,
just got his truck and got his license and everything.
We drove all the way out to Lawrence. We came back
that night. Sometimes, B and I or K and I would show
up at his house, especially the summer before, and
we'd wake him up or most of that summer I had summer
classes and so did D�he was taking some math classes�
and, we got up, and right after we got out of class, we
ate lunch together. I just have a ton of memories.
HIS: What was the best memory you probably have of D?
A: The last one would be when I went to Chicago to see
him. That was the most time I had spent with him.
Most quality time.
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HIS: Let me ask you. I'm not trying to intrude or be
curious, but with some guys in the dating situation
with A being there�how to say it?�you would have
been in the way. That strikes me as being a very
interesting thing because you didn't take a girl with
you and he didn't fix you up with one apparently. Was
that just the way D was?
A: Yeah, we had planned on that even before he went up to
Olivet. He'd been. . . I think it was back one time
and ah, he just wanted me to come up and see him and
K was maybe going to be up there so that made it a
little better for me and I found out that K was coming
home and I thought, "I'll just let A go" and he, you
know, kept telling me, "I want you to come up" so he
tried to get me to come up there, so I would not feel I
was by myself, or anything.
HIS: Did you stay in the dorm?
A: Yeah, I stayed in his room with him.
HIS: Can you think of a memory in which D came to your
defense or your rescue or saved your kabonzas in a
weak or tough time for you?
A: Not really off the top of my head. I know he would
have been there but I really don't remember him coming
at any significant point or anything.
HIS: I want to circle back and try and move in a different
direction. You mentioned that you met in Bible School.
There must have been a lot of guys your age in those
classes. Tell me some more about how in the early days
your friendship began to develop.
A: K and I had gotten into an argument a little bit
earlier that week, so me and D got together a little
bit and like the first day we had really got to know
each other he asked me to come over to his house and
spend the night. And, ah, we all, K, D and I lived
within a mile of each other, so it wasn't like it was
hard to get over to see him�him or K�and that summer
I used to go over to K's and we used to go swimming
together a lot and D, just lived two blocks from K,
so he'd always ride his bike down there and we always
spend so much time together.
HIS: Do you think. . . what was going on in D's mind, well,
let's go back to the last time you were with him?
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Was it a completely light moment? Did you get any
glimpse at all of him being into heavy thought or that
he somehow had a premonition that something was coming
or facing him or anything at all like that?
A: Not at the time I spent with him but I think there was
a reason that he came back to Olathe. After his first
semester at Olivet.
HIS: Did you ever talk to him about that?
A: No. He just said it was, ah, that it was cheaper and
that he was going to go to K.U. Med Center and that
it was kinda foolish to go way up there.
HIS: Was D much one. . . I noticed in your answer when I
asked you, "Will you see/do you believe you will see
D again?" and you said, "Yes. Because of faith in my
religion and in D's." I know D had a strong faith as
well. Did you talk much about you faith or was it
something you kinda. . . ?
A: Something you just knew-
HIS: Was there ever a time when you would say that your
friendship was threatened? Was there ever a vulnerable
moment? Was it just always a wonderful relationship?
A: I remember one time� I believe it was my sophomore year
in high school and he was in the ninth grade�him and
G became kinda close and me and K were kinda close
and I didn't see as much of D, but, we all� I'd always
been good friends with G since elementary school�so,
that was the only time we didn't spend a whole lot of
time together.
HIS: If you knew someone was going to go through this exper
ience, now that you have been through this experience,
ah, what would you say to somebody who had just
discovered their friend had died? What would you tell
them?
A: Just to ah, go to the other friends and be there for
them because everyone's going to need as much help as
possible. And that to give them all the support you
can .
HIS: Was this your first time to ever be a pallbearer?
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A: Yeah.
HIS: How, what kind of feelings did you have? What went
through your mind that day?
A: Well, I was over in the campus center talking to M
one day and AT walked in and said someone over at the
church wanted to talk to me and I figured that's prob
ably what it was for. It was kind of an honor�a big
honor�at the time it was the hardest thing I have
ever done�and it will probably be for a long time.
HIS: What made it hard about that?
A: Just knowing that your best friend is right next to
you and he isn't alive and carrying him. . . carrying
him to his grave.
HIS: When you were at the grave�what did you do after the
funeral? Where did you go? What did you think about
after the funeral?
A: Ah. . . we went to the dinner first and after that. . .
I. . . ah, I think I went over to my girlfriend's
apartment and that was ... I know after that, all of
us guys went out to eat. I went over to her apartment
real late that night for a little while.
HIS: So it was all the guys that had been pallbearers and
some others as well?
A: Yeah. All close friends.
HIS: How would you describe that event?
A: Dinner?
HIS: What you talked about?
A: It was kinda a happy scene because we all had good
memories of D and all we did was talk about D that
night. It was. . . we weren't, you know, in low moods
or anything. We were all in high spirits because we
all knew D was onto a better place.
HIS: Did you think at all�or have you talked with anybody
about what it would have been like if D had not
had a faith� a strong faith? Do you have any ideas?
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Have you ever thought about how you would be dealing
with this if that had been the case?
A: Not really- I hadn't thought about that.
HIS: I want to go back and ask one question. When we
talked on this question #21�of what followed/what
triggers the memory of the friend in your mind�ah, we
talked about the specific occasion, the trip to Olivet,
the holidays, the Fourth of July, the summer you were
together almost every day and church. Was there one of
those that you would think is most significant? That
jars your mind?
A: Olivet and the summer. . . we spent so much time
together, as best friends. . . I mean, every day. We
never got in fights or arguments, just friends, all
friends going out and having a good time. But Olivet
is the last big memory I have of him because that was
the last big thing we did together for a three day
period .
HIS: How do you think you might have grieved�or did any
body suggest to you, has anybody suggested to you,
that there was a certain way for you to grieve
because you are a male? Has anyone suggested that you
are supposed to be strong or you're supposed to?
Do you think you might have grieved differently if you
had been female? Has that thought ever crossed your
mind?
A: No. . . I don't care what other people think! I mean
he was my best friend.
HIS: Any other stories that you can relate that might give
me some insight about your friendship and what might
and what about the friendship you miss?
A: I just miss seeing him and hearing him laugh and making
him laugh. He used to tell me how funny I was and I
used to try to make it a point to make him laugh when
I'd see him and stuff. . . . And ah, used to always get
on him, especially K and I, and tickled him because he
was real touchy about that. But after his death, just
made me grow closer to my other friends, like K and
some of the guys and some of the girls. We all keep in
touch better than we would have if D hadn't passed
away. I made it a point to keep in touch with them,
too .
HiS: Have you had any feelings, of ah, well, that D or
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sensing that D was near you or present? A moment that
it seemed like D was there.
A: Yeah, mumm. Sometimes when I am at his house or
something. I haven't been over to the house in a
while but when I was there the pictures they have up of
him and I have ridden in his truck with A and stuff.
That brings back a ton of memories, too.
HIS: What would you say was your first reaction to hearing
that D was dead?
A: I was. . . got real weak all over- I was in a state of
shock. And after I hung up the phone, hung up the
phone, I just started crying. I just went downstairs
and sat on the couch and I was in so much shock, I
couldn't believe it! The first thing I did was call B
. . . and I couldn't get a hold of him and after that I
got a few phone calls from some friends who wanted to
know if I knew and stuff.
HIS: How long were you in that particular mood or frame of
mind? Several hours?
AS: Most of the day.
HIS: How long before you were actually with people, that
morning?
A: Ah. . . I don't think I was with anyone until later
that evening. Until my parents came home. I remember
it was all so unbelievable I got out and drove by the
house and stuff. I remember seeing his window because
he had that top room. ... It just blew my mind!
There was a bunch of cars over there.
HIS: This may be a crazy question but ah, do you think you
will ever replace D?
A: No.
HIS: Have you made any new friends since D died?
A: Friends at work and stuff. . and a few friends at
school .
[End of interview]
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Welcome to a Day of Remembering.
I am delighted that you have agreed to participate in this
celebration of friendship.
I have come with a sense of expectancy. After listening to
your stories I have an enriched understanding of friend
ship.
In doing my review of the literature I was stunned
by three "blesseds":
Blessed is he who loves a friend in you
�Augustine
Blessed are those unafraid to be friends,
for they are unafraid to die!
�Eugene Kennedy
Blessed is the man who has friends and will let
him express his story without hindrance.
-William F. Rogers
I want to add, "BLESSED are those who help
doctoral students!"
Suggestions
(1) Grief is the normal human response to the
love and emotional investment in another
(2) Grief is a developmental experience, if we
allow it to be; simply, we can learn through
our loss.
(3) Grief is individualistic;
(4) Contrary to popular opinion, there are no
"in concrete" stages of grief that must
be traveled in sequence
(4) Men and women express grief differently
(5) It is important to talk about our friends who
have died. Memories are tools for healing.
(6) Grief can be shared
(7) Stories help turn strangers into friends
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We vill begin with a short time of quiet.
Each participant will have an opportunity to talk,
but if any one wishes to listen without sharing,
his or her preference will be respected.
Here's our working agenda:
10-12 Sharing Our Stories
12 Lunch
12:45 Collage Making
1:45 Worship
2:30 Dismissal
Amy Harwell wrote that each friend fills a specific
niche in the Cosmic Care Plan. She cited C.S. Lewis
The Four Loves: "For a Christian, there are,
strictly speaking, no chances. A secret Master of
the Ceremonies has been at work. Christ, who said
to the disciples, 'Ye have not chosen me, but I
have chosen you' can truly say to every group of
christian friends, 'You have not chosen one another,
but I have chosen you for one another.' "God,"
Harwell insists, "chooses our friends.'
My hope is that by the end of this Day of Remembering
we will be a community of shared stories.
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FRIENDSHIP: A DAY OF REMEMBERING
Saint Andrew's Episcopal Church
9 May 1992
WELCOME
I am the resurrection and the life,
saith the Lord;
he that believes in me,
though he were dead,
yet shall he live;
and whosoever
liveth and believeth in me
shall never die.
I know that my Redeemer liveth,
and that he shall stand at the latter day
upon the earth;
and though this body be destroyed,
yet shall I see God;
whom I shall see for myself
and mine eyes shall behold,
and not as a stranger.
For none of us liveth to himself,
and no man dieth to himself.
For if we live, we live unto the Lord;
and if we die, we die unto the Lord.
Whether we live, therefore, or die,
we are the Lord's.
Blessed are the dead
who die in the Lord.
Leader: The Lord be with you.
People: AND WITH THY SPIRIT.
Leader: Let us pray.
PRAYER
You have blessed us, 0 God,
with the gift of friendship,
the bonding of persons
in a circle of love.
We thank you for such a blessing
especially for [N: ]
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for friends who love us
for friends we have loved
who have shared our sorrows
who have listened to our stories
who have laughed in our celebrations
who have wept with us in our woundedness
who have been there when we needed them.
This day, 0 God of grace and glory,
as we remember the witness of our friends
give us faith to see in death
the gate of eternal life
so that, in quiet assurance,
we may continue our course on earth,
until, by your call,
we are reunited with our friends
in your kingdom where there is no more
death or sorrow or crying. Amen.
OPENING SONG Amazing Grace
Amazing grace, how sweet the sound that
saved and set me free
I once was lost, but now am found
was blind, but now I see.
Through many dangers, toils, and snares,
I have already come;
�Tis grace has brought me safe thus far,
and grace will lead me home.
The Lord has promised good to me
God's word my hope secures;
God's will my shield and portion be
as long as life endures.
When we're been there ten thousand years,
bright shining as the sun.
We've no less days to sing God's praise
than when we'd first begun.
FIRST READING 12 Samuel 1: 19, 23-27
SHARED READING Psalm 23
Leader: The Lord is my shepherd.
People: I SHALL LACK NOTHING.
Leader: He makes me lie down in green pastures,
People: HE LEADS ME BESIDE QUIET WATERS,
All: HE RESTORES MY SOUL.
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Leaders
People:
Leader:
People:
Leader :
People:
Leader :
People:
Leader:
He guides me in paths of righteousness
for his name's sake.
Even though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death
I WILL FEAR NO EVIL,
For you are with me;
your rod and your staff,
THEY ARE A COMFORT TO ME.
You prepare a table before me
IN THE PRESENCE OF MY ENEMIES.
You anoint my head with oil;
MY CUP OVERFLOWS.
Surely goodness and love will follow me
all the days of my life,
AND I WILL DWELL IN THE HOUSE OF THE LORD
FOREVER .
SECOND READING John 11: 1-27,
the death of Lazarus,
Jesus' friend
Leader: The Gospel of the Lord.
People: PRAISE BE TO THEE, 0 CHRIST.
INTERCESSIONS
For our friends who have died, let us pray to
our Lord Jesus Christ who said, "I am the
Resurrection and I am Life."
Lord, you consoled Mary and Martha in their
distress; draw near to us who this day in
this place remember our friends.
R: LORD, HAVE MERCY.
You wept at the grave of Lazarus, your friend;
comfort us in our loss. We pray to the Lord.
R: LORD, HAVE MERCY.
You raised the dead to life; give to our
friends eternal life. We pray to the Lord.
R: LORD, HAVE MERCY.
You promised paradise to the repentant thief;
bring these our friends to the joys of heaven.
We pray to the Lord.
r: lord, HAVE MERCY.
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Comfort us with the precious memory of
faithful friends; let our faith in you and our
hope in the resurrection be our consolation.
We pray to the Lord.
R: LORD, HAVE MERCY.
REFLECTION
THE LORD'S PRAYER
THE CALLING OF THE NAMES
As the names of our friends are read you are
invited to come forward, select a candlestick
and a candle. Then light the candle as a sign
of our hope as we continue the memory of
those we love.
DA remembered by GS
TH
MH
CB remembered by PR
JB remembered by JD
MB remembered by SW
KF remembered by KK
JH remembered by JB
DV
CV
BL remembered by HS
KM remembered by DW
BR remembered by DF
LS remembered by PL
PT remembered by NS
EH remembered by ET
I used to think
loving life so greatly
that to die
would be like
leaving the party before the end.
But now I know
that the party is really happening
somewhere else.
That the light and music
escaping in snatches
to make the pulse beat faster
and the tempo quicken.
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comes from another place.
And I know, too,
that when I get there,
the music and the love and
the praise will belong to him
and the music will never end.
�Bob Benson
CLOSING PRAYER
Father of all, we pray to you
for those we know and love,
but can no longer see.
Grant them peace .
Let light perpetual shine upon them.
Grant your servants, our friends
whose memory we have celebrated today
that inheritance promised to all
your saints.
We ask this through Christ our Lord.
Amen .
THE BLESSING
Leader: Let us go forth in the name of Christ.
People: THANKS BE TO GOD.
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